
NEWS: Music on video is hoping to escape the doldrums j as more DVD titles become available 

IA&R: Having made the big breakthrough in the UKTHE MAHICS are now looking to conquer the world 
ÊÊk 

A&R; Withan Oscar nomination under his beit, ELLIOTT SMITH looks set for big things ^ with DreamWorks 

FOR EVERYONE IN THE RUSINESS OF MUSIC 

Capital relunes Xfm 

for 'broader' appeal 
by Paul Williams Capital Radio has axed Xfm's entire line-up of specialist shows as part of a massive programming shake-up. Seven of the London station's 16 presenters have been dropped and high-profile DJs such as Gary Crowley removed from daytime in the first programme changes to be introduced by Capital since it completed its £15.9m purchase of Xfm in July. Another seven sales and administrative staff have lost their jobs following the takeover of the station, whioh was completing its move into Capital's Leicester Square building over the weekend ahead of the new programming schedule starting at 6am today (Monday). For the past three-and- a-half days it has been broadcast- ing test transmission tapes. Despite the sweeping changes, Capital Radio's group programme director Richard Park has commit- ted the station to continuing to support new bands and new music. "There isn't a massive dif- férence," he says. "We are remaining absolutely true to the Promise Of Performance Xfm had when they won that licence from the Radio 

frequency. In addition, Planet 24 is acting in a consultancy capacity for the station. Planet 24 senior producer Des Shaw is being d for tt 

Geldof: new Xfm [ Authority some 18 months ago." This commits the station to pri- marily targeting a 15 to 34 audi- ence with a new music format which is youthful, innovative and generally guitar-led. As part of that 

programme controller, replacing Xfm co-founder Sammy Jacob who has resigned, while new presen- ters including former Capital FM DJ Jeff Young have also joined. Former Xfm managing director > Parry, who remains a direc- 

Park f t Xfm v 
12 months. "The new music con- 
bring to the forefront for Londoners," says Park, who adds he has scrapped the specialist shows to make the output consis- tent throughout the day. Among the changes, Planet 24 chajrman Bob Geldof is being brought in to host the 4pm-6pm show weekdays, initially for the first 104 days of the schedule, mirroring the station's 104.9FM 

ber, downplayed the changes, say- ing some would have occurred regardiess of the takeover in order to try to increase the sta- tion's audience. "We have to continue to play the music as early as possible and the trick is to combine that with a station that has a reason- ably broad appeal," he says. Pinnacle managing director Tony Powell expects there will be some reticence about the changes in parts of the indie sec- tor, but says something had to be done to Increase listeners, Anglo Plugging's head of radio Dylan White says the new sched- ule will make the station more focused on mainstream alterna- tive music. "It was too alternative for its own good." he says. 

m 

Capital Radio's Joint venture label Wildstar looked set to enter the Top 10 yesterday (Sunday) with its slxth single, Alda's Real Good Time. According to Music Control the Capital group of stations have played the track 
of other stations, promptlng clalms that Capital had got an exclusive run and has given preferentlal alrplay to a Wildstar artlst. Wildstar managing director Colin Lester denles any faveurs, He says the single was originally due to be released in early 

being postponed. 
Eralp's ITC keynote to reject crisis claims breakdown" because their rock acts are get- ting long In the tooth and not selllng back catalogue and while pop music is selling well, it does not add greatly to profits. He also dismisses the threat of new beginning of May, is expected to technology. "Calling the internet be joined by up to four other key industry players who will address the charge that the music indus- try has had its day. Eralp says the majors are hav- 

calling the CD a threat 15 years ago," he says. Eralp will be speaking on Sunday (13), the second day of the September 12-16 event. 
Collection societies Dinnadge replaces Wenham at Conifer 
unité for CIS push 
Ten of the worid's largest collec- tion societies belonging to umbrella organisation Cisac are joining forces to speed progress of a 21st century global copy- right management system. The 10, who include the UK's 

bmu coniter uk managing airec- 
denly following a European restructuring. Wenham, who joined BMG in 1995 with the acquisition of 
replaced by Richard Dinnadge, who is promoted from marketing director to the new rôle of director ( MCPS/PRS, France's Sacem and Germany's Gema. are understood 

progress on CIS, a Common Information System and have decided to set up a new grouping to drive it forward. Development of the five-year project has been slow, with one source doubting it 

of BMG Conifer UK. She will con- ! 
projects involving Lesley Garrett, whom she signed to the label. Wenham is widely credited with the company's recent successes. Its market share has tripled over the past three years to 10.3%. Her departure follows last 

Dinnadge: new Conifer rôle BMG Classics Europe, Lars Toft; Wenham reported to BMG UK chairman Richard Griffiths, to whom Dinnadge will have some reporting functions. Says Toft, "Alison was a strong will be complété before 2001. CIS's alm is to standardise the way Cisac's 65 members store and exchange information and involves assigning ail musi- cal works a unique number. 

month's restructuring of BMG Classics which has seen the Com- pany set up European headquar- ters in Munich and change lines of reporting. Dinnadge will report directly to managing director of 

leader but it's been three years since she joined. The world has changed and we felt that she needed a différent agenda." Wenham was unavailable for 
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Golf Tournament & Fun Day 

Foxhilh, Surrey - Wednesday 26 August, 1998 

Fighting Piracy by Raising Funds & Awareness 

•H' 

H, 

Cjond luck. In Tbi Tmmi 
BMG Entertainment International • Buena Vista • C1N • EMI Records Group • Entertainment UK • IFPI • NOW 
Park Nelson • PolyGram TV • PolyGram Video • Sonicon • Sony Music Entertainment • Square One • Tcchmcdlour 

Telstar Distribution • THE • 20th Century Fox • Universal Music • V2 Records • Virgin Our Price Warner Home Video • Warner Music 
7 hank you m The Sponsors ; : 

APU • Buena Vista • Columbia Tri-Star • EMI Records Group • Entertainment UK • FACT • HMV 
Macrovision * MilKvard Brown • Music Week • PolyGram UK • Pepsi • Sam Goody * Sensormatic • Shirie Sonicon • Telstar • Ticketmaster • Tower Records • Universal Music • VHE • W H Smith • WoolwGPth 

& ail Artists, Managers & Companies that donatecl auction prizes. 

i 

Silent Auction - Exclusive to liusicweek & dotmusîc 
These unique signed items are up for grabs - highest bidder claims the prize 

Beatles & George Martin 60's period Photograph 
signed by George Martin Guide £ 100 + 
Gary Linnaker signed Shirt Guide £ 150 + 
Ozzy Osbourne signed Golf Balls Guide £ 50 + 

4. lan Woosnam signed Shirt Guide £ 75 + 
5. Celine Dion signed Golf Balls Guide £ 50 + 
6. Colin Montgomery signed Shirt Guide £ 75 + 

email your bids now to : aucdon@dotmusic.com Please include your bid per item, name, company, address & phone number. You may bid for oi Aucrion closes 18 September 1998. AU proceeds wiU be used to fight piracy. 
To book for 1999 call 01202 292063 



Singles'deals continue as 

labels Ignore rule change 
by Rob, 
versally ignoring the newl er price for singles, whose impie- mentation two months ago was designed to stamp put free product deals and help establish an indus- try price standard of £2.99. Since the dealer price for the CD single was reduced from £2.43 to £1.79 on July 6 few labels have adopted the new price, creating confusion among retailers faced with dealer prices at £1.79 and anywhere between £2.43 and £2.76 coupled with a bewildering 

The reieases expected to enter the top five yesterday (Sunday) were being offered at dealer prices of between £2.69 and £2.76. A range of deals were also attached and only a handful of singles, by acts including Polydor's Tanita Tikaram and Sony's Jocelyn Brown, 

: being offered te £1.79. One retailer estimâtes only 10% of labels - mostly indepen- DEALER PRICES - HOW THEV COMPARE £2.99 if they have successful acts that can easily sell at £3.99. Matt Osbourne, marketing direc- 
John Pearson says he has reluc- tantly retained his old dealer prices as the company can't afford to go it alone. "I expressed my support for the scheme imple- mented by the Chart Supervisory Committee to reduce the singles dealer price to sensible levels. To say I am dlsappointed that not one record company implemented the 
you must understand that as a commercial dlrector for Universal - not one of the other majors - I do not have a mandate to experi- £3.99 can be changed simply by 

PolyGram national sa er Dave Bartholomew says it is unlikely the established three-tier singles prices of £1.99, £2.99 and 
manag- naive to think th 

CIN charts direc Maskatiya says there i that some companies are using the lower dealer price, adding it is stlll "eariy days". The raft of price levels combined with myriad deals, which stop after différent time periods, has created turmoil for retailers. HMV singles buyer Andrew Powell says, "Major labels need to take a stance because ifs frankly shambolic." Kevin Plume, stock control man- ager at Andy's, is also ed. "There needs to b( formity so retailers k they ar 
Grammy Award wlnnlng slnger- songwriter and producer R Kelly has recorded a duet with Cellne JiiûD.for his forthcomlng double album, R., whlch Is due out on Jlve on October 12. The untltled duet wlll also appear on Cellne Dlon's greatest hits album, to be released by Epie In November. Epie Is consldering releasing the track as a Christmas single. R., his flrst album slnce ISSS's R Kelly, features more than two hours of muslc and wlll Include the hits 1 Believe I Can Fly - whlch has sold 10m copies Worldwide - and Gotham City on the UK version. Other artists guestlng on the album are understood to Include Trackmaster, Jay Z, Foxy Brown and Keith Murray. The flrst single, Half On A Baby, Is released on September 14. 

Malibu backs Mobos 
with long-term deal 
The Mobo Awards have secured thelr first headllne sponsor by llnk- Ing up with Malibu. The long-term deal was flnallsed last week by the Mobo Organ- isation. Its managing dlrector Andy Ruffell says the UDV-owned drink brand's marketing objectives fit in perfectly with those of the awards. "We've been waitlng for the rlght partner who wlll enable us to develop long-term," he says. Meanwhile, TV coverage of the awards Is being extended by 15 minutes thls year to a 90-mlnute show whlch wlll go out on Channel Four at lOpm on October 15, a day after the event takes place at London's Royal Albert Hall. 

n e w s f / / e UB40 DUO LAUNCHIABEL UB40"s Ali Campbell and Brian Travers have teamed up with Jetstar, the London-based reggae dlstributor, to form a new roots and dancehall label called Oracabessa Records. Oracabessa label manager Paul 'Nash' Anthony says the venture, which will be marketed and distributed by Jetstar, will be primarily aimed at promoting new and upooming artists from the UK and Jamalca. The label's first release on September 28 is a 16-track dancehall compilation titled Oracabessa 1 featuring Jamaican acts including Mr Vegas, Mad Cobra and Lady Saw. 

today (Monday) with a trackllsting Including Massive Attack's Angel, The Verve's Velvet Mornlng and Hlstory Repeatlng by Propellerheads featuring Shlrley Bassey. It retalls at £4.99. 
SOUND REPUBLIC HOSTS SHOWCASE MTV and Planet Hollywood's new leicester Square, London venue Sound Republic is to host Its first showease tonight (Monday) with a performance by UB40. The band will be playing a 30-45 minute set comprising material from their forthcomlng album Labour Of 

ABC FIGURES Attlc Futura's TV Hits' latest ABC figures were incorreotly attrlbuted to Uve & Klcklng In last week's Issue. For the Jan- June 1998 perlod, TV Hits Increased Its circulation by 3% year-on-year to 281,889 whlle Uve & Klcklng reported an ABC of 215,205, a fall of 7.2%. Mlnlstry had a Jan-June circulation figure of 61,395 and not 71,168 as stated. 

Argos set lo stock CDs 
in Sarger retail outiets 
Music retailers compétition on the High Street fol- lowing a décision by Argos to start selling CDs in its largest stores. The chain is set to launch a pilot programme in 65 Argos n September 28 when it a range of around 50 

ny, which is set to lose its A spokeswoman introduction of CDs ment but If may be introduced into more of Argos' 440 stores. At this stage the retailer is not prepared to give pricing policy, though the woman notes, "Argos has s tion for value for money and 1 don't see this being any différent." Both the chain's music and video product will be supplied by THE which this week hit back at downbeat talk about the state of its audio business by revealing two fur- 
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Sainsbury's, to consolidate supply ..   ment products. At présent EUK supplies Savacentre stores, while THE supplies Sainsbury's outiets. 

Sanctuary takes over 
Chop 'Em Out group 
Sanctuary Group clalms It wlll become the largest Independent muslc facllitles company In Europe after acqulring Chop 'Em Out and its assoclated companies In the Ted d Bear group for £2.1m. The move Is the flrst slgnlficant acquisition slnce Sanctuary's list- ing on the Stock Exchange In January and will see the group reorganise Into three divisions. Existlng facllitles will be hlved off from Its Sanctuary Music Prod- uctions (SMP) business and com- bined with Ted d Bear's Chop 'Em Out masterlng tape and Probe Media database management and 
facllitles division! Chop 'Em Out managing dlrector Bernle Spratt becomes ceo of thls division. A new muslc division wlll include the SMP production busi- ness under chlef executive Dal Davles. Thls division wlll also Include the muslc book unit under Penny Braybrooke, muslc manage- ment run by Rod Smallwood and booking agency Helter Skelter. The screen division, run by ceo Aky Najeeb, remains unchanged. 

fono 

Breaking hits in europe 

Des'Ree, The Manies, Boyzone and Karen Ramirez 
See which UK acts are breaking in Europe - every week 

For a sample copy, call Anna Sperni or Richard Coles or + 44 (0) 171 921 5957 or 5906 
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GOOD INTENTIONS ARE NOT EN0U6H There are plenty of things we disagree with Capital Radio's programming chief Richard Park about, not least the wisdom of a radio station ownlng a record label. But there's one thîng on which we're agreed: he knows radio. And that's why we're not in the least perturbed by hls plans for Xfm. The history of Xfm is a classic example of why good intentions are never enough. The record industry - and this magazine in particular - rallied around the Xfm flag at a time when alternative music was not only becoming increasingly vibrant, it was being ignored by mainstream music. As it turned out, the Radio Authority made an ill-timed décision and gave what should have been Xfm's frequency to Virgin. The reality is that Virgin wouidn't have suffered from a delay in winning its London licence; Xfm did. By the time Xfm got on air Radio One had stolen its clothes and there was nowhere for it to go. And so we ended up with a station which seemed to define its altemativeness by the fact that virtually nobody listened to it, playing a genre of music that has gone well off the boil. Of course there are some who will be upset by the takeover. The cries of "sell-out" can already be heard. In fact, one of Park's least enviable tasks is dealing with the inévitable howls of outrage from the old indie mafia and the "NME". He should ignore them. It's ironie, but l'm pretty certain that Richard Park - a man who as far as I know cares little for alternative music - will make a better fist of running an alternative station than people who love it. He will break more acts and introduce more people to more new music than any amount of good intentions could achieve. Ideological purity is one thing, but it doesn't pay the bills, and it's not the way to win a radio audience. Steve Redmond 
P A U L1 S QUIRKS 

A VICTORY FOR SMART MARKETING Unless you're a chart aficionado you may have missed one of the Top 10 new entries in last week's compilation chart. Sitting proudly at number nine with sales of more than 12,000 for the week was an album entitled Rock The Dancefloor. Nothing unusual about that as the chart always contains a fair amount of club and dance albums at this time of the year. No, the significant différence here was that the album wasn't TV advertised or backed by a major record label and that more than 95% of its sales were achieved in the North-west, through tradltional record stores. Not a supermarket, newspaper or sweet shop in slght. This was a significant victory for local radio, a small record label and music stores still in touch with music and their customers. It also ensured that many shops had one of their busiest weeks of the year so far. The story began when a local music store set up a record label called AU Around The World. They had a number of dance hit singles which were eventually deleted, but the demand in the North-west never faltered as the tracks were played constantly in local clubs and by the local radio station based in Preston, Rock FM. The Rock The Dancefloor album was probably a natural development, but the significant différence was the link between the label and the radio station which provided some inspired joint marketing. The radio trailers and DJ plugs for the album meant that when it hit the stores demand was at a peak and many sold out by the Monday lunch time and were re-stocked by either Plnnacle or Full Force reps who went beyond the call of duty trying to keep up with demand ail that week. The resuit was a Top 10 entry for an album which outsold Now 40 by more than 10 to one in many stores and was the fastest selllng album to date in our own stores. Natlonally that might not be a momentous achievement but try telling that to Chris and Matt at Ail Around The World or Stuart and the boys at Rock FM. What are the chances of a volume two?  
Paul Quirk's column is a Personal vlew 

NME gets Enhanced 
in free CD promotion NME is to feature its first covet- mounted Enhanced CD next month following a tle-up with Parlophone. The CD will corne free with the Septemher 26 édition of the maga- zine and will feature 14 album tracks and remixes by Parlophone acts including Mansun, Idlewild, Sparklehorse and Dandy Warhols. There will also be a new track by Bentley Rhythm Ace called Madam, Your Carriage Awaits. The Enhanced section includes video footage of Mansun's Legacy, Dandy Warhols' Boys Better and an excerpt from the Dr John Documentary shown recently on TV. The CD will also have browser links to NME and Parlophone web- sites. Mike Lock, marketing and pro- motions executive for NME and Melody Maker, says, "We've not 

Parfilt promotes Moylesat Ri 
  expanded its week- day programme line-up as Chris Moyles wins a prime-time slot for 

joined 
early mornmg 6pni drivetime 

6.30am will 
of the weekday e same, including Kevin Greening and Zoe Bail staying at breakfast, Radio Andy Parfitt has shortened the shows, resulting in an extr time programme being added schedule. Dave Pearce, currently drivetime présenter, is moving to a new 6pm- 8pm siot with Steve Lamacq's four programmes starting 90 minutes later than at présent. His Monday show will now run from 8pm to mid- night and his Tuesday to Thursday shows from 8pm-10pm. The week- end line-up remains unchanged. 

from the mid-morning s London's Heart 106.2 FM, which he joined in September 1995. The new schedule has been greeted positively by pluggers. Helena McGeough, Parlophone's senior radio promotions manager, 

DVD begins 

DMG/Sony enter frny 

believe will give the sector a r needed shot in the arm, BMG Video UK has signed < with Abbey Road Interactive ti duce a catalogue of five DVD i titles. The first two - , Lennox's Totally Diva Eurythmies' Greatest Hits - will be .. The remaining titles have yet to be con- firmed aithough they are likely to include a DVD version of a forth- coming video release from RCA signings Rve. Robin Wilson, général manager of BMG Video UK, says the Compa- ny plans to release ail big-name music video titles on DVD as well 

BMG: Eurythmies, Annie Lennox, (both released September) SONY: Oasis, Michael Jackson, (September); Gloria Estefan, Celine Dion (October) POLYGRAM; Andréa Bocelli, Spice Girls (October); 3 Ténors, Metallica (November); Bryan Adams (December) WARNER: Eric Clapton, Swan Lake (August/September) 
: HIStory On Film Volume 2 and Oasis's There And Then will be followed in October by releases from Celine Dion and Gloria Estefan. 

Celine Dion; DVD début 

every couple of month Phillips, Sony's vp of r gy. "A lot of people h: off music on video bec 1 honestly thmk, given DVD could provide a 

iming 
Meanwhile, DVD Audio, which will offer superior audio quality to DVD Video, is making headway with the standard expected to be ratified shortly and players to follow next year. Aithough DVD Audio will have the capacity to store the contents of up to eight conventional CDs, 

Among DVD's key advantages are CD-quality surround sound, a sharper picture, interactive control of the audio and video and the abil- ity to play conventional audio CDs. Sony Music Europe is preparing to release its first two DVD music titles in early September. Michael 

i £25.8m, down from offer multi-channel sound. 1996, while the number DVD Video will gain further upped was the lowest for momentum later this year when it 3.9m units. hardware manufacturers, who are jmn DVD releases follow currentiy selling players for around unch of titles earlier this £500, are expected to embark on significant promotional campaigns in the run-up to Christmas. 
Honeyz and Hicks to star at PolyGram forum 

Gateway Hôtel (15), a destination to be announced in London (16) and Bristol's Watershed Media Centre (17). Sony's conférence is taking place at the Grand Hôtel in Brighton from September 5 to 7 with a dinner and live perfor- mances being staged on the Saturday evening and release pré- sentations following the next day. BMG will be holding its first UK conférence slnce the appointment earlier this year of Richard on September 14 and Grifflths at the same location e to Nottlngham's between September 10 and 11. 
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event, —— Thursday (27) at e; Sedgwick Centre and      start of this year's record company conférence season. The day, which will comprise afternoon label présentations and an evening dinner In Plccadllly, will be followed by a sériés of retall roadshows PolyGram Is holding 

entertalning the troops around the country for indepen- dent dealers. These will begin at the Granada atndinc i_ Manche: 



British favour home talent 

as domestic acls dominate 
by Robert Ashton Homegrown talent is becoming increasingly important in the UK as new figures sbow domestic réper- toire contributed 54% of market value lastyear- the highest propor- tion since figures were first collect- ed in 1991. The figures show an increase of three percentage points on the 51% score domestic repertoire achieved Ih each of the three consécutive years front 1994. But the trend is also mirrored across the continent: the IFPI Recording Industry In Numbers 98 survey shows that nine European countries reported an increase in sales of domestic 

The décliné in the fortunes of US and non-European acts in the UK al Europe is démon- 

UK d s % of band The Of Our Lives 
1997 1996 1995 1994 1993 1992 1991 

IFPI director of communications atrin Hughes says more than a uarter of albums awarded IFPI plat- tum honours for sales of more than m were not sung in English. 

1997 54% 1996 51% 1995 51% 1994 51% 1993 46% 1992 n/a 1991 45% more interested in their homegrown acts," she says, pointing to the Europe-wide success of Eros Ramazzotti and Andréa Bocelli. Epic's Celine Dion is also releasing a new French-ianguage album in the autumn. for Coalition il - which is hopingt 

their own countries and their suc- cess is translating to other European markets. "It is early for Nek in the UK, but he has already had 18 platinum albums in the rest of the world," she says. Since toppling the US in 1996 as the country with the highest per capita music sales at 4.0 albums, the UK maintained its lead in 1997. On average each UK citizen bought 3.9 albums compared with 3.6 albums in the US and 0.8 albums globally. The value of the global market fell slightly lastyear, from $39.5bn in 1996 to $38.1bn in 1997, with the UK, ranked fourth in the world, contributing $2.7bn. 
EMI/Chrysalis last week beat off stiff compétition to make its first slgning as a new joint set up - Lakesidets star Emma Boundy who is being tipped as the next Jane McDonald. The company's EMI A&R department was involved in wooing the Thurrock cosmetics assistant, who was spotted taklng singing lessons on the BBC1 TV sériés. The final programme is screened tonight (Monday) at 8.30pm. Last week Boundy was heard singing an original track, A Case Of Loving You, penned by Gerry Rafferty's brother Jim. However, it is not clear whether this wili be released as a single. EMI/Chrysalls managing director Mark Collen says, "1 am delighted to welcome Emma to the label. She has captivated prime-time 

w 

a 
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Bid for charity goodies 
via dotmusic's website An auctlon of sporting and music- related memorabilia is being held on the Internet as part of a BRI, Bard and BVA Initiative to ralse money for anti-piracy campalgns. The auctlon Is being hosted by dotmusic, Miller Freeman's inter- net site. Six items are up for grabs: a Sixties photo of The Beatles and Sir George Martin, signed by Sir George, shlrts signed 
Montgomery, Gary Lineker and lan Woosnam, plus Ozzy Osbourne and Celine Dion signed golf balls. To bid, slmply send an email to auctlon@dotmusic.com from to- day, together with your name, company, a contact téléphoné 

The auction extends the Bard/BPI/BVA Annual Golf Tournament fund-raislng day which thls year takes place on August 26 at Foxhills in Surrey, where further items of off. 
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Popkomm has attracted its strongest British showing to date with a record 22 UK companies attending the German convention 
The event, which included a Best Of British showcase for the first time, has been praised by UK dele- gates for its organisation and relaxed atmosphère, making it idéal to make business contacts. Président Records managing direc- tor David Kassner, at his first Popkomm, says, "I found in particu- lar German companies were much more approachable in their own ter- ritorythanatMidem." 3mv's label development manag- er Roger Quail. attending the confér- ence for the fourth time, says this year's event was the best organised yet. However, he adds that dele- gates were commenting on the diffi- culties UK companies are currently experiencing with their i 

VT. 

"Lots of people are still inl ed in buying music from the U the big probiem we have is Because of the strength < pound, labels doingdeals are 

The BRI also took part in an inau- gural meeting of music export offices from around Europe. Nine organisations agreed to corne together informally at ail such future 

news file 
TOWER POACHES SECOND EMI NAME Tower Records has taken on Its second executive from EMI within the space of two months. It has appointed the record company's former national account manager lan Whitfield to a newly-created rôle of commercial director. In July, Elspeth Thomson returned to Tower from EMI UK to replace Fiona Sturley as marketing director. 
DATE SET FOR EVANS' 'RADIO ON TV Virgin Radio has confirmed Chris Evans' breakfast show 

Devlin appointée! MD 
at UK net opération Jimmy Devlin has been appointed UK managing director of MuslcNet.net, the US-based fulfill- ment opération which helped develop Tower Records' new inter- net music store. The former Polydor UK manag- ing director, who has been working as a consultant for MuslcNet.net since April and was instrumental in negotiatlng the Tower deal, is currently a director of Roadrunner Records but will be leaving towards the end of the year to con- 

simultaneously on weekdays on Sky One from 7.30am-8.30am. starting on October 5. It will be repeated each weekday at 12 
PLAYOLA UNKS WITH EDEl Playola Records is linklng with Edel Records In a licenslng deal. Playola, set up a year ago by managing director Giles Goodman and label manager Grant Bishop, has already scored a UK Top 40 hit with J T Playaz Just Playin' but believes the deal with Edel will give it an edge to compete with Top 40 dance labels. 
CDNOW OPENS EUROPEAN SERVICE Compétition for UK online music buyers is heating up following the launch by US operator CDnow last week of a European 

"l'm really excited about this whole internet thing. 1 do see it as a massive opportunity," says Devlin, who adds that hls depar- ture from Roadrunner is amlcable. MusicNet.net is in the process of setting up a London office and will be looking to appoint addition- al staff as part of a strategy to expand its business in Europe. 
UK delegates oui in force at Popkomm 

being European database and bii 

EU funding for the promotion of European music. Popkomm, which featured an appearance by former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev - who launched the new BMG Project Russian Memories - also saw the officiai launch of the German Top Of The Pops sériés, which goes on air from September 19. 

iver products to 
catalogue, The service also makes it cheaper to buy European titles as it éliminâtes US shipping oosts. For example, a UK customer buying three European titles will now pay shipping duties of $4.97 rather 
SEARCHIS ON FOR THE SUPERFAN Carlsberg is launching what it claims to be the first Best Fan award to reward the loyalty of music fans. The new honour - launched with MTV Europe, which will reveal the winner at its Milan awards on November 12 - will be presented to a fan who provides Carlsberg with the best story of their dévotion to an act. Détails of the compétition are available on the Carlsberg website at www.carlsberg.com 
VITAL/RECORD SERVICES Vital has linked up with Dublin- based distributor Record Services to handle physical distribution for the company's releases in Ireland, and not as stated in MW, August 15. 
SAINTS CET MORE PIATINUM 

Is What You Are by Pras Michel featuring ODB and introduclng MYA reached Platinum status. Gold awards went to the compilations Relax! The Ultimate '80s Mix and The Pete Tong Essentlal Sélection - Summer 1998, while Gflgiez's Bring U On and the compilation Cari Cox Non- Stop 98/01 turnedjnlvpr.  

http://www.dotmusic.com 



Pessimisis proved wrong as Cup 

fails to dent Hîgh Street business 
Despite compétition from World Cup football, CD sales continued to grow in the tirst hait of the year, writes Paul Williams 
While every Worid Cup brings renewed hopes of victory from England's long- suffering supporters, the music industry was on this occasion less than wiiling to enter into the spirit of optimism. Badly bitten two years ago by falling sales during Euro 96, retallers and record companies were preparing for a huge downturn in trade during quarter two with the nation expected to bypass the High Street and concentrate ils attentions solely on the beautiful game. But in the end, helped or not by the fairly swift exlt of England and Scotland from the 
a highly successful period for the music industry. Rather than sales disintegrating as many had predicted, both singles and album shipouts rose healthily compared with last year, with singles increasing 13.1% in value to £29.7m and albums up 5.6% to £174.9m. 

HOW THE TRADE DELIVERIES SHAPE UP 
SECOND QUARTER ALBUM SALES 

"The Wi to hit se sy everyone felt they would." says BRI research manager Chris Green. "The weather wasn't very good in June, which is always good news for the industry. Retailers put a lot of effort int home teams didn't c 
The scheduling of matches during the toumamenl also helped retail. During Euro 96, three of the home teams' matches were piayed on Saturday afternoons, including England against Scotland, but this time most of the home-interest matches had evening kick offs. Besides David Beckham and David Batty's own Personal contributions to help 

affect on trade ievels during the second quarter. Between them. Baddiel/Skinner and the Lightning Seeds' Three Lions '98, Fat Les's Vindaloo, Dario G's Carnaval de Paris and Engiand Utd's (How Does It Feel) To Be On Top Of The World soid more than 

TOTAL UNITS = 39.2m 

TOTAL VALUE = £174.9m 
SINGLES 

TOTAL UNITS = 18.7m 

TOTAL VALUE = E29.7m second quarter (rade deliveries. Source: BP1 
ALBUMS: QUARTERLY SH1PMENT BREAKDOWN SINGE 1992 

Bar charts show sales of formats over the second quarters of the past four years 
SINGLES: QUARTERLY SHIPMENT BREAKDOWN SINGE 1992 

Vs Run DMC was the period's biggesl single, contributing more than 1m uni sales, while shipouts in the market n 3.6% year-on-year to 18.7m units. The continuing popularity of pop, le B'witched's début release C'est La V the period's second-biggest single, is helping to shake off suggestions that death of the cassette 1s just around t corner. During the quarter the casset single registered an 18.9% year-on-year 

Tables show shipments for the Despite the overall décliné, Gr that vinyl still remains highly lucrative for exporters with one UK opération reporting vinyl currently makes up around 98% of its 
put in an impressive performance during the 

by 23.9% to £4.1m. The CD singles market expanded far less spectacularly over the three months, with volume showing a 4.7S year-on-year rise to 12.7m units and value rising to £22.5m, an increase of 17.8% oi 
Vinyl ce with 

:s, with its value rising quarter with sales increasing 9.2% to 

to décliné at a singles de to 300,OC n 34.4% in 
declined 31.9% year-on-year to £276,( fact, sales of the format are now so s that the quarter's biggest-selling s single, Catatonia's Road Rage, sold just ' " " three-month period. Only ar er five re 

39.2m units, helping the total value of the entire music market to rise 6.6% year-on- year to £204.6m. This was achieved even though only a handful of key albums were issued during the three months as record companies generaliy held back with their big shols for fear they would be overshadowed by the World Cup. That caution spread to the TV-advertised compilations market where fewer big releases saw the share of various artist albums falling from 28.1% in quarter two 1997 to 21.8% over the same period a year iater. Only one of the 10 biggesl albums of the quarter - Now 39 - was a compilation. However, it also 
vay of new material for cm, the focus instead id of albums that had 

severai months but were now enjoying their best runs to date. These Included The Corrs' Talk On Corners, which reached number one for the first time in its 30th week on the chart, and Catatonia's International Veivet, which took a comparatively impatient 14 weeks to make 
Unlike cassette singles, sales of cassette albums continued its fall, dropping to 6m units for quarter two, a 1.4% year-on-year 

quîcker, down 8% on the year to £18.7m, but that was nothing compared with the fall In vinyl sales. The 496,000 LP total for the quarter was 26.6% fewer than the year before, while the format's value fell by 27.7% to £1.9m during the period. It was on CD where growth in the album market was clearly évident with its increasing dominance boosted during the quarter by a huge number of in-store retail campaigns to help lure World Cup-weary customers. The value of CD albums during the period rose 8.2% to £154,2m on a 12.2% increase in units to 32.7m. Among the retail campaigns was one specificaily launched by PolyGram in a bid to 

boost sales and to combat parallel imports, though Green notes, "The [parallel import] problem doesn't seem to be getting any worse from what I hear and it may have gone down a little bit with the pound weakening fraotionally." Elsewhere the classical market remains buoyant and now stands at its highest level for seven years. The value of sales here rose by 25.5% year-on-year during the second quarter to £14,7m with the soundtrack to Titanic once again dominating proceedings. The top classical seller for the second period in a row, Titanic accounted for around 14% of ail classical sales, although the market would still show growth even if the title were taken out of the équation, says Green, Having proved the pessimists wrong so far and made its way through the first two quarters of the year in some style, the industry has every reason to feel confident about the closing half of 1998. However, despite overcoming the World Cup, it is now about to face its biggest statistical challenge in quarter three: overcoming the record-breaking sales of Candie in The Wind 1997 to register another year-on-year rise. 
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STREET PREACHERS 
Sony's seven-year relationship with The Manie Street Preachers is a textbook example of long-term artist development building to igSS's triumph - the trlple- platinum and multi-award winring album Everything Must Go. Sut as the nation greets the release today (Monday) of the Manies' If You Tolerate This Your Children Will Be Next - the most eagerly-anticipated single of the year - both • re palnfully aware that 

about the split with Epie US, Manii and lyricist Nicky Wire says, "We don1 
a shit - we've only done 20 gigs in tti States - the psyché between us and 

both in eUK an 

it bluntly, outside the UK the Manies mean virtually nothing. Oespite selling more than 1m units in UK. Everything Must Go barely hit the 

radically differ Must Go. Back released on the back of Gold Against The Soul, which had shiftedjust 75,000 units. And although Epie was aware its 

There Jlt is that for the release of the Manies' fifth album This Is My Truth. Tell Me Yours (out September 14), Sony's Epie label is putting unprecedented time, monev and thought into ensuring t 

idea it would deliver the ban of the decade following the mysterious disappearance of guitarist Richey Edwards. Almost overnight the Manies became a story of triumph over adversity. Wire says, "With Everything Must Go we were just so pleased to carry on as a band and as threr 
ut and se 

The most dramatic < where the Manies are off Epie altogether anc 
new label. As UK managing direotor Rob Stringer says bluntly, "Epie in the US didn't sell any records and there's only so many records you car put out with any project. And feel strongiy about it." Manager Martin Hall adds, "We can do as well in the UK 

'Their fans now range 
front people who slashed 
their arms to people who 
sawthem on the Brits or 

who heard Ihem on 
Atlantic 252'-Davies 

totally différent." The most striking différence, says Epie marketing director Catherine Davies, is just broad their fanbase 

■' '» 

% 
;V- 

now range from people who slashed their arms, to people who saw them on the Brits or who heard 
she says. 

Whichever that new lal 

the hop with Everything Must Go, Sony affiliâtes from Scandinavia to New Zealand are now gearing up to make the most of iw album, Davies says, "We have to them internationally on this - the Ts too good not to. This time the plan for the launch has been decided 

itching to get on with the "proper business", which begins with the Slane Castle gig in Ireland this weekend and heralds the start of touring likely to continue until late 1999. Songwriting began four months after the Everything Must Go project finished and to their advantage, the band - still comprising Wire and songwriters James Dean Bradfield (vocals, guitar) and Sean Moore (drums) - have spent longer recording this album. It 

commercial effort to date but also far more melancholic, mélodie and thought-provoking than their previous albums. Many will note the album's epic sound that begins with the opening track (and likely single) The Everlasting. And there will be plenty of criticism of its political stance culminatlng in the closing number S.Y.M.M., penned about the Hillsborough Tragedy. But Stringer is anxious to counter suggestions that this is the Manies serving up Eighties-style stadium rock. "I don't think it's epic sounding," he says. "It sounds much more melancholic and doser to The Verve or Radiohead than a stadium record; 
of three-week st s with plenty of breaks. 
from having penned 150 tracks in seven years, this time they recorded more tracks (eventually choosing 13 from 19) and have taken their sound in a radically différent 
plays, that the Manies have corne up with their best album yet - the kind of record 
their favourite track. It is not just their mos 

The band's increasing confidence showed itseif in a growing independence in the recording studio. Wire says, "We respect Rob and Martin's opinions but at the end of the day they trust us and we're in charge." Stringer, who slgned them in 1991, says, They've always known what they wanted. The only way they have changed is by becoming a bit more thoughtful and it recording." They re le Eringa, w t performed the 

R Kelly - Half On A Baby (Jive) The video of Kelly in hls see-thru clothes is getting as much play as the single (single. Sep 14) Annie Christian - The Other Way (V2/Equippe Ecosse) Rocks deliciously in a future Manies fashion (single. Sept 14). David McAlmont - A Little Communication (Hut) McAlmont re 

that they'C l of new wa manipulating old sounds," 
between digital technoiogy and analogue instrumentation that I I anyone else do." 

Jamieson plans a relaxed but steady build for the band. "My ambition for Cuba Is for the . next single to go Top 75 and the one after that 

le the live shows 

East 11 et 12) - sampler (Tclstar) The t out their new R&B agenda (Nov '98). Cardigans - Grand Turismo (Stockholm/ Polydor) Shift in direction that suggests international success (album, October 19) Boo Radleys - Kingsize (Création) Sice 
Wake Up Boo! (album, Oct 19) ((( b ))) - Always Looking For Something (Coalition) Impressive R&B/pop début, despite the silly name (single, tbc) Bryan Adams - On A Day Like Today (A&M/Mercury) Adams does an Oasis number on his fans (single, Sept 14) Babylon Zoo - King Kong Groover (EMI) Robble meets Oasis (album, tbc) 

that he got 4AD to finan.. two white labels, with the proviso that he would cover any losses Jamieson's belief in the band was justified when the first white label. Cuba 1, sold out its 500-run pressing in November 1997 |n December, 4AD officially signed the band and in February this yea int MW tipped them ; One To Watch. Since then, Cuba have rel. 4AD, the 12-lnch only Urban Light in May and Cross The'une^n Juï The resuit has been a queue of major publishers (Warner Chapoell anri PnMTrsim aro oaiH re ha la (ho      ^Udppeil 

Preceded by two more singles, Cuba's - working title Death By Cuba - will be released m February, a half-vocal, half-instrumental work, similar in nature to Primai Scream's 1991 Screamadelica album, 
. "Mlsound is beefed dP with slide guitar, drums and Bâtes' lead guitar and Andrews' keyboard and 

and the attentions of the press and télévision. Regardless of the outeome of these discussions. 

e female singer - former is highly tipped. at 4AD is if you sign a band it should have the legs and 
expecting to be the most critically The Pixies," Andrews says. "We w; successful. I think thafs possible think 4AD 
We want to be 4AD's most 

bass, in additic , decks. Ex-Earthling rapper k and the aot are searching for a c Massive Attack vocalist Shara Ni According to Jamieson, "The e or a musical project and you valt I the ideas to develop over time." Cuba certainîyto potential to do exactly that. Michael Byrne 
Cuba Prnmf Lab®l:.4AD Project! smgle/album Songwriters; PubHsh!r thn'î.-. Tr ^ Motel/SePte,niber Sound fublisher. tba Released: November 'BS/February '99 

commercially successful band. I think thafs possible.' 
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Wire describes as a "young Butch Vig in the making", and Mike Hedges, who struck the right chord with them on Everything Must Go and again here, particularly with the strings. With ail the right elements in place, it's no surprise that If You Tolerate... has gained single of the week status in most magazines and is already getting more than 900 radio plays a week throughout the UK. But as Davies says, Epie is being careful not to be 
she says. "It ail has to start and grow - people can too easily présumé it will sell half a million copies without trying, " A massive campaign is therefore inévitable, including a poster campaign, ads on Channel Four, press advertising - particularly in the Welsh régional press - and a heavy retail presence. BBC2 will broadeast a 50-minute documentary on the rise of the Manies on September 23. Put this UK campaign together with the activity overseas and it is clear this is an important Worldwide project. And listening to the record is enough to convince the most die-hard Manies sceptic that this is a release which deserves to go ail the way. Stephen Jones 
Artist: Manie Street Preachers Label: Epie Project: single/album Songwriters: Manie Street Preachers Producers: Eringa/Hedges Studios: Abbey Road, Air, 1 Rockfield in the UK, Chateau | Rouge Motte in southern France Released; August 24/September 14 

TRACK BY TRACK 
The Everlasting - Builds from Moore's tinkering on a drum machine to become the most epic soundlng and addiotive track on the record. Wlre: "For us it's the Motorcycle Emptiness of the album. James wanted itto sound like that hymn The Old Ragged Cross." If You Tolerate This Then Your Children Will Be Next - First single, inspired by The Clash's Spanish Bombs and, although it's taken several plays, has oonvinced critics of its simple brllllance. Wlre: "We recorded it with Dave (Eringa) in Rockfield. There's somethlng spécial about it when you get into it: it's organic, calm and deep feeling." You Stole The Sun From My Heart - Typical rousing Manies tune which pits pain- fllled lyrlcs against a lullaby-lik 
a kind of hybrid Nirvana and New Order - about when your soul gets ripped up but you just get past caring. Sean sampled the studio plnball machine." Ready For Browning - One of the most complex songs iyrically, dealing with myth- ology and Welsh self-destruction. Wire: "It's about Richey and Welsh Icons - I felt we had to write a song about him. It starts very acoustic and then goes into Super Rock." Tsunami - One of the most uplifting and poppiest tracks on the album. Wlre: 'Tsunami means tldal wave in Japanese. It's about feeling really oleansed." My Little Empire - Recorded with Dave Eringa, it's one of the quieter tracks and features a rare appearance by Wire on lead vocals. Wlre: "It's James' Chili Peppers number which he's pleased about." l'm Not Working - Closer in comparisor to Prince at his best than the Manies. Wire: "It's about the fear of flying. The sitar gives it that kind of dizziness feel." You're Tender And You're Tired - A deep, mellow tune with a break to whistle along to. Wire: "Ifs our homage to Badfinger, and about how society likes to suck the weak." Born A Girl - An understated, passlonate song. Wire: "Ifs the hardest for James to sing because of what ifs about." Be Natural - Despite the bitter lyrlcs, the delicate guitar line also helps make this one of the most beautiful songs and it should be a single. Wire: "James1 Jeff Buckley cornes through on this. ifs about the things I want to do and don't get the time to." Black Dog On My Shoulder - Inspired by William ChurchiH's term for dépression. Wire: "Ifs about the normality of dépres- sion. The music is very Midnight Cowboy, very Wichita [Lineman, by Glen Campbell]." Nebody Loved You - The album picks up pace again with the big drums and loud guitar, courtesy of Dave Eringa. Wlre: "It deals with Richey - lots of people did care about him, even if he didn't realise it." S.Y.M.M. - Inspired by the true story of the Hillsborough tragedy. Wlre: "Ifs the dilemma of writing a song which might upset - it has suoh an effect on you." 

ELLIOTT SMITH 
1 |American singer-songwriter Elliott l#in January was justified by the oundtrack to Gus Van Sanf s Oscar-' 'ill Hunting. . ad bef Smith' albums by his old and the first time that most people heard of the shy, softly-spoken performer was at March's Academy Awards ceremony, when he sang the i Oscar-nominated (for Best Original Song) Miss Misery, one of 

; about to release superb solo album, XO, on DreamWorks (released August 24), an album that effortlessly shows off consummate songwriting skills that will raise comparisons with early Paul Simon and Neil Young. DreamWorks A&R di ' ' Woods recalls that he discovered Smith via his 1994 solo début Roman Candie on Californian independent Kill Rock Stars. DreamWorks président Lenny Waronker, meanwhile, struck up a relationshlp with Smith through Tom Rothrock and Rob Schnapf (owners of the Bong Load label), who had ■ produced Smith's third album Either/Or. "When I joined DreamWorks, I discovered that Lenny and I both had a burning passion for Elliott," says Woods. "For me, Elliott ha 
émotion and feeling in a pop song that is completely is, yet unobstructed. :t without being at ail 

tradition of the anti-commercial American underground - although he sees nothing 'th signing to a major, m't changed my set-up at ail." he might change people's opinion of rn myself for 28 years so 

Says Woods, "Ifs not necessarily the most commercial signing, but for DreamWorks, ifs an obvious one, because an artist of depth and range like Elliott fits in perfectly ( "We only wan truly exceptional people, 

signature point of view, and to stick with them long term. I you think about the people behind  i David Geffen and Mo e're simply carrying on their ' " sdition." Born in Dallas, and a résident of Port (where he met Van Sant) until moving to Brooklyn last year, Smith is firmly in the 

organically growing style of campaign," she says. "It oan't be a pop- style thing where you shove the music in people's faces right away." Martin Aston 
Artist; Elliott Smith Label: Dreamworks Project: album Songwriters: Smith Studio; Sunset Sound, The Sound Factory, Océan Way (al| Los Angeles) and Jackpot Studios, Portland Publisher: Archaic Music/EMI Publishing Released: August 24 

STEVEI 
LAMA Ion a&r 

So with changes afoot at Radio One, the writing could be on the wall for me here at Music Week. Our new post-Evening Session slot (starting in October) means that it'll be headline bands oniy for me from the autumn because l'Il still be thrilling the nation with top tunes up until lOpm most of the week and midnight on Mondays. It's a scary prospect. I have been going to gigs since I was 13, which, corne to think of it, is probably when I first caught the A&R bug. While some of my friends used to casually bowl up at a gig halfway through the support band, or waltz in just as the 

headlining group were ambling on stage, I was the one who was there, claiming my place from the moment the doors opened. As a resuit l've seen the best and worst support bands in the history of the world, which pretty much set me up for a career as a talent scout. Two things you learn from watching support bands over the years: always say the name of your band at least twice; and unless you're 100% contracted to play for longer, never do more than 30 minutes. If you play for longer than 30 minutes you become an obstruction. No-one is there to see you, they are there to see the band they 

paid for. If bands came with Government Health Warnings, my suggestion would be; "Think First: The Manies never used to play for more than 30 minutes." By the same token, if your set gets curtailed because everything is running late, don't go and throw yourself off the nearest railway bridge... Following on from last week's mention of the Fortuna Pop Records night at London's Bull & Gâte, Leicester's John Simms were great. They played about 25 minutes. There were people from record companies there. And l'd even go and see them again... as long as they're playing at a reasonable hour... 
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:Stephen 
Simmonds 

Tears Never Dry 
TheSingLe 14.09.98 

'The smbuldering looks and movie star charisma; the multi-faceted musical ' '"ty of a Prince; the jfwriting skills of Smokey o   d performing skills mi+l-i r\f >Arvt 

'Unequivocally excellent ■ if the cards fall in the right places Simmond's appeal could be wide enougn to emulate a Lighthouse Family or a Sade.' [Echoes] 
to contemporain music.' [Record Mirror] 
'If justice is done this release should turn Simmonds into a household name.' [DJ Magazine] 

mm 
Graham Coxon's début se album could easily be dismissed as the self- indulgent whim of a bored p 

fledgling Transcopic label. Clearly influenced by the likes of Yo La Tengo, Léonard Cohen. Dinosaur Jr and Nick Drake, The Sky Is So High was recorded in just five days. and its starkly lo-fi 

graham 

COXON'S 

shipped to date 
ineS 

didn't really stop there. seeing the f  Coxon says. While he enthused by the A&R aspect, label manager Niamh Byrne - who also works as management 1 co-ordlnator for artists including f 
Management - says she has become more confident in understanding the running of a label. Transcopic is even developing a fashion line based on designs by Coxon. And Byrne admits she is fortunate not to have the usual pressures of meeting sales targets. "It's just Graham's thing really, and it was a natural progression for me," she says. I know Graham and understand what he's about and what he likes and doesn't like. He has the ideas and at the end of the day it's his call. We just have to make sure we're covering costs and can pay for a couple of mistakes." In the UK, the label is distributed by SRD, while in the US it is handled by Caroline, the EMI-owned "indie". The rest of the worid is being handled by EMI (which licensed Coxon to Transcopic). although in Japan, releases carry the Food Records logo. Coxon says he has been happy to take major label advice - especially from EMI - but not investment, because he wants to keep the label independent. rt know whether you can be truly independent nowadays. People ht 

m thing," i ot particularly interested in having a deal. I just want 
ALPP (the band, whose album is scheduled for a September 1 release, were name-checked by Beastie Boy Mike D in last month's Face interview), and a single by the Uverpool pop band Ooberman (who have just signed a publishing deal with MCA). On September 7, Transcopic releases its first 12-lnoh, from hardeore techno outfit   Controlfreaks. And Coxon is currently looking at a young New Yorl possibility of a Billy Childish release. Coxon says that although he is "ni tastes extend from techno and punk 

1 had some songs and didn't 
know what to do with them... 

and thought, why not put 
them ouf-Graham Coxon 

!d Bunsen Honeydew as well as 

' bedroomy. Some are really crazy stuff, which I keep and listen to I get a panic on and don't seem to have enough time to nsten to au tne tapes. Niamh llstens to some and sticks notes on those I might like." Like Coxon, Byrne says, "Music is qulte boring at the moment and people seem desperate for something new, If somethlng is interesting, weTI put it out." 
=>= Rrhv?5it000 wtS 3 We uk 0n TranscoPic,s website (www.transcopio.com) from as far away Mt vin i seem the label bas an excellent opportunity to find an audience for its off-kilter releases, and Coxon and Byrne are doing their best to exploit it. Stephen Jones 
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MEfflHIlH 
of the week 

m (Chrysalis ROBBIE WILLIAMS; Millennii CDCHS5099). Only Robbie W  get away with the line "Corne and have a go if you think you're hard enough" over sample of the sirings from John Barry's You Only Live Twice and deliver such a blistering and addictive song in the 
releases this month this is an instantly infectious track and the Williams/Chambers songwriting partnership is increasingly impressive. With his pedigree, few other artists Sound as believable as Williams when he sings about cynicism, sarcasm and madness. 1999 Is shaping up to be as much Williams' year as 1998. HH dTEES 

SINGLEreiM'ei/ys 
CAM'RON: Horse & Carriage (Epie 6662612). The 22-year-old Harlem singer is back with the latest release from his début aibum Confessions Of Pire. Featuring Mase, this track samples the Magnum PI theme which adds to its crossover potential. H 3 THE QUEST PROJECT: Angel (Island CID715). Sampling the piano intro of Patti Smith's Because The Night, Angel develops into a deep bassline with a soothing. mélodie vocal by Bristol's Sian Evans. The quintet will follow this with their début L3L3 

st single into the Top 40. HL3 SILVER SUN: ITI See You Around (Polydor 5674532). This has a similar US collège rock sound to that which broke Weezer's Buddy Holly and a chorus which becomes instantly recognisable. But ITI See You Around is curiously not getting the airplay of their last Top 20 single, Too Much, Too Little, Too Late despite their fanbase having rocketed. [313 JACKSON 5 FEAT. BLACK ROB; I Want You Back '98 (Motown 5309472). Puff Daddy makes a poor job with this reconstruction of the classic hit, adding rapper Black Rob and slowing down the song's pace to give Michael Jackson's delivery a new feel. And Cleopatra's recent version will stall interest. 1313 GROOVERIDER: Rainbows Of Colour (Higher Ground HI6CD). One of the original drum & bass pioneers, top DJ Grooverider makes his major label début with this single, The sound is a tough mix of heavy breakbeats and jazzy doodlmgs smoothed by the ethereal-sounding vocals of Roya Arab. An accomplished début. 13 H lA-'IT'.h'.'l MOJAVE 3: Some Kinda Angel (4AD BAD8016CD). Mojave 3's follow-up to 
is a rootsy number with an uplifting chorus perfeotly executed with faultless guitars, cascading piano and a delicious melody. Currently receiving support from Radio One's Mark Radcliffe, this could well push them into the Top 75. 133 SHERNETTE MAY: Alright With Me (Virgin VSCDT1699). The second single from the rising British soulstress's fortheoming album You And I is a mixture of pop/R&B and rock not dissimilar in style to Carleen Anderson. Mixes from Mark Picchiotti have pushed it to number three on the RM Club chart. 313 CE33a DEETAH: Relax (ffrr FCD345). This year Pras Michel and Puff Daddy have ail scored hits by taking well-known songs and rapping over the top. Deetah continues this trend by using Dire Straits' Why Worry but to ill effect, although it is B-listed on Radio One. H13 ALISHA'S ATTIC: The Incidentals (Mercury 5662612). A late addition to their 
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much-anticipated second album, The Incidentals is full of rich and gorgeous harmonies. With an inviting melody, which last week helped it on to Radio One's B-list, this looks on course to perfectly set up the new album. Illumina, due out in October. 3 3 TiTIHV-TI DEPECHE MODE: Only When I Lose Myself (Mute CDBONG29). Depeohe Mode team up with producer Tim Simenon, again for this taster from their fortheoming Singles 1986-98 collection. It's a downbeat song with lullaby-like mélodies and pristine production. Radio isn't givmg this track much support, but it should will see Depeche Mode in the Top 30 for the 33rd time in 17 years. 33 LUTRICIA MCNEAL: Someone Loves You Honey (Wildstar WILD9). The Oklahoma soul diva's poppythird single has an intensely catchy hook that screams 'radio friendly' and is bound to follow her previous two releases, Ain't That Just The Way and Stranded, into the Top 10. 313 THE SMASHING PUMPKINS: Perfect (Hut HUTCD106). The second single to be taken from the top five album Adore, Perfect is a typical Billy Corgan tune with shuffling drums backing his unique tones. With a gentle synth-led chorus, it deserves to at least match 
DRUGSTORE: Hello (Roadrunner RR2224J. Isabel Monteiro's call to crazy, lonely people is a stirring indie anthem with harmonica, Spanish brass touches and some serious drums lifting it beyond the usual guitar-led fare. It sits comfortably on Radio One's As Featured list. 33 BRAINBUG; Rain (Positiva CDTIV95). Italian house producer Alberto Bertapelle is back after his Top 20 successes last year with Nightmare and Benedictus. Rain ! features his trademark string sounds, this time alongside radio-friendly vocals from Nadia Casari, 1313 cztesï CEVIN FISHER: The Freaks Corne Out (Sound Of Ministry MOSCDS127). A massive underground hit as an import on New York label Subversive, this thumping house track now sees a UK release on the Ministry label. Mixes from the UK's Sharp Boys are providing fresh club attention. 133 IMSnM PULP: Party Hard (Island CID 719). The fourth single to be lifted from This Is Hardcore - shortlisted for the Mercury Music Prize - finds Jarvis Cocker adopting his best Bowie sneer. This upbeat stomper has proved to be a live favourite over the festival season, and deserves to improve on previous single A Little Soul's number 22 peak. 33 
ALBUiyireiMe^s 
LAMBCHOP: What Another Man Spills (City Slang 08711-1/2). Nashville-based Lambchop provide a superior and idiosyncratio crossover of country and soul. Dreamily observant lyrics, including faithful covers of Curtis Mayfield's Gimme Love and Frederick Knighfs l've Been Lonely For So Long, this is delightful languid listening. 1313 JUNIOR DELGADO: Fearless (Big Cat ABB1002862). Jamaican legend Delgado 

Brothers. Styles range from downtempo beats to drum & bass, but Delgado's vocals are always treated with respect, 1313 BLACK EYED PEAS: Behind The Front (Universal IND90152). There's a live feel to this début album from this LA rap trio. Live drum sounds, bass, Fender Rhodes and Hammond organ provide a Jazzy backing which relies on funky songwriting rather than heavy sampling to achieve its effect. 13 3 DEL AMITRI: Hatful Of Rain: The Best Of Del Amitri (Mercury 540 940-2). Del Amitri have rarely set the singles chart alight but have been one of the most consistently-performing UK bands. Marking their move from A&M to Mercury, this collection takes in 16 hits and their delightful new single CryTo Be Found. 33 VARIOUS: Starsky & Hutch Présents Seventies Funksouljazzdisco (Virgin VTDCD205). A célébration of the award- winning London disco club nights. It features a quality sélection of Seventies floor-fillers, including everything from Chic to Gil Scott- Heron and Salsoul Orchestra. 1313- ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES IN THE DARK: The OMD Singles (Virgin CDV2859). Released on the back of a new EP featuring remixes of Enola Gay and Electricity by Sash and Moby, this should spark renewed interest in the Elghties s original work, showeased 

mmrnm 
h Suggs's sardonic humour. Produced by Steve Lironi, it can be a draining  nbase is out there. 313 : WILLIE NELSON; Toatro (Island 524 548-2). The grand old man of American country is back with a delicious album produced by Daniel Lanois. Aided in this sparse and haunting collection of songs by Emmylou Harris on backing vocals, Nelson's 65-year-old voice sounds as assured and strong as ever on this refreshing and touching album. 33 KIRSTY HAWKSHAW: On Ultimato Things (Coalition 3984232482). The singgr who found top five success in the early Nineties with Opus lll's It's A Fine Day resurfaces as a solo artist. Breathy vocals atop laid back beats produce a similar sound to a mix of Bjôrk and Tracy Thorn with Mike Oldfield on backing traoks. Easy on the ear. 13 3 GORKY'S ZYGOTIC MYNCI: Gorky Five (Fontana 5588222). Gorky' should build on the minor su year's Barafundle. Their so instrumentation has m, 

| produced an album 
undeniably poppy and lighter tha sets. The Asian Dub Foundation August 17 single I Don't Wanna Lose At Love could spark interest. 133 LODGER; A Walk In The Park (Island CIDS073). The foursome who hit a chord with the Top 40 single i'm Leaving have produced a varied début album with a darl 
parts sounding unfinished, the album contains the id far be n 313 

Together (In Dur Minds) likely to be Top 50 on Sunday, Gorky's future looks rosy. 313   ; st00pjng To pjj (Setanta SETCD046). After four years away. Catchers return with an album that oozes confidence and boasts a number of cracking tunes. Always a superb songsmith. Dale Grundle's dreamy, evocative songs should win over many new fans. 133 WAGON CHRIST: Tally Ho! (Virgin COV2863). Luke Viberfs Wagon Christ reveals a more playful, breakbeat driven electronica sound on this third album. The 13 songs are more accomplished than ever. but crossover success will be difficult due 
■ SASH!: Life Goes On I (Multiply MULTYCD2). 

Life, to go Top 10. This follow-up is likely to need no such push, however. Having reached number three with La Primavera and number two with Mysterious Times, there is clearly a strong momentum 
  E & SEBASTIAN: The Boy With The Arab Strap (Jeepster JPH CD003). Like ail bands that challenge the status quo. Belle & Sébastian inspire tierce 
detractors. but the gentle approach results in 12 songs that have to be listened to. A timeless classic. 33 SUGGS: The Three Pyramids Club (WEA 3984238152). Suggs's 1 Am single (released this week) was an inspired ohoice of first single from this album. Inspired, because it's the best example of how this album is a 

an-European si ss. 313 
Our scoring system Our scoring System gives two ratings: one for chart potential (in blue) and one for the MW verdict (in red). Ratings are from 3 (highest) to S (lowest). 

Hear new releases «"TTT» Audio clips from the releases markëd with this icon can be heard on dotmusic at: www.dotmusic.com/reviows 

of the week 
MANSUN; Six (Parlophone 4967232). [ There was many a prédiction at the turn of the year tipping Mansun to scale greater heights in 1998. Having | J raced to popularity following their mature début album Attack Of The Grey Lantern 18 months ago - which reached number one - the Chester foursome fulfil expectations with a quality sélection of now material, further punctuated with Sixties and Eighties references while oozing creativity and confidence. With the Legacy EP peaking at seven and the gloriously addictive new single Being A Girl attracting airplay plus plenty of other média attention (especially with the well publicised mini-tour of Vitign stores), there is no reason why Six should not prove to be one of the major albums of the year - alongside the fortheoming Manie Street Preachers album. It will not disappoint. 33 f-—'tl 

:i. 



RETAIL FOCUS: ROCK A BOOM 
by Karen Faux In the pasl fewyears Leicester indie store Rock A Boom bas sharpened its focus on its core 16- to 35-year-old customer base with a smart and accessible layout and a greater emphasis on cbart and new release product. Although it still carries a wide range of stock, there is no danger of customers getting lost among the racks. AH genres are colour coded and clear signposting enables even time-preSsed office workers to bag a CD during their lunch break. "Most of the door area is devoted to new 
Cari Petty. "Our own in-store chart works as a useful marketing tool and we have a lot of wipe boards to provide information about forthcoming releases. This way we maximise our advance orders." The store has also just boosted first-week sales for Puressence's 

autographed prlnt. "By giving 

5 along and provide a 
Now on the store's listening post: 1. Follow The Leader Korn (Epie) 2. Greatest Hits Lemonheads (WEA) listening posts Tsee 3. The Sky Is Too High Graham have been a great Coxon (Transcopic) 0pp0rt,,n,t,. m ehnw 4. On The Outside Symposium: every (Infeotious) i record 5. Hello Nasty Beastie Boys have t (Grand Royal/Parlophone) 6. Estate - 1 
Bedlam Ago Go (Sony) 7. Embrya Maxwell (Sony) 8. Dubhead Various (Shiver M&D) : 9. Turn You On Dweeb (WEA) 10. RFTC Rocket From The Crypt : hip hop i (Elemental) 

re promotions 
been Stardust's Music Sounds Better With business with ticke You and Korn's Got The Life although on the "There seem to be e whole singles are not a particulariy profitable through via smail lO' line. 'They tend to be loss-leaders for albums news for us as we rr although occasio 

10 différent titles week without any influence from the companies," says Petty. "Although we 
very carefully." With students from two neighbouring universities still accounting for a sizeable proportion of Rock A Boom's shoppers, it has strong commitment to vinyl with id drum & bass currently 

is for local venues. 

IN-STORE THIS WEEK 
Andys Kccoiids n' Criminals, M Street Preachers, two CDs for In-store - Mercury Music Prize, Beverley Knight: Press ads - Hi Masters, Merle Haggard, Jimmy C Newman, Hoyt Axton. Ingrid Jacoby, Pharaoh Sanders, English String Music, Frank 

s; In-store - Faithless, 'reachers. Madonna, " Suggs, Mansun, Honeyz, Steps, Del itri, Mercury Music Prize, Cleopatra. Babybird, Fantastic Dance, Cool Grooves, Non Stop Hits 2, UNKLE, Fun Lovin' Criminals, Sashl, Boyzone, Ibiza Annuai. summer sale 
In-store - Swan Princess with free puffin, two children's videos for £10, Cats Don't Dance, Three Ténors, July music sale, comedy video promotion, two videos for £10 

BBluniVlV Windows - UNKLE, Fun Lovin' Criminals, Friends, Mercury Music Prize, X-Files; In-store - Mansun, Honeyz, Steps. Del Amitri, Madonna; Press ads - Paper Dolls, Kawala, Madonna 
e - Honeyz, Steps, 

Selecta listening Creative Wax, Mo 

Windows - Alexia, Des'ree, Emma Kirkby, Flûte Dreams; In-store - Carlton and BBC m for £10, Nocturne, Nimbus - label of the 

Singles - Madonna, Manie Street Preachers, Electrasy; Albums - Fun Lovin' Criminals, Boyzone, Sashi, Ibiza Del Mar, Cool Grooves, Non Stop Hits 2, Ibiza Annuai 
Singles - Manie Street Preachers, Honeyz, Steps, Mansun; Albums - Beverley Knight, Jayo Felony, MC Lyte, Gang Related; Windows - Babybird, Sashi, UNKLE, Madonna, sale; In-store - Ibiza Del Mar, Fun Lovin' Criminals, Manie Street Preachers, sale, videos and games; TV ads - 

Tniiirn Singles - Manie Street Preachers, Moby, ppt» a Truce, Paul Van Dyk, Mansun; Windows - — - UNKLE, Mercury Music Prize, Three Ténors, WEA sale, singles range, Fun Lovin' Criminals; In-store - Mercury Music Prize, WEA sale, Jim 'Shaft' Ryan: Press ads - John Hiatt, Moloko, Babybird 
Singles - Honeyz, D-Influence, >y, Steps, Madonna; Windows - wo CDs for £20, UNKLE, Ibiza Street Preachers, Fun Lovin' riminals, Sashi, Babybird, Ibiza Annuai, Brian May; TV ads Madonna (The Box); Press ads - Moby, Real Ibiza 

WH SMITH Singles - Honeyz, Ste, Preachers: Album - Ibiza Annuai; Window Listening posts - World Moods, Emmylou Ht 
, Manie Street 
is, Three Ténors 

W00LW0RTHS Singles - Manie Street Preachers, Steps; Album - Fun Lovin' Criminals; In-store - Boyzone, Three Ténors, Sashl; Press - Sashi, Babybird, Divine Comedy 

BEHIND THE 
COUNTER 

DOUGLAS KEELEY, product supemsor for rock, Virgin Megastore, Oxford St 
"■■■ hile head office handle the scale- Inl outs for new releases, my colleague ■ ■ and I share the rest of the buying. We buy from the majors every day and from indie 
extremely busy as the department covers the le first fit ■t fly out. For 

e enjoyable aspects of 
really like do well. Tortolse's aibum TNT Pernlce Brothers' Overcome By 
extremely strong 'performers 
Punkarama 3 which has been fi 

There has been a lot going on in the store recently with PAs, signings and spécial events. Last week we had the Kerrang! Awards nomination party which featured performances from Idlewild, A and Bullyrag. We played host to about 300 people who were treated to a barbecue on the roof 
Next week we've got a PA from Sepultura which will be the first time the band have performed with their new singer. We've also got The Divine Comedy coming in to launch their new album Rn De Siècle and next month an appearance from Mansun for which ail the tickets are already gone. The release schedules for the autumn are iooking great. Stereolab, Mogwai, Beta Band and Belle & Sébastian will ail be blg albums for us and next week we're Iooking forward to Qulckspace's Preclous Falling, which has quite a followlng among 

ON THE ROAD 

ALAN WISHAHT, BMG tenitory manager for ttie Midlands and East Anglia 

u 
nderstandably, a lot of the accounts in my territory can't wait for the last ck in and bring se 

v - although, having said tl alogue , back- 
over the past two months with most of my stores taking advantage of them. Since making its début at number seven in the singles charts this week, Sweetbox's Everything's Gonna Be Alright on RCA has gone from strength to strength and should be a stayer. We've still got Natalie Imbruglia's Left Of The Middle and Five's self-titled album, both on RCA, in the top 20 and both are set to benetit from forthcoming singles, l'm currently selling in the latter's Everybody Get Up and judging by the response it should be another chart winner. Also doing well this week is Global's TV-advertised 

De-Ryus on Boiler House along with Maria Nayler's single Love Is God on Deconstruction, Both of these are BMG priorities and we have high hopes for their performance. l'm currently listening to Republica's Speed Ballads album, out in October, and can assure ail fans that they won't be be disappointed. Another one tipped to shift through my indie stores is the new album isola from Swedish band Kent, who could 
upcoming Best Ofs from Whitney Houston and M People while Another Level's début album is aiso eagerly awaited. With some top titles on the way there is plenty for me to talk about and plenty to get dealers feeling 
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Sonopress Ireland (above, left) bas used the backing of to Invest in marketing and distribution services; Cinram bas expanded fast in the video duplication market 

DVD...A PRESSINGe NGAGEMENI 
As film companies seek a digital alternative to video, CD manufacturers must préparé to embrace a new industry, writes Karen Faux 

ie Cannes Film Fe 
Ll opportunity for CD this year when some decided to attend the event to find out how far the big studios art prepared to support the DVD format. One manufacturer who made the trip reports, "They are going to push it ail the way and it is important that dise manufacturers start te video market works. There can be little doubt a significant in emphasis for tured their record 

s to capitalise on DVD. According to MPO's sales and marketing director Steve Darragh the most significant trend will be the merging of video duplicating and CD 
It's clear that the Carlton Group's acquisition of Nimbus represents an aggressive move to expand ils Technicolor video subsidiary as its clients grow into DVD," he says. 

have to work very hé 

'There will inevifubly 
be a knock-on effect 

from the Seagram 
Bevan, Sonopress UK 

iserves, "If, for ît DVD rapidly re business, it wil 
customer base. But if the changeover is graduai, Nimbus will have the chance to grow with its expanded client base." Most observers agree that any strategy for future success must lie in anticipating demands and providing much than a duplicating s proposed takeover of PolyGram i ing necessity for manufacturers ■ to product supply, marketing PolyGram's manufacturing 

présent back catalogue collectlble packages," says Chris Ring, group managing director of global licensors POINT Group Ltd, whose newly-acquired Optical Disc Managemnt (ODM) division is already gearing up for full DVD production foliowing the success of Silver Screen Collection, a pilot range of olassic movies launched in the US late last year on its Mastertone imprint. Just how seriously big média groups are viewing DVD was recently highlighted by the Carlton Group's acquisition of independent manufacturer Nimbus, which has provoked spéculation in the industry about how the technology-led plant is now likely to grow. US multimédia giant Cinram made a slmilarly aggressive move last year when it purchased the former Mayking video- duplicating opération Videoprint and foilowed that with the purchase of Sony's UK VHS video-duping opérations. Under a separate agreement, it now supplies most of the video output for Sony Musio and Columbia Tristar Video in the UK. Cinram UK managing director Bob Thomson says, "Cinram's plans for the UK include focused growth on VHS video duplication business through enhanced marketing and sales. WeTI also be addressing CD-Rom, CD and DVD when tht time is right." During the next 12 months, most manufacturers anticipate more takeovers and mergers as big corporations position 
MUSIC WEEK 29 AUGUST1998 

king to buy big ' duplicating operatio foothold in the DVD market and to have a dramatic impact on the shape of 
The million dollar question remains: how quickly DVD will take off? The fact that 3m players were sold in the US during the first quarter suggests that take-up could be faster than it was for CD In the Eighties. If the transition from VHS to DVD is swift, some manufacturers could find themselves struggling to reconcile the needs of various clients spanning audio, multimédia and 

While most plants co being part of such a big picture, th 
more than half way with a services. These can range from pr packaging, to warehousing and distribution and even software design. At Sonopress Ireland, managing director Ray Sheridan says, "As part of the Bertelsmann Group, we have a financially strong parent company that provides the resources to invest in a range of marketing and distribution services. Clients are looking beyond CD replication and towards pan- 

Meeting iiiiweï iiiate 

European order taklng, fulfilment and support services and we can cater for this through our Total Supply Line service." While the big takeovers of this year will ultimately effect other companies, in the long-term, independents are confident they won't be squeezed out. At Sonopress UK, général manager Tim Bevan says, "There will inevitably be a knock-on effect from something like the Seagram takeover, but while the dust is settling, other independents will corne along to fill the gaps they cannot fill." MPO's Steve Darragh agréés that increased polarisation between big and small need not necessarily be a bad thing and anticipâtes that the might of PolyGram, îr manufacturing opérations, le tempting to everyone. "PolyGram m enough of its own work :o handle without taking on more from 

would always be competing with PolyGram's 
One area in which manufacturers are hoping to work very closely with record companies is the development of musio 
Sonopress has already set up a Music Browser service on its German-managed website (www.sonopress.de/) which offers clients a full range of technical tools, including the capability of offering samples of their releases on the internet. It is also looking at chip technology whereby musio 

With recent print and packaging facilities, Shropshlre-based independent Abiex Audio Video Is aiming ta establish Itself as a "world class manufacturer In tenus of efficlency, quality and customer cholce". Chlef executive Stephen McEwen reports that £200,000 was spent on installing an lllsman Packer, a state-of-the- art German machine that can automatically pack CDs into jewel boxes at the rate of 100,000 a day. "That translates as more than one case a second," says McEwen. 
closely monltored by new counting devlces 

that ensure that exactly the right quota of packages arrives with the customer." Abiex has also invested £100,000 in a new overwrapping machine, the BVM, which provides more shrinkwrap and overwrapping options. "The final présentation of the box is really good and the tear tape option is proving popuiar as it can be used as a subtle way of reminding the customer of the CD's label name." On the print slde, Abiex has installed a Dubuit Offset Lltho printer, which offers photographic-quality printing and has joined forces with the French printing specialist to develop new processes especially tailored to customer needs. KF 

Marketing co-ordinator Colm Cuinneain says: "The musio industry will be comparatively slow to take advantage of on- line delivery of data due to its worries about piracy. Nevertheless, developments in e- commerce and on-line data distribution are progressing at a very 
manufacturers are d( 
to them that will improve the way they work. As one puts it: "It can no longer be about a master and servant relationship", and many recognise that they too must 



MANUFACTURING & PACKAGING 

IMCAIMBffOM 

THE STORM 
CD manufacturers are taking advantage of a quiet summer to 
préparé for an anticipated fourth-quarter rush, writes Karen Faux While manufacturers have hlgh expectations for an exceptionally busy autumn this year, the fact that few record companies or software publishers have yet firmed up the détails of their release schedules suggests that the seasonal rush could be even more acute than usual. But it is something that UK plants are taking in their strlde. Long experience of having their lead times squeezed by beleaguered marketing departments has enabled them to perfect a flexible approach and many have already planned how to juggie capacity and staffing to cope with any eventuality, At broker Key Productions, managing director Karen Emmanuel is philosophical about the likeiihood of the last quarter being particularly manie: 'There will be a lot going on to compensate for the lull caused by the World Cup, and as usual -ili be the last to know about ;-minute changes or hiccups in the 
are still pretty vague, but we are flexible among the plants that we use and we now have an extremely sophisticated computerised planning System, which saves everyone a lot of time." For both brokers and factories, the skill in 

how orders are likely to pan out. London- based broker Tribal Manufacturing reports that it aiways books extra capacity with its plants in advance and tries to give them as much notice as possible of any blg releases - although this is not aiways easy. "As we are working with various we don't aiways know wf metimes u " in Wilson. "Around early September 
beyond, and w 

ling to Wilson, both indies and majors prefer te satisfy initial oroer leveis, ratner tnan try to estimate total sales numbers and this has compounded the problem of shrinklng lead times. "We generally have to deliver ail pre- sale stock to distributors at least 10 days ahead of release and then start pressing stock for the first week of release, " she says. "We aiways strive to maintain our standard one-week turnaround time on both new releases and re-orders, and for vinyl we have back up capacity to cope with any 
One way in which manufacturer Forward 

Manufacturing o 
CD Cassette Vinyl Video 1 

V i 

n 

The high profile of some of the music releases that we man- ufacture means you can be sure security is a top priority at Forward 5ound & Vision. We also realise that when you have „ a hot number on your hands, youTI need it in the shops, and on the shelves in record time - we aiways endeavour to be as fast as possible. 
We achieve the best possible service for ail of our customers, our primary target is to manufacture to the highest quality within an agreed time scale. 3 
<jj}\ Forward Sound & Vision J 4/10 North Road, Islington, London, N7 9HN g, 

Sound And Vision préparés for the rush is to use the off-peak to check ail the plant's equipment and thus minimise the possibility of break-downs. "Output can be maximised by ensuring that ail maintenance and servicing has already been completed," says marketing manager Sarah-Jane Ethenngton. "We also introduce a night shift. We start training new machine operators at the beginning of August and by the end of September we have enough staff to get a night shift up and running. We are fortunate in having flexible, permanent staff who are prepared to change their working patterns to strengthen the new shifts." During the late summer most of Forward Sound And Vi into eu business be er than et 

small-quantity on large number of titles, ar continue. When it from the majors m what is likely to happen. It is usually a case of a last-minute phone call asking us to 
CD Plant UK is also gearing up for a very successful autumn now that it is part of Scandinavian group DanDIso and can call on 

relationship with those 

;e is allotted for its 
on the basis of their releas schedules, while spi 

performance plus an anticipated extra 105( output. "Our primary aim is to maintain oui standard of service and to be realistic with regard to committing to additional units," says Etherington. "The last thing we want t do is disappoint our existing customers," At MPO the polioy is aiways to give its longer-term clients the better turnaround times - "because they are the priority", says sales and marketing director Steve Darragh. With one of its most successful summers behind it, Darragh anticipâtes th< 
hlgh, which has a lot to do with the fact that we have taken on much larger clients, making the highs and lows less obvious," he says. "With a lot of back-catalogue work going through the presses, what we're 

'We now have an extremely 
sophisticated computerised 
planning syslem' - Karen 

Emmnauel, Key Productions 

five plants with a 
capacity of 2.8m dises. "Our UK capacity is relatively 
other plants for 
November," says UK ir Southam. 

invested £500,000 in machines. We've also skill training programme move people around 
packing end of th 
corne into their own during the gifting season and this is one area of production where lead times simply cannot be out. At Tribal Manufacturing, Alison Wilson says: "For really unusual packages, we often have to use specialist companies outside the industry and they cannot accommodate tight deadlines. We are urging our labels to organise their ideas as soon as possible and call us for quotes and samples." > 

MANUFACTURING & PACKAGING 
REPORT IS CONTINU Fn ON P28 
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PolyGram 

- 

PolyGram manufacturing can turn your 
CD-ROM creativity into CD-ROM reality. 
As one of the World's leadingïCD 
manufacturers, no one is better<|^. 
qualified or equipped to handle ail your 
CD requirements. 
COMPETENTLY. COMPREHENSIVELY. 
The PolyGram professional team can provide 
ail the latest dise formats: CD ROM & DVD. 
With in-house pre-mastering. mastering, 
reprographies, upto six-colour printing on 
dise and packaging. 
For CD runs from 100 to virtual^jHB 
infinity call now for our full info-filé. 

Merrick Iszatt 
PMDC Ltd 

347-353 Chiswick High Road 
London W4 4HS 

Téléphoné: 0181 742 5500 
Facsimile: 0181 742 5501 
e-mail: iszatt@uk.polygramxom 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHflBTS 

SINGLES El 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

by ALAN JONES 

SINGLE FACTFILE Fourteen-year-old Scottish newcomer Corne Together and new R&B singe. ISstiïTnîËidëhTs^chart début last week wîth a reggae-inflected cover ofjhjs Boy, whîch waTorîlinally the B-side of The Beatles' 1963 hit I Want To Hold Your Hand. It's the second Beatles song to chart this year following Carleen Anderson's hit Maybe l'm Amazed, which reached number 24 in February. Beatles covers due soon indude Junior Vasquez's restyiing of 

the George Harrison song While My Guitar Gently Weeps. This Boy is one of the less frequently recorded Beatles songs, though it has been recorded by more than a dozen acts including the Moffatts, the Nylons, Shirley Abicair (as This Girl), George Martin and, most recently, Robson & Jerome on their multi-platinum début album. 
The top two singles are unchanged, wîth No Matter What by Boyzone lead over Stardusfs Music £ Better Wîth You, though 

which has sold more than 200,000 copies to date. They follow it up with an even bigger hit. debuting at number three with What Oan I Do. it's ail very différent from the first time Vffliat Caji.1 Do was released in March, when it peaked at nunjbgCSS. band Savage Garden's To The \nd Back, also in the top five, was similarly unsuccessful before the group hit paydirt with Truly Madly Deeply first peaking at nymIiecSSjri February. Oontinuing the Irlsh theme, B*Witched,s début single C'est La Vie bows out of the ' ' '.r 12 wêeks, dropping to number 21 this week. It simultaneously tops the 800.000 sales mark and is still selling nearly 20,000 copies a week. It is,  good chance of repiacing Boyzone single Father And Son as the biggest everSElirniffiit by an 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 

three ot the group s previous numb added together. Words, A Différent Ail That I Need each spent just one 

THE YEAR S0 FAR... 
TOP 20 SIHÛLES 

PJ4 

B**d 
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THE OFFICIAI. UK SINGLES CHART 

29 AUGUST 1998 TOP 75 

1 | 1 Artisl IProducBrI Publisher (V 
^ i , NO MATTER WHAT * Polydor5675672/5675664IF)H Boyzone (Steinman/Uoyd WebbenWrighi) Really Uscful/PolyGram (Uoyd Webber/Steinman) -/- H 
2 2 2 MUSIC S0UNDS BETTER WITH YOU O VirginD1NS0175/0INSC175(E| 

i 3 m m WHAT CAN 1 DO (REMIX) Atlantic AT0044CD/AT0044C(W) 41 The Corrs (Corr) PolyGram (The Corrs) -/- 
4 3 2 TO THE MOON AND BACK Coiumbia6662882/6662884(SM) Savane Garden (Rsher) EMI (Hayes/Jones) -/- 

n 5 ' 2 EVERYTHING'S G0NNA BE ALRIGHT RCA7432i606842^432i606844{BMG) Sweetbox (GEO) EMI (JS Bach/Harris/Schmidt/Rosan) -/- 
6 3 EMYSTERIOUS TIMES Muitipiycdmulty40/camulty40(W) Sash! fealuring Tina Cousins (Sashl/Tokapi) Siep By Step/Slrongsongs (Alisson/Kappmeier/lappessen) -/- 
7 EB j REAL GOOD JTIME^^ ^ ^ ^ . Wiidstar cdwilo 7/cawild 7 m 
8» 5 VIVA FOREVER ★ Virgin VSCDT 1692/VSC 1692 (El 
9 i? g] MY WEAKNESSIS N0NE 0FY0UR BUSINESS HstMrginHUTCDiwmciiaiE) 

i 10' 10 GHETTO SUPASTAR THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE ★ imerscopeiND9559*95593ibmgi Pras MicheVODB/MYA IVariossI EMWMG/Var. IMichîïJeaiVJonîS/GiWGÎbbitihb'Btw.n'Byi«in W) -/1NTS5593 
11 ' 21 WANT YOU BACK WEAWEAI72CDI/WEAI72C(W| Cleopatra (Labelle) Jobete/EMI (Perren/Mizell/Gordy/Richards) -/- 
12 6 2 THE AIRTHAT 1 BREATHE ^ EastWestEWisicDi/EWisiciwi 
1 Q SPECIAL KIND OF SOMETHING VirginVSCDT1704/VSC1704(E) 1 o BèJaii Kavana (Absolute) EMI/19/BMG/Sony ATV IKavana/Watkins/Wilson/Kennedy) -/- 
14.o 4 COME WITH ME Epie6662842/6662844(SM| Puff Daddy featuring Jimmy Page (Combs) WC/EMI/CC (Page/Plant/Bonhatn/Combs/Cunyl -/- 

s 15- 13THE BOY IS MINE • Atlandc AT0036CD/AT0036C/-/AT0O36T(W) Brandy S Monica iJertins/AuslWBrandyl EHI/Bran-BranlFamous'Hinchi lJertins/Brand»llanitls'Jtikins lll/Taiedal 
16 4 LOST IN SPACE EpicSSxgcD/ssxaciSM) Apollo Four Foity (Apello 4401 Wamer-Chappall (Williamsl •/• 
17 13 , FREAK ME O Northwestside 74321582362/74321582364 (BMG) 
18" 9 SAVE TONIGHTOem) ^ | Polydor 5695952^695944 m 
19- 6 LIFE IS A FLOWER O LondonACECD7/ACEMC7|F| 
20 1 imWALKlNG AFTER Y0U:BEAC0N LIGHT EieirtraE4iooco/E4iOoc|wi " Foo RqhtersWeen IHanison;Carter/Wasl EMI:Ween/WC/Ver/Bro«mdoq IGrohtWeenl E MOOI- 

i 21 - ,3 C'EST LA VIE ★ Glow Worm/Eprc 6660532/6660534||SMI 
22 - 5 JUST THE TWO OF US Coiumbia 6662092/6662094 (SM) Will Smith (Sauce) 8MG/Chelsea (Smilh/Withers/Salter/MacDonaldl ■/- 
23 - 3 PURE MORNING Hut/Virgin FLOORCD 6/FLOORC 6(El Placebo (Vinall) Famous/BMG (Placebo) 
24 " 3 NEEDIN' U Mat'eSO

sfl
ES W,flES'ff'ES« 

25 - 6 DEEPER UNDERGROUND SonyS2 6662182/6662184(SMI Jamiroquai (Kayl EMI (Kay/Smilhl -/-® 
26 20 4 1 CANT HELP MYSELF Delinous/ffrrFCD339/FCS339(FI Lucid (Lucid) Sony ATV (Hadftelci/Rvan-Corteri "/FX 339 CD 27 - 26HOW DO 1 LIVE ★ Curb/The Hit Label CUBCX 30/CUBZ30 (RMG/F) 
28 - 5 TEARDROPS FreshFRSHD 65M3MV/PI 
29 24 e BECAUSE WE WANT TO O InnocentSINCD2/SINC2(E) 
30 " , MAKE IT HOT East West E 3821CD/E 3821 C(W) Nicole (eaturinq Missv 'Misilemeanor' Elltob/Mocha Himbaland) Mass Conhision (Elliattl -/E 382IT 

1 31 - HORNY # AM;PM 5826712/58267)4 (F) Mnnnn' T Vs Hofn'JuicvlMousse Tl Rondor IMousse T/Rennallsl -/5826711 
32 i ̂STORM imMPr0(fvaC°TIV^CT/iV2TO(M 

1 33" ,, GOT THE FEELIN' O RCA74321584892/74321584894/-/-(BMG) 5 (Slannafd/Gallaqher) PolyGram/Windsweot Pacilic/Sony ATV (Stannard/GaBaoher/Rvel 
• 1 34" ^ LIFE Sony S2 6659302/6659304 (SM) 

35 i MAINT NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH iNCcradibieincrltcomsmi Jocelyn Brown (Morales) Jobete/EMI (Ashlord/Simosonl -/INCRL? 
36 i ̂LET THE MUSIC HEALYOUR SOUL Edei0039335erea*)39339ere(p1 -'-I Bravo Ali Stars (Peierson/Christonsenl Warner-Chappell/EMI (Poterson/Chnstensenl ■/- 
37 ' 31 WANNA BE YOUR LADY isiend ciD709/ciS709(F| HindaHicks (Black) Warner-Chappell/Big Lifo (Oluwa/EscoRetyl ■/- 

38 3 g 35 , IMMORTALITY 
40 2 2 IF YOU'LL BE MINE Echo ECSCX 65/ECSMC 55 (P) 
41 mil 
42 2 2 HIT EM WIT DAHEE East West E3824 CD1/- (\ 
/lO ISTMLET'S GETTOGETHER {IN OUR MINDS) FontanaG2MCD5/-iF) ■ J Gorky's Zygoiic Mynci (Owen/Gorky's Zygotic Mynci) CC (Childs) GZM 5/- 
44 « 
45 - 
46 im AMAZON CHANT 
AT j, 2 THIS BOY 

ttravaganza/Edel 0091605 EX 
Virgin STCDT1/STTC 1 

48 - Chrysalis CDCHS 509£i/TCCHS 5096 (E) 
49 - Manifeste FESCD47/FESMC 47 (F) 
50 ^ 

53 E^thedaywii DAYWILL COME 
54 Egg DONT LEAVEME ^ 

i55f^!l,"",Or0mBBral 
r.esp WESP 004CD/WESP 0O4C (W| 

Epie 6660982/6660984 (SM1 
56 ^ 2 COME INTO MY LIFE 
57 « 
58 - 
59 
60 5 igeW Don't Worry (Nek/Vas'mi/De Sanctis/Hackel Coalition COLA 054CO/COIA054C (W) 

31 WANNA LOVE YOU Jive 0521742/0521744 (P) 
uVLi LONCD 414/LONCS 414/-/-JS' Polydor 0441332/5673144 (R 

Xtravaganza/Edel 0091575 EXT/0091579 EXT (P) 
he Crypt (Shirley) Rough Trade (Rockei 

Delirious DELICD 1Q/DELIMC 10 (P) 

2 THE ARMS 0F THE ONE WH0 LOVES YOU coiumbia6662522/6662524M 
2nooneelsecomes close 

East West EW179CD1/- i 
tar CDSTAS 2382/CASTAS 2982 (W) 

® THÊ New SINGLE 
-J OUT NE HT WEEK 

sunmncHinE 
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byAU\N JONES 

AIRPLAY FACTSHEET 
appearance in the sales chart • It is extremely rare for a record to reach the Top 50 of the airplay chart without getting commensurate sales success. Former soap star 

MARKET REPORT AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANJES TOP C0RP0BATE GROUPS 

be an exception, however, as her single Don't Leave Me cllmbs 66-40 on the airplay chart, while making its first - and presumably highest - 

• New First Avenue/Mercury signings the Honeyz are making an excellent showing with their début single Finally Found, which was instantly seized on by radio, and bas moved 37-33-25-25, setting up the multi-national girl group for a hit single. 
Boyzone continue to top the airplay chart with No Matter What establishing a bigger lead over the Splce Girls' Viva Forever and Eagle-Eye Cherry's Save 
Matter What is the first Boyzone single to simultaneously top the sales and airplay listings, and registered a bigger audience 
has ever managed. Though a number one sales hit. the group's last single Ail That I Need peaked at number three on the airplay 

the Top 100 of the airplay chart when first released in spring are now the hottest records in the Top 10. Savage Garden's To The Moon And Back struggled for airplay when re-servioed seven weeks ago but has been increasing the pace of its advance for 
week It registers a 50% increase in ;e to move 16-7. Slightly ahead of he Corrs' What Can I Do leaps 13-5, in the Top 10 after just four weeks îirwaves, matching tl 

their breakthrough hit Dreams, : right st The Way, peaked at number 

Thi! 

chart moves this week, with 24-year-c newcomer Jennlfer Paige continuing her rapid ascentwith Crush, up 29-17 this 
the Top 50 come from Sheryl Crow. whose first single under the Polydor umbrella performs particularly powerfully and cllmbs 55-19, while Lutricia McNeal's third single, Someone Loves You Honey, makes an even bigger advance, rocketing 79-22. singly, McNeal's 

Eight of the last 10 Simply Red singles have reached higher positions in the airplay chart than in the sales chart, The Air That I Breathe shows signs of reversing that trend. On its way down from a number six sales peak, it has been making excellent progress on the airplay chart but has now slowed up, l moves only 12-10 ' ' 
ATLANTIC WALES & SW CITY FM 

2 IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILOREN VIIILL BE NEXT WKK&M Pnicim SPO 60 3 MUSIC SOUNDS BEHER WITH YOU s»nJUst(V.f9inj 57 4 MY WEAKNESS IS NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS Enibrace (HuO 56 
6 PURE MORNING PioceboiHui) SI 7 EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT SwaetboxiHCAi 47 8 1 WANT YOU BACK Melame B Féal Musy -Mlsdameanor- BEon (V.ra-n) 44 9 EL NINO AgneC & Nelson (Xtravaganza.Ede!) 43 dO BEING A GIRL (PART ONE) Mansun(Partophone) 42 =10 CELEBRITY SKIN HOalGePen) 42 =10 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroguai (Sony S2) 42 

1 NO MATTER WHAT Bowcna RealVUseWoVdor 2 GHETTO SUPASTAR (THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Pri,Fe.torDbt,B«afdaMy« imerscope 3 VIVA FOREVER Spice Giris Wgin 4 SAVE TONIGHT Eagla Eye Cherry Polydor 5 UFE IS A FLOWER Ace Of Base Mego/london 6 JUST THE TWO OF US m Smith Coiumbi. 
8 MILLENIUM Robblowniams Chtysaiis 

1 MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sash! Feat Tma Couaîni IMultiply) 49 2 MUSIC SOUNDS BEHER WITH YOU Stardust (Virgin) 42 3 SAVE TONIGHT Eagie Eye Cher>Y(Polydorl 40 =4 IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WILL BE NEXT HafKSmPrHchars (Et*) 37 =4 JUSTTHETWOOFUSwiflSirithiCoiuntbia) 37 =4 NO MAHER WHAT Boyzone (BeallyUseful/Polydor) 37 7 TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden (Columbia) 36 8 C'EST LA VIE B-vfirched(Epic) 35 9 1 TH1NK l'M PARANOID Garbage(Mushrooml 33 10 THE AIR THAT 1 BREATHE SimpiyRed(EastWest) 32 

RADIO ONE ebm ILR 

IF VOU TOIERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WIIL BE NEXT Ma, I WflNTYOU BACK Cleopatra IWEAI GHETTO SUPflSTAR (THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Pris ftator DinyBa MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sashl Féal Tina Cousins (Mukiplyl 
MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardusi (Virsinl TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Ga,den (Columbial NO MATTER WHAT BoyaonelReallyUsefuVPolvdor) SAVE TONIGHT Eagte Eye Cheny (Polydor) EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweeibo,(RCA) VIVA FOREVER Spioo Girls (Virgin) MYWEAKNESS IS NONE OFYOUR BUSINESS Embra LOST IN SPACE (THEME) Apnllo Four Forty ISle.lrb Sonic/Epi NEEDIN' YOU David Morales Présents The Face (Aauli/M.rourv) SPECIAL KIND OF SOMETHING Kavana (Virgin) I CRUSH Jenniler Paige (Edal) PURE MORNING Placebo(Hut) I SUNMACHINEOarin G (Warner Bros) BÛOTIE CALL Ail Saints (London) MY FAVORITE MISTAKE SharylCrowlASM) I CAN'T HELP MYSELF Lucid IDelirious/flrr) THE BOY IS MINE Brandy &MonicalA<lanticl WHAT CAN I 00 The Corrs 1143/Lava/Allamrcl CELEBRITY SKIN HoielGeden) HORNY Mousse T Va Uni W Juicy (AMiPM/A&MI LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Ramire: (Manifesln/Mernory) ' FEEL IT Tamperer FoeL Maya IPepper) SOMETIMES Tin Tm Oui With Sbelley Nelson (VC Racordingsl LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace 01 B.so (M.ga/London) I THE AIR THAT I BREATHE SrmplyRedlEastWestl JUST THE TWO OF US Win Smith iColumbie) I A PERFECT DAY ELISE P J Harvey (Islandl 

NO MATTER WHAT Boyrone IReally Uselul/Polydorl VIVA FOREVER Spice Girls IVirginl SAVE TONIGHT Eagle Eye Cherry (Polydor) LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace 01 Base IMege/London) TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garder (Columbis) LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Bamirez IManifesto/Mercuryl WHAT CAN I 00 The Corrs I143/Ia»a/Atlamic| LIFE Oos'reelDusied Sound/Sony S2I MILLENIUM Hobbie Williams IChrysalis) JUST THE TWO OF US Will SmKh (Columbia) IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WILL BE NEXT Manie Strea. Freacbers I GHETTO SUPASTAR (THAT (S WHAT YOU ARE) Pras F.at or Din, Basiard 5 M,a lin THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monica (Atlanlicl EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbox IBCAI MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sasnl Féal Tm Cousins (Multiplyl MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust (Virginl CRUSH Jennifer Paige (Edell THE AIR THAT 1 BREATHE SimplyRodlEasiWestl LOST IN SPACE Lighlhouso Family(WildCard/Polydor) FREAK ME Anolhar Lovai INorOmesIside) SOMETIMES Tinfin Oui Wilh Sbelley Nelson |VC Rocotdingsl STRANDED Lutricia McNeal (Wildslar) MY FAVORITE MISTAKE Shoryl Crow IA&MI IWANT YOU BACK Claopat,a IWEAI DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamirognar ISony S2I HORNY Mousse T Va Hbl'n' FINALLY FOUND Honeya REAL GOOD TIME Aida iWiidstar) C'EST U VIE B'witchod (Epie) COME WITH ME Put) Daddy Fe.turfng Jrmm, Page HOW DO I LIVE LoAnn Rimes ICurb/HiVLondonl 
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THE OFFICIAI UK AIR PLAY CHART 

♦  music control 

TOP 50 

NO MATTER WHAT Really Usefui/Polydor 
2 î , . o VIVA FOREVER Spice Girls Virgin 1788  -3_ 60.53 3 3 ! I! 18 SAVETONIGHT Eagle Eye Cherry Polydor 1783 i ±_ 60.07 4 6 a i 0 MILLENIUM Robbie Williams Chtysalis 1292 +11 56.07 +10 5 .3 13 < i WHAT CAN 1 DO The Corrs 143/Lava/Atlantic 1348 +53 55.63 +47 6 19 LIFE IS A FLOWER Ace Of Base Mega/London 1552 -13 52.48 -24 A 7 IS II 5 4 TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden Columbia 1569 +25 50.94 ■thO S 7 19 5 o IF YOU TOLERATE THIS YOOR CHILDREN WILL BE NEKT Manie Stroet Preachers Epie 1266 +39 48.79  +3_ 9 8 6 11 io GHETTO SUPASTAR (THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE) Pras Féal 01' Dirty Bastard & Mya Interscopa 1292 +7 48.12  +2_ 10 1! IS 6 " THE AIR THAT 1 BREATHE Simply Red East West 1035 +24 47.29 +22 A 11 19 19 5 s EVERYTHING'S GONNA BEALRIGHT Sweetbox RCA 1155 +25 45,98 +35 12 19 I! a 7 MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust Virgin 1196 +48 43.98  +9_ A 13 s MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sash! Feat. Tina Cousins Multiply 1187 +18 42.34 +7 14 5 3 14 87 LOOKING FOR LOVE Karen Ramirez Manifesto/Mercury 1428 -24 42.13 -31 A 15 70 1! 3 o SOMETIMES Tîn Tin Out With Sheliey Nelson VC Recordings 741 +56 37.85 +30 / 16 17 is THE BOY IS MINE Brandy 8r Monica Atlantic 1217 +3 36.98 +14 A 17 79 78 3 o CRUSH Jennifer Paige Edel 976 +43 35.70 +80 18 9 1 1 77 JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smith Columbia 1257 -9 32.85 -24 A 19 SS SI 1 o MY FAVORITE MISTAKE Sheryl Crow A&M/Polydor 707 +83 HMÏJ +170 A 20 78 61 7 n 1 WANT YOU BACK Cleopatra WEA 687 +51 30.43 +37  n 19 13 IS 34 LIFE Des'ree Dusted Sound/Sony S2 1256 -6 28,72  _3   BIGGEST INCREASE IN PLAYS   BIGGESTINCREASE IN AUDIENCE  A 22 79 797 1 o SOMEONE LOVES YOU HONEY Lutricia McNeal Wildstar 341 +144 27.20 +236  23_ 14 9 7 78 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroouai Sonv S2 737 -17 26.98 f-33 ^  HIGHEST CUMBER  A 24 33 SS 7 7 REAL GOOD TIME Aida Wildstar 513 +34 24.56 +65 À 25 75 33 4 o FINALLY FOUND Honeyz 1st Avenue/Mercury 610 +31 23.60  +5_ 26 71 71 IS 3i HORNY Mousse TVsHot'n'Juicy AM:PM/A&M 678 -40 22.53 -16 27 77 7S 8 " FREAK ME Another Level Northwestside 997 -6 22.31 -9 A 28 57 100 I 13 SPECIAL KINDOFSOMETHING Kavana Virgin 400 +35 20.92 l_+74_ 

A 29 38 787 7 o THE INCIDENTALS Alisha's Attic Mercury 237 +112 19.61 +27 
.0: 30 31 75 13 is LOST IN SPACE Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 968 +20 19.57  +6_ 
A 31 37 77 7 o BOOTIE CALL AH Saints London 498 +46 18.11 +17 32 74 44 3 73 PURE MORNING Placebo Hut 251  +1 18.06 ■26 

33 18 17 7 " COME WITH ME Puff Daddy Featuring Jimmy Page Epie 546 -10 18.05 -67 
34 30 37 3 is LOST IN SPACE (THEME) Apollo Four Forty Stealth Sonic/Epic 346 +5 17.52  Tl_ 35~ 73 38 14 7i C'EST LA VIE B'witched Epie 519 -18 17.47 -37 
36 40 49 3 Embrace Hut 223 +54 16.85 +14 
37 73 70 18 o STRANDED Lutricia McNeal Wildstar 755 -26 16.21 -24 

Â 38 38 47 4 as TEARDROPS Lovestation Fresh 524  -2_ 16.18 +2 
A 39 89 SI 1 o LOOKING THROUGH YOUR EYES LeAnn Rimes Curb/Hit/London  80_   15.83 +43 
h 40 66 57 7 si DONT LEAVE ME Malandra Burrows warner.esp 41 +14 15.10 +43 

41 31 70 7 7. NEEDIN' YOU David Morales Présents The Face Azuli/Mercury 354  +i_ 14.64 •14 
A 42 63 50 19 o FEELIT Tamperer Feat Maya Pepper 370 -14 14.41 +32 ÂT 77 74 4 76 | CANT HELP MYSELF Lucid Delirious/ffrr 335 -19 14.17 ■50 
' , 44 19 80 44 o TORN Natalie Imbruglia RCA 386  -3_ 13,65  +9_ 

45 71 87 1 o ROCK WITH YOU D'Influence Echo 445 +13 13.13 +41 
46 43 31 7 o 1 WASN'T BUILTTO GET UP The Supematurals Food/EMI 315 -38 12.57 ■8 
47 44 73 7 o WHY DONT WE TRY AGAIN Brian May Parlophona 25 +9 12,38 -10 
48 0 0 1 o l'VE GOTTHIS FEELING The Mavericks MCA 52 "/c 12.08 n/c 
dT 83 87 36 o ANGELS Robbie Williams Chtysalis 415  ±J 12.07 
50 <6 .8 70 o RAY OF LIGHT Madonna Maverick/Warner Bros. 419 +13 11.85 ■12 

TOP 10 GBOWEBS 
WHAT CANI DO THb Corrs (IM/Lava/Atlamicl MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardust (Virgin) 1F YOU TOLERATE THIS YOUR CHILDREN WILl SE NEXI Manie Slree! Preachers lEpicI MY FAVORITE MISTAKE Sheryl Crow |A&M| CRUSH Jennifar Paige (Edell TO THE MOON AND BACK Savage Garden (Coldmbial SOMETIMES Tin Tin Dut Wilh Sheliey Nelson (VC Recordingsl IWANT YOU BACK Cleopatra (WEAI EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALR1GHT Sweelbox (RCA) THE AIR THAT I BREATHE Simply Red (East West) 

TOP 10 MOST ADDED 

SOMETIMES Tin Tin Out With Sheliey Nelso |VC Reco BOOTIE CALL Ail Saints (London) SOMEONE LOVES YOU HONEY Lutricia McNeal (Wild THE INCIDENTALS Alisha's Attic (Mercury) ONE FOR SORROW Steps (Jive) PERFECT10 The Beautiful South (GolDiscs/Mercury) AIL 'BOUT THE MONEY Meja (Columbia) l'VE GOTTHIS FEELING The Mavericks (MCA) 
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29 AUGUST 199 
Megadog's first Beach Festival in Comwall was being heralded a great success despite problems Ihe organisera sutfered front illégal ticket sales. The event - which ran Iront Thursday to Monday at Carlyon Bay near St Austell in Comwall - included appearances front Asian Dub Foundation, 808 State, Bentley Rhythm Ace and Basemenl Jaxx. Blessed with great weather, an eslimated 12,000 people attended. Organiser Bob Dog front Megadog says, "Everyone put on a great performance. Il was hysterical - we had ail these groups like Monkey Mafia who were meant to be going off to do other gigs and ended up staying Ihe whole weekend." However, the event bas been put in a perilous financial situation because of illégal ticket sales. "We got completely touted out and were deprived ot a large amount of income and basically lleeced," says Bob Dog. "Tickets and wristbands ended up In the hands I of people who sbouldn't have had them and I we're now taking légal action." Megadog I intend to repeat the event next year and are " asklng for understandlng whlle thls year's l tinanclal problems are sorted out. "We're asklng for people's support and understandlng to make sure the event happens next year," says Bob Dog. "Thls could be one of the great evenls of the future and should be encouraged. Stick with us as we're trying to sort things out." 

s 

PI 

121 SEVEN DAYS IN DANCE: reveals what caught his attention this week 
[31 RADIO: the Top 40 Dance Airplay countdown; s playlisl 
[4-61 MOT VINYL: ail the tunes of the week, the latest reviews and DJ Tips 
[71JOCK ON HIS BOX: 

RI SUS^■ÛRBÂN; 'HORSE i CÀRRIÂGE' Cam'ron Isal. Mase (Unletlainnrenl) gt a POP: 'WORK IT UP' Sleaze Sislers (Logic) p6 ; COOL CUTS: 'GOTTA BE H0VIN' ON UP' PM Dawn (Gee St) p8 5:1 

London wlll be the location for the third Muzik Magazine Dance Awards which will take place on October 1. This year will see ff/W sponsor the award for best major label. In the past two years the awards ceremony-which this year is sponsored by Ericsson - has taken place in Bristol and Birmingham. The event will take place at the King David Suite in Marble Arch and will be presented by Radio One's Pete Tong and Zoé Bail. The move to London and the inclusion of Bail as co-host is designed to help give the event a bigger profile. MuziKs Ben Turner, who is organising the event, says, "We've had great support but we've got to step up a gear. We want this to be the absolute premier dance music awards and I think we're three-quarters of the way there. But especially at 
people have been saying about the dance industry it's more important than ever for 

The awards will be attended by 300 industry figures at a sit-down dinner with a further 300 attending a party atterwards at which Norman Cook will be DJing. Cook's four-hour set will be broadcast on Mary Anne Hobbs' Radio One show and a spécial one-hour Muzik 

rm sponsors 
prize at muzik 
dance awards 

Awards Radio One Essential Sélection show will be broadcast the followlng day (October 2) from 6.30pm- 7,30pm. Listeners will also be able to vote for the awards in advance via spécial Radio One phone lines. A deal with Virgin Retail will see the winner of the new artist album of the year award featured In window displays in the chain's branches nationwide with the album also offered at a spécial price point. This year's sponsors Ericsson have already flirted with the dance scene, running a sériés of underground club nights last year under the GF768 banner. Ericsson promotions manager Vijay Anand says, "We believe dance music and its youth culture are now an established global médium. Youth today certainly have a message and Ericsson wants to empower them to say it." Rilfwill be sponsoring this year's best major label award. RM editor Tony Farsides says, "We are honoured to be part of MuziKs yearly awards event which has added so much to the réputation of the dance industry," 

!î| 
lil 

José Nuhez 

featuring Octahvia 

"In My Life' 
Featuring EricKupper & Danny J Lewis Mixes. No.t RM Club Chart. No.t Upda Released 24th August 98 
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relaunches a 

_ , ledged consumer title. Aller four years as a free magazine. Knoiv/edge will now have a cover price of £2.50 and be available in newsagents as well as record 
Knowledgës editor Colin Steven says, "We've always tried to make the magazine bigger and better and we've got to the stage now that we can't do lhat more unless i charge tor it." Knowledge will continue to be distributed in record shops by SRD and will now be available in newsagents via a deal with Lakeside. The magazine hopes to maintain its outrent circulation of around 20,000 
To coincide with these changes, the magazine will be going up in size from 40 to 60 colour pages, with the 20 extra pages of éditorial being taken up by an extended reviews section and more features, both of scored highly in reader research. The magazine >0 start to feature the big names in drum & bass 
Knowledge will also feature a free CD on the cover of every issue. "We were going to do a cover price of £1.50 and then thought why not charge £2.50 and have CD, It's a quality CD and nearly ail the stuff on it is ew," says Steven. The first 65-minute CD has been mixed by Donovan Smith and features tracks donated by leading labels s Planet Dog, Partisan, XL, Moving Shadow and Ruffneck Ting. new édition of Khoivterfge will feature Grooverider on its cover and will go on sale on SeptembertT, 

[7 DAYS IN DANCÊ] ! 

Ç alex payôë ii 
h.d. mm «it» «f afcga piugging RAVE fi MAlZE's 'Together Forever for us. That even ng i naa dinner with the elusive BEN KHAN. Thursday: I spent the w»ay   the stLjdl0 Wlth ^ wa 0 at 

UOr ' MO discuss a press campaign for' " 
the forthcomlng Heat comphatiom Then I had avery rock'nVoi, nrght havmg ^ ^ with my girlfnend, Satur ^ a record with Busta and we went down there 

b . Hooked up v/ith and 
from ■ - ■ to talk about their proiect. 

«".n,. ; loi s yearly cfi.ket match ag.insl ; , s 

had a team of various minor dance industry luminanes mcluding ■ ,rom 
d . , ■ , . - - ■ . and from 

GROOVe' Suffered the ignomy of being beaten by one wicket. Monday: still smarting from the cricket, I had a long meeting with UR8AÎJ DECAY who are signed to Critical Mass. We discussed their album and forthcoming single which is going to be a cover of 'Police & Thieves' featuring LINDY LAYTON. Tuesday: Lunch with JEAN BRANCH, head of dance at Warner UK, to discuss the weekend's football results. That evening I went to the KAHUNA CUTS launch party at the TARDIS in Farringdon and mingled with the big beat glitterati." 

» 
badlands. huddersfield 19 Impérial Arcade, Huddersfield H01 2BR, tel: 01484 454 054, fax: 01484 454 055 Badlands' dance and hip hop buyer Malt Wood tends to M 
scene to the olher shops in town, preferring to focus on the deeper, darker stuff ollered by Mo Wax, Ninja and his first love, hip hop. "1 really feel this has been given a welcome shot in the arm with some of the UK's hip hop artists finally gaining the récognition they deserve," he says. 

The dance producers of tomorrow mighl get their first taste of music-making on their Sony Playstation if anew console game Fluid takes off. Keeping elementsfamiliarto console games, Fluid is, however, non-compelilive I and instead encourages players to create with the software provided. Budding producers can build up dance tracks by guiding the game's main figure - a dolphin- through various différent environments, pickingup sounds from a database of over 600 différent samples. Tracks can then be built in a variely of différent musical styles with effects added. The game was tested on DJs such as Paul Oakenfold, Dafl Punk, Roger Sanchez, Paul Van Dyk and Way Dut West who have ail endorsed it. Oakenfold says, "I fhink it's great that there's this sort of stuff around where kids can ! actually sit there al home and compose music wilhout needing any expensive equipment." Roger Sanchez (pictured above, insef) went as a far as to create a track with the game, 'Dolphinus Solarus', which is being released with the first 500 copies sold in the UK to promote the track. Tm a big (an of traditional Playstation lighting and racing games and so on, but l'm extremely excited with this new concept of crealive/interaclive games that actually stimulale the mind," says Sanchez. "I think if people hear what l've done with it IheyTI realise lhat it's a game that allows "    ■ ■ cks." Fluid is released on Augusl 28. J 
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last year. The label already has a string of 12-inch releases under its >, belt, a compilation titled 'Sounds Like i Inertia', and is preparing albums by ! its two main artists.Hefner and The ! Mighty Strinth, for release. "Dur aim has been to create a label 

INERTIA 
76 Brewer Street, London W1R 3PH, tel: 0171-287 1489, fax:0171-287 1618, e-mail: info@inertia.co.uk H1ST0RY: Inertia has done anything but live up to its name since it launched early 

id musicianship really count and where the artists can experiment and explore their ideas freely without having to concentrate only on creating tunes that will fill as many dancefloors as possible," says label boss Will Nott. Ail Inertia artists are signed on long-lerm, multi-album deals, with 

the focus being on cutting-edge underground dance which will sound good away from the dancefloor. "The market for high-qualily listenable albums by artists that have sprung from the vibrant and varied world of dance music is an expanding one," says Nott's partner Simon Grâce. Hefner has recently remixed the new4 Hero single for Talkin'Loud, while The Mighty Strinth contributed a remix to Courtney Pine's 'Another Story' album. Watch out for new signing Jerome Stokes whose first 
SPECIALIST AREAS: Alternative, dance-orientated songwrmng 

Stokes; Basildon Bond LAST THREE RELEASES: Various 'Sounds Like 'Car Chase'; Greerback 'Double Zéro' COMINGUP: Hefner 'An Evening With Hefner'; The Mighty Strinth 'Cars EP'; albums from both artists in October/November RETAILER'S VIEW: "Hefner for président! We ail wish we could make records like him, and ail the top producers are paying homage. Inertia is going from strength to strength to strength at the moment, and the punters love their stuff" - Jean-Claude, Release The Groove 
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8EATS&PIECES] 
AIRIBE CALLED OUEST hâve announced that they have disbanded and that their forthcoming album 'The Love Movement' will be their last together. On stage last week in the States, the group told the audience that they had taken the décision not as a resuit of Personal différences but because of record company politics. The tact that the gig was being filmed by MTV prompted 

the release of an officiai statement. The split follows intense spéculation (much of it In RM) about the group's future... Xtravaganza has been forced to put back the release of CHICANE's forthcoming 'Strong In Love' single. The track has had to be re-recorded because of a "vague unintentionai resemblance to previously recorded material". The single, which features vocals by Mason, will now be released on September 21 ... 3ENTLEY RHYTHM ACE will be mixing the third 'Future Sound Of United Kingdom' album for the Ministry of Sound's FSUK label. The album 

features tracks by Nancy Slnatra, Jurasslc 5, Jefferson Airplane and Ganja Kru. It will be released on October 5 with a launch party on September 17... THE SHAMEN are making a stand against the new ruling about singles formats by releasing their new single 'Universal' in formats which will make it inéligible for the charts... Carlton Home Entertainment is launching a new full-price label, HYPERACTIVE, and a sériés of budget triple-CD boxed sets. The Master Sélection range will retail at £13.99 and cover speed garage, Ibiza, hip hop and drum & bass. 

illilMIHtoiiBiP 

Dance music internet site Dancesite has hit the airwaves after Kiss FM's m to use it for its music news stories. Items from Dancesite's weekly news columns are broadcast on Graham Gold's show on Fridays from 7pm- 9pm, which is syndicated to 10 stations across  , the first time a website has provided itories to a radio programme. Dancesite t up last year by Positiva, Additive, Flex (Denmark), DLA (France), Intercord (Germany), Electrola (Germany) and Dance Factory (Italy) was recently joined by VC Recordings and York-based Playland Records. Dancesite, which can be found at www.dancesite.com, is international dance releases, genre guides and stories on artists and music, ail of which are updated at 8pm on Fridays. Kiss FM is also set to broadcast its biggest- ever show from this weekend's Notting Hill Carnival, with eight hours of programming from 

of the parade on August 30 and August 31. David Rodigan and Chris Phillips will host the coverage each day from llam to 7pm. Radio One also has some live dance coverage this week, with Anolher Level and St Etienne coming from the Roadshow at Woolacombe with Dave Pearce on Wednesday August 26 (11.30am to 12.30pm), Boy George and Cari Cox live from St Ives from 8.30pm to 10.30pm on August 28 and Pete Tong's Essential Mix live from Brighton on August 30 from 2am to dam. D-INFLUENCE and SWEETBOX take parallel leaps on the Dance Airplay 40 this week, both climbing 13 places from eight to 21 and nine to 22 respectively. The highest new entry is BRANDY FEATURING MASE, in at 22. The other new entries are ail at the lower reaches of the chart: JOSÉ NUNEZ FEATURING OCTHAVIA at 3; JOCELYN BROWN at 36; TIN TIN DUT WITH SHELLEY NELSON at 37; DES'REE with at 38 and CAM'RON FEATURING MASE at 40. 

pete 
Bongalter ^ 

tong1 playlist î (STRETCH & VERN MIX)' Dob Pistols (Concrète) • 'COME ON EVERYBODY (NMCB REMIX)' DJ Skribble (ffir) • 'BUENA VIDA (TOMMY ONYX CLUB EDIT)' Inner Crty (white label) • 'STRONG IN LOVE' Chicane (Xtravaganza) • 'BEACHBALL (TALL PAUL T       LOVE) (BT & SASHA (BUCKLODGE ASHRAM MIX)' Madonna (Mavc R A GROOVE (MODERN DANCE MUSIQ' DJ Harvey (Ugly Music) • SHOULD GET DRUNK' Feelgood Factor (Southern Fried) • TURTLE FUNK' 'HOUSE MUSIC (FULL INTENTION MIX)' Eddie Amador (Yoshitoshi) • 'YO ; Syndicate feat. Su Su Bobien (Strictly Rhythm) •    " VE (PUSHER SOUND MIX)' Asian Dub Foundation (ffrr j'FOLLOWED' lan Pooley (V2) • 'JUMPING & PUMPING' The Son (Duty Free) • THE DAWN' Tony De Vit (Trade) • ' 'BODY SHINE' Billy Hendrix (Hooj Choons) • 'SKYDIVE' Freefall (Stress) • HOUSE MUSIC Cevin Fisher (Nite Grooves) ! • 'NOBODY BUT MY LORD' Jersey St punior Boys Own) • 'MOTHERSHIP RE-CONNECTION (DAFT PUNK REMIX)' •Scott Grooves (Soma) • 'FOR AN ANGEL (ASHTRAX REMOULD)' Paul Van Dyk (Déviant) • 'GOTTA BE MOV1N ON UP'; i Pm Dawn (Gee St) • 'LET'S CLEAN UP THE GHETTO (DM REMIX '98)' Philidelphia Ailstars (white label) • /ENTURA [TRAX ON DA ROCKS EP)' Thomas Bangalter (Roulé) • 1 FEEL ite (white label) • 'FIRST THE GROOVE (FUNKING AND GROOV1NG)' Robbîe ' 
ENflAL SELECTION WITH PETE TONG ON F RI DAY 21 AUGUST (6PM-9PM) J av£. . , . o r - , 

13 GHETTO SUPASTAR Pras (eal. ODB & Mya Interscope 7 MUSIC SOUNDS BETTER WITH YOU Stardusl Virgin 16 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy & Monica WEA International 5 MYSTERIOUS TIMES Sashl feat. Tina Cousins Multiply 4 JUST THE TWO OF US Will Smith Columbla 13 L00KING FOR LOVE Karen Ramirez Manifesto/Mercury 
TH YOU D-Inlluence 

1 NEEOIN' YOU David Morales présents The Face Azuli/Mercury î BOOTIECALL Ail Saints London 5 FREAK ME Another Level Northwestside ) SOFINEKinane Coalition 2 TEARDROPS Lovestatlon Fresh 6 HORNY Mousse T vs Hol 'n* Julcy AM:PM/A&M 5 TAKE CONTROL State Of Mind Sound Of Ministry 3 THE FUTURE OF THE FUTURE (STAY GOLD) Deep M wfth E8TG Osconstrucfai 7 I CAN'T HELP MYSELF Lucid Delirious/ffrr 3 GO DEEP Janel Jackson Virgin 0 FEEL IT Tamperer feat. Maya Pepper ■ TOP OF THE WORLD Brandy feat. Mase Atlantic ï EVERYBODY DANCE (THE HORNSONGJBarharaTucker Positiva/EMI 3 GOD IS A DJ Faithless Cheeky 1 D00-W0P (THAT THING) Lauryn Hill Ruffhouse/Columbia 6 YOU MAKE ME WANNA... Usher LaFace/Arista 6 GUNMAN187 Lockdown East West Dance 1 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamlroqual Sony S2 5 DEEP MENACE (SPANK) D'Menace Infemo 6 IT'S LIKE THAT Run DMC vs Jason Nevins Smile 3 FOUND A CURE Ultra Nate AM:PM/A&M 
19 TOGETHER AGAIN Janel Jackson - IN MY LIFE José Nuflez feat. Oclahvia - LIFE Des'ree Duste 

Virgin 

16 MO M0NEY MO PR0BLEMS Nolorious B. - SOMETIMES Tin Tin Out with SiielleyNel 8 i WANNA BE YOUR LADY Hinda Hii - H0RSE & CARRIAGE Cam'ron (eal. Mase 2 G0T T0 GET UP Alrika Bambaala vs C: 
Galaxy 102. Galaxy 105. Galaxy 101. Choice (Lond © Music Conlrol UK. 55 Si John St. London EC1N 

ROCK WITH YOU 
ffrimri©. 

A CLASSIC S0NG 
A CLASSIC VERSION 
WITH MIXES FROM D'INFLUENCE AND MOUSSE T 

OUT ON AUGUST 24IH 

NUMBER 1 DJ CLUB CHART NUMBER 1 UPDATE CLUB CHART NOMBER 2 T0UCH HIT UST NUMBER 3 RM CLUB CHART NUMBER 137 THE BOX 0891 229 559 
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MURK'REACH FORME' (99 NORT A classic in ils own right is re-relea Dillon & Dickens and Grant Nelson here, with his Funk Force '98 Mix 01 with a fresher percussive line. D&D twe Nelson otfers the more garage-style ap[ the original mix and an a capella too! 
NICOLE RENÉE 'STRAWRERRY' (A As this summer has produced is like a breath of fresh air to hear a gor produced and arranged by Renée, ils br 'Paradise'. The song - especially '' hooks. To give you an idea of the deligh Portrait's early Nineties gem lovin' 'Open Up Your Heart' - and if that what does. An underground 

j (HOUSE) tb new mixes from Mattliew Roberts, j others, Mattbew Roberts is at his best ill the class of the original and fusing it jtwo disco-funk mixes, and Grant tach to his interprétation. Ail this with • « • • CF 
ÉANTIC) (R&B) i biggest R&B droughts of recent years, it ledus two-stepper like this. Performed, < is lifted from Graver Washington's is - is extremely catchy and filled with I rétro feel, it's a potent mixture of Alright' and the Bar-Kays' classic sound mouthwatering I don't know îmforsure. • • • • • RH 

ART OF NOISE 'DREAM ON' (ZTT) Way Dut West have produced three sup Their Excellent Extended Mix with beautifully moulded sounds, lightly-: afunkyedge. TheClubbableClubMix ' driven approach, and so will be most s condensed radio mix. Definitely one or 

(HOUSE) mixes of this Art Of Noise track. irchestral journey into breakbeat house, -|red female vocals, élégant strings and WOW opting for a slightly more beat- ble for club play, while there is also a the top drawer. • ® 0 © © CF 

GROOVERIDER 'RAINBOWS OF COLOUR (MIXES)' (HIGHER GROUND) (ORUM & BASS) This début major label single from the drum & bass godfather features Roya Arab's siren-like vocals over rigid and faut breakbeats in the radio edit. The rasping trumpet howls and guitar jangles feature as prominently in typically thumping Kenlou style for the MAW mix and dub. Finally, a dark, intense techno- laced mix from Optical and a VIP mix round things off. • • • • JH 
CANIBUS 'I HONOR U' (UNIVERSAL) (H1P HOP) Multi-talented hit-maker extraordinaire Wyclef Jean handles production duties on this killer eut. The controversial Canibus will release this as the second single from his long-awaited début album 'Can-i-bus' ('How Corne' will be the first release in early September). The real beauty of this track is the luscious female vocal that glides throughout the tune, dampening the gruff hardeore edge Canibus contributes towards his storybook-style rap. Watch out for the video as it features the original bad boy Samuel L Jackson and supermodel Naomi Campbell as the rappePs parents. Alongside the innovative qualities of the tune ilself, I think we can safely say it means a surefire hit. Wicked tune. • • • • RH 
RED SNAPPER THE SLEEPLESS' (WARP) (ALTERNATIVE) The idea for this came from a MC Det freestyle over a Snapper track at a Prodlgy support gig, It rolls and flows magnificently in ils original Spoken Live Jazz version. Shut Up And Dance's vocal remix uses speeded-up voice samples and head-nodding twangs, as well as emphasising Det's "From day to night, from dusk till dawn" lyric, at times sounding vety much like an old Gang Starr track. Also included on 12-inch is the drum & bass-style 'Tunnel'. • • • • • JH 
WAGON CHRIST 'LOVELY EP' (PERSONAL STEREO) (ALTERNATIVE) With titles like 'Never Ending SnorkeT and 'Pretty Crap' you just know this isn't going to be an ordinary EP. Sure enough the title track starts out with cheesy Bontempi organ and Beverly Sisters-lype vocals before launching into a funky breakbeat section that ends far too soon. This isn't novelty music however. The other fracks vary between drum & bass and breakbeat, ail with warm mélodies and squelchy bass sounds that draw you in and keep you hooked. A very worthwhile record. • • • • TJ 

EDDIE AMADOUR HOUSE MUSIC Around for about a year on Deep Dish's release with a new set of mixes from Fu there's only so much you can do with th based on and so what you get is variatir in and fading out until you never want t( are, the best advice is probably to stick wrong. • • • • 
SLAMMER 'DO YOU WANNA FUNK SlammePs own club mix of this already Euro-styled update that off mélodie line, beefing it up with a monsti leads. The original vocal line fits in well ' disturbing it. Matt Darey again shows hi 
R & FLEX 'MUSIC MAKER' (MAC II Randell and long-time friend Cool Hand and dark tip. Up first is the 'Charlie And Makers'. Flowing effects collide with lov 

HOUSE OF PRINCE FEAT OEZLEM 
This haunting song sits over a tough Ne been tailor-made for Twilo with its poun li vocal is Mariah Carey-esque and but while the production is slick : there's something not entirely convincingf substance perhaps. • • • 
SOLO 'TOUCH ME' (A&M) This is Stateside contemporary soul at Raphaël Saadiq is always worth watchii magie Tve heard the man conjure up si Myself. Taking the connoisseur route, 1 
suprême and uniquely-styled Solo heartfelt vocals are ail about, singing modern-day soul goes it doesn't get anj absencethey're backfor 1 ' 
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'UKKA) (HOUSE) ishitoshi label, this track now gets a UK ntention and Deep Dish. However, uRaven Maize loop that this tune is is on a theme: filtered, squelched, fading hear that melody again. Useful as they dlthe original mixes and you can't go TJ 
(3 BEAT) (HOUSE) ixtensively remixed track is a commercial ®. However, Matt Darey reworks the rjrolling bassline and some epic synth mh the whole arrangement without jgolden touch. © O O © CF r (DRUM & BASS) Fjex deliver two funky rollers on a deep Tne Chocolaté Factory'-sampling 'Music J--'■—and Detroit-esque synth he tune for some added DM 

PERFECT LOVE' (UNIVERSAL) (HOUSE) vjYork-style production that could have ig rhythm and stabbing synths. The are from Germany's Peter Rauhofer, rangements are suitably hypnotic, ibout this tune. More style than TJ 
(R&B) s'ivery best. Tony Tom Toné's frontman 3|and this is the best piece of soulful ce TTT's classic 'I Couldn't Keep It To liç sought-after piece of vinyl is a hla silky smooth acoustic base for the tlThe boys demonstrate what real h|real soulful conviction. As far as lletter than this, and after a two-year • RH 
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[uptront house] p 
Locked On/XL Recordings 

flguarius/Posiliva 
7 2 NEED GOOD LOVE (SANTIAGO BLUE/TODD EDWARDS MIXES) Tuff Jam 0 2 THE AGE OF LOVE (BRAINBUG/JOHNNYVICIOUS MIXES) Ttie Age 01 Love 6 7 SUBIMOS JUMTOS (WE RISE TOGETHER) (RECALL 22 MIXES) Recall 22 3 1998 (ORIGINALyPAUL VAN DYK MIXES) BinaryPinary 1 3 STRONG IN LOVE (CHICANE/DISCO CITIZENS MIXES) Chicane leaturing Mason «ravaaanza 3 HERE WE GO AGAIN (DAVID MORALES/RAZOR-N-GUIDO/MIXOLOGIST MIXES) Aretha Franklin A "s 2 3 ROCK WITHYOU (MOUSSE T MIXES) D-Inltee S 16 2 CAN U FEELIT? (JASON NEVINS/RUFF DRIVERZ/EDDIE LOOK MIXES) Parkride Diverse 19 2 IKNOW YOU GOT SOUL (ORIGINAL/FRIED HADDOCK MIXES) Big Daddi Tertio tealuring Eric B & Rakim Satellite 3 3 ABACUS (WHENIFALL IN LOVE) (COLOUR SYSTEM INC/SKUNKFUNK/RESTLESS/RIP/BABY BLUE MIXES) Axes INCredible 12 2 TRYMY LOVE (BANANA REPUBLIC/IVAN LACOBUCCI/NEVILLE G HOUSE/MARZ MIXES) Shauna Davis R&S 3 SUNDANCE (SUNDANCE/MOONMAN MIXES) Sundante Reaci 9 4 THE REAL THING (KLUBBHEADZ/KNUCKLEHEADZ/MELONHEADS/J-HEADS/JONESEY MIXES) Tony Di Bart Cleveland City 10 2 SKIN(M&S/UNDERGROUND SOLUTION MIXES) Charlotte Parlophone/Rhythm Sériés 3 KINETIC (SLACKER/HYBRID/RHYTHM MASTERS/ORBITAL MIXES) Golden Girls Distinclive 13 3 AYLA (DJ TAUCHER/SPACE BROTHERS/SACHA COLLISSON MIXES) Ayla Additive 5 4 THE BODY SHINE EP: BODY SHINE/FUNKV SHINE Billy Hendri* Hooj Choons it 2 ENJ0Y(0RIG1NAL/R0B DAVIS & PAUL GOTEL MIXES) Young Gens Powi 17 2 HOOTIN'N'TOOTIN (SHARP BOYS MIXES) KiezKidz Club Tools ÎO 2 SAY SOMETHING (BOBBY & STEVE/DON E BRAVO/LOPEZ S LEVII/MARSHALL JEfFERSON/007 & NICKY SUNSHINE MIXES) Mia Chevais Eagle Eye/lmenlive 3 GOTTA BE-MOVIN' ON UP (DAVID MORALES/ORIGINAL MIXES) PM Dawn Gee Street/V2 8 6 GODIS A DJ (ROLLO & SISTER BLISS/SHARP BOYS/SERIOUS DANGER MIXES) Faithless Cheeky 3 DISC0C0P(0R1GINAL/JUDGE JULES MIXES) Blue Adonis Serious 3 BOOTIECALL(DREEMTEEM/CLUBASYLUM/K GEE MIXES) Ali Saints Ifrr 4 3 COME AND GET MY LOVIN' (UNTIDY DUB/GRAHAM GOLD/FACE OF MIXES) Hector's House leaturing Berri 3 Beat/Satellite >1 3 FOR AN ANGEL (PAUL VAN DYKAAfAYOUTWEST/TERRY LEE BROWN JUNIOR MIXES) Paul Van Dyk Déviant 3 TMDE EP: DO IMTO HE AIBOMPSON/MRS ED H DUfFV/PlII YOUR HOUSE IN OBDER SIHOMASHI! DIWN T OE VU/ANNIKILAllOII IAN UBEAIIIY IWGNEt F WABDMAIi ïariMis TidyTra 10 4 GYM TONIC Bob Sinclar FrenchYellowLP 3 CHANGE ME (0RIGINA1VKID LOOPS/FORCE MASS MOTION/GLIDE MIXES) Paragliders Hooj Cboons 3 EVERYBODY LOVES THE SUNSHINE Full Intention SugarDaddy 3 EVERYTHINGWILLBEALRIGHT Direct Disco white label 16 3 IF ICANT HAVE YOU (ERIC KUPPER/ST0NEBR1DGE/PHATNPHUNKY MIXES) Pauline Henry Riversal 18 8 MUSIC SOUNDS BEFTER WITH YOU Slardusl French Roule 12 5 IN MY LIFE (JOSE NUNEZ/ERIC KUPPER/DANNY J LEWIS MIXES) José Nuiiez Sound Of Ministry 50 2 ANGEL (DILLON&DICKINS/TROUSERENTHUSIASTS MIXES) The Ouest Project Island 25 7 MUSIC IS THE ANSWER (DANCIN' & PRANCIN') (FARLEY & HELLER/DANNY TENAGLIA MIXES) Danny Tenaglia tealuring CeledaTvristed UK 17 4 SOMETIMES (MATT DAREY/BABY BLUE/CAMISRA/MANSA MIXES) Tin Tin Oui with Shelley Nelson VC Recordings 3 BUFFALO GALS STAMPEDE (ROGER SANCHEZ MIXES) Malcolm McLaren vs Rakim vs Roger Sanchez Virgin 42 2 ALL MY LIFE (CURTIS & MOORE MIXES)/DONT RUSH (TAKE LOVE SLOW) (IGNORANTS/YOGI MIXES) K-Ci & JoJo Universal 11 3 WORK IT UP (SLEAZE S1STERS/HANDBAGGERS/D-B0P MIXES) Sleaze Sisters Logic 23 3 THE MUSIC ILIKE (COLOUR SYSFMINCJMETRO/XENOMANUVD-BOP MIXES) Alexla Dancepool 3 THE FREAKS COME OUT (2000 FREAKS/PHAT MANHATTAN/SHARP/CEVIN FISHER MIXES) Cevin Fisher Sound 0( Ministry 46 3 I KNOW YOU GOT SOUL (ORIGINAUKRAFTYKUTZ MIXES) Trade Secrets Airbr 47 2 OROWNED WORLD (SUBSÏÏTUTE FOR LOVE) (BT & SASHA MIX)/SKY FITS HEAVEN (SASHAAACTOR CALDERONE MIXES) Madonna 14 4 RAIN (CASCADE/BRAINBUG/PERPETUAL MOTION MIXES) Brainbug n 3 UP TO THA WILDSTYLE (PORN KINGS/DJ SUPREME MIXES) Pom Kings vs DJ Suprême AU Araund The 3 RESTLESS (I KNOW YOU KNOW) (AMEN UK/BUM BUM/DIDDY MIX) Neja Pam 3 ALL THE GIRLS (RIP MIXES) Camival tealuring RIPvs Red Rat F 22 3 GO WITH THE SUN (MIXES) dha 26 3 FM NOTGOING HOME (GATECRASHER/JUDGE JULES MIXES) Scott Bond présents Q-Dos Dane 3 DELICIOUS (VISSION & LORIMER/ROGER S/DJ1CEY MIXES) Pure Sugar I 29 5 ALRIGHT WITH ME (MARK PICCHIOTTI MIXES) ShemeHe May 3 SOOTHE (16B/CHICANE JAZZ/SKEEWIF/KRAFTY KUTS MIXES) Furry Phreaks featunng Terra Deva 15 4 SUMMERTIME (LOVE TOINFINITY/BOOKERTMIXES)/lN THE STREET (SUMMERTIME) (IGNORANTS MIXES) Honeyz Ist Avenue/Mercury 48 3 GIVE IT UP Z-Factor 2 
34 2 RAINBOWSOF COLOUR (MASTERS AT WORK MIXES) Grooverider Higber Graund 43 2 MOVE YOUR BODY (MIXES) 2 Eivissa 3 KISS MY ASS Unknown '8 7 THE DAY WILL COME (QUAKE/LUCID/JUOGE JULES MIXES) Quake i4 2 SPECIAL LOVE (SMOKIN' BEATS/MASTER BLASTER MIXES) Karen Ramirez Si Projecls 

[commentary]| by alan joues For the thlrd lime since May.l the Locked On/XL RecordingsB combination registers a^ number one club hit. The run started with Nu-Birth, who soared to the summit almost exactly four months ago with 'Anytime', to be followed by Danny J Lewis's 'Spend The Night'. Completing the hat-trick, TUFF JAM's 'Need Good Love' rises 7-1 this week, and bas polentially greater crossover appeai than either of ils predecessors. It has a big cushion at the top. leading the number two record bya massive 45% margin - but that's more to do with fact that, after a period of great strength, there's suddenly a dearth of big ' records around. THE AGE OF LOVE's self- titled effort has far less support this week than any other number two this year. Similarly, BINARY FINARY's 'igOB'. which is the week's highest new entry at number four, would usually command a muoh lower place with ils current support - though the good news is that the latter record's low total is due primarily to the fact it has only just been mailed. It's rumoured to bave been sent out in smaller numbers than some recent biggies too, but could still mount a challenge to Tuff Jam next week, The Age Of Love could still be thereabouts too, as DJs have just been mailed a second 12-inch tealuring mixes by Brainbug and Johnny Vicious, which are a good deal sharperthan the original mixes... RECALL 22's 'Subimos Juntos' has rlsen to number three, though it has less support from DJs now than it had when it was number eight a fortnight ago, or number six last week... ARETHA FRANKLIN's 'Here We Go Again' makes its upfront chart début this week at number six, thanks to the excellent David Morales mixes. Morales also contributes highly successful mixes of 'Gotta Be...Movin' On Dp' by PM DAWN, which makes its début at number 21... BOB SINCLAR's 'Ultimate Funk' départs from the top 60 after just one week, having checked in at number 49 last week. As it slips away, the same artist's 'Gym Tonic' climbs 40-28, regislering a gain of nearly 50% on its fourth week in the chart. The irony is that it's 'Ultimate Funk' that has been promoed to DJs, while the much botter 'Gym Tonic' is available only on French import, which DJs seem to be buying with their own hard-earned cash, much as they did with Stardust's 'Music Sounds Better With You'. 

music week directory 1998 

Chain it up staple it down hide it! 
Anyone who owns a Music Week directory will tell you that if you 
want to hold on to it, you have to resort to pretty extreme measures! 
So next time you catch someone trying to steal your copy, give them 
one of these numbers: 0171 921 5957 or 0171 921 5906 
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i HORSE & CflRRIAGE i TOP OF THE WORLD i HEREWEGOAGAIN ! IN THE STREET (SUMMERT1ME) I REASONS î DONT RUSH (TARE iï SLOW)/AlL MY LIFE (REMIXES) i FIND A WAY/STEPPIN' IT UP I THE RRST NIGHT I SAMPLER ) NIGHTS IN HARLEM > FRIEND OF MINE i REWIND (FINDAWAY) I MAKEITHOT 1 UFE IN 1472 (LP) ! IWANTYOUBACK i ROCKWITHYOU I IFS TRUE i BEHINO THE FRONT (LP) 

Cam'ronfeaturingMase Brandy (ealuring Mase Aretlia Franklin Honeyz Kleshay K-Ci & JoJo ATtibe Called Ouest Monica Funkmaster Flax LulherVandross Kelly Prise Beverley Knighl Nicole fealutingMissyElliall Jermaine Dupri presenls Cleopalra D-Inlluence Queen Peu 

Parlophone/RPythm Sériés Gold Mlnd/Easl West So So Del 

i IST1LL LOVE YOU i NO ONE ELSECOMES CLOSE ! DOOR #1 ) ARE YOU THAT SOMEBODY? TWOWAY STREET I CAN'T MARE A MISTAKE i WOULOI LIE I CHEATEOfTOALL THE GIRLSl/WHAT'S CLEF MONEY FTS ALL ABOUT ME BOOTIE CALL HOW COME THEY DONT KNOW/KEEP IT REAL 
i STAY A WHILE I LIRE YOU JUSTTHE WAYIAM DA GAME IS TO BE SOLO, NOT TO BE TOLD 

Nexl Joe Leuert Sweat Gill Aallyah Mlssiones MO Lyle Ray Rutlin Wyclef Jean Charll Baltimore Mya 

Sprlnkler Snoop Dogg Sparkle (eaturing R Relty 

Hcommentary] 
The top two stay put, but it's ■ great to see ARE THA FRANKLIN jumping 23 places to number^ three aftera full UK promo mailout, Incidentally, it's one of the tracks featured on a nifty US promo CD, 'Mo' Soul You Can Control', which features forthcoming black product on Arista. It's worth hunting down, notleastfpr:,itstwonew£F!fltiD MysiflM ) tracks... Joining Aretha in the top 10 this ). week is another legend, LUTHER I VANDROSS, who edges up from 19 to 10... '• The biggest climber this week is Island's > much-hyped newcomer, KELLY ! HICE, who j. jumps 27 places to 11... Another much- hyped artist is GTi'A who, of course, is the F vocalist on Pras's 'Ghetto Supastar'. Her début release on Interscope, 'It's AH About v Me', enters the chart at 29 with two good I remixes, particularly the Miami Mb( from f Slammin' Sam Wild... Just managed to gel a | listen to R KEl.lY's new single 'Half On A I Baby' which is very much in the mode of his recent production for Sparkle. The lyrics are ail you'd expect from the man who gave us the legend "you remind me of my jeep" - a choice example being "Uke a hôtel room l'm checking into you"... If you haven't taken your holiday yet maybe you should consider THE SOUL PLANE which promises a week of sun, sea, sand and soul in Malta. DJs include Steve Wren, DJ 279, DJ Swing, Matt White, Brian Norman, Ailch B, Dezzy D, Femi Fem and Norman Jay. For further détails call Julian at Fleetway Travel on 0171 -436 3883. 

tue.98 
POP 

commentaryj by aisn jattes ndbag] 
1 4 WORRITUP 4 3 STRONGINLOVE 5 3 OYE 9 3 THE MUSICI LIRE 
3 4 SOMETIMES CEI MUSICSOUNDSBETTER WITH YOU CE] NOTENGO OINERO CU SEXY EYES 13 3 COME AND GETMYLOVIN' 2 3 ROCKWITHYOU 18 3 COME INTO MY LIFE 7 3 GETUP 015 19 2 TRACKONE 

0 30 31 031 20 4 
033 25 3 0 34 29 3 

I THE REAL THING I YOU AINT SEEEN NOTHIN' YET ! IBEUEVE IN MIRACLES i YOU'RE MY HEART, YOU'RE MY SOUL ! SUMMERTIMEAN THE STREET (SUMMERT1ME) UGOT THE PASSION SUNDANCE ! ENOLA GAY/SOUVENIR/ELECTRICITY/APOLLO XI LIES CAN U FEEL IT? NEED GOOD LOVE i MYSTERIOUS TIMES I RAIN YOU RNOW HOW TO LOVE ME CANTSMILEWITHOUTYOU l'MINTHEMOOD FOR DANCING THEBODYSHINE EP SUPERTROUPER BURN1N' EDGE OF HEAVEN REASONS UP TO THA WILDSTYLE 1FICANT HAVE YOU 

Heclor's House lealuring Berti 

Tony 01 Bart Bus Stop featuring Randy Bachman Hl-Rlse Modem Talhing 

Respect lealuring Jackie Rawe 

Dancepool Club Tools Panorama VC Recordings Roule/Virgin 

AIIAround The World Epie Cleveland City AIIAround The World Phuzzl/3 Beat/Satellite 

MCA/Univeisal Diverse Locked On/XL Recordings Multlply Positiva Almighty Curb/Ihe Hit Label Academy Street Hooj Choons 
Kleshay Porn Rings vsDJ Suprême Pauline Henry 

When we first started the Pop| Tip chartitwas in or "    provide a measure of the exposure given to records in clubs not bip enough to send returns.for our upfront chart. It was in response to the massive success of pop/dance acts, who were clearly getllng club exposure but had no chart to go to , until they were commercially released. The majority of acts which took the pop/dance route to success at that time were continental in origin, such as Culture Club. Jam & Spoon, 2 Unlimited and Dr Alban. In recent times, the continental presence has been less évident - but this week fhere are six continental records in the top 10, and the five highest entries to the chart are ail from Europe. Leading the way at number six is Spain's NEJft, whose 'Restless' is to launch Avex's new Panorama label, followed by STAROUST's 'Music Sounds Better With You' at number eight - it wasn't promoed but pop jocks bought it and charted it as soon as it was released here. The three other European invaders are ail Danish - LOS UMBRELLOS, WKIGFIELD and DAÀE, who début at bine, 10 and 17 respectively. Of the three, the most likely to succeed is clearly Los Umbrellos, whose catchy 'No Tengo Dinero' is already 11 places higher than the peak position attained by the Los Sombreros version of the song. The highest new entry by a Britlsh act this week is vétéran Scottish DJ TOf.l WiLSDN's 'UGot The Passion', which débuts at number 23, 



inoif 

•JUST G ET UP AND DANCE' AFRIKA BAMBAATAA (ITALIAN DEC) "It'syèars old, butthe a cappella is always getting used over boring tracks to spice themupabit- and everyone knows the words." 

■WHO KEEPS CHAHGING' SOUTH ST PLAYERS (SOUND OF MINISTRY) "Either an end-of-night classic orwarm-up tune. The Sure Is Pure remix is the one - big 

'FRIENDS' SCOOTER (EDEL/CLUB TOOLS) "l've never heard any other DJ play this. I got it sent to me a few years back. The Roman Zenker mix is-just like a Hardiloor mix but more mélodie and a very friendly Euro groove." 

SE® 

'ALWAYS THERE' INCOGNITO (TALKIN' LOUD) "Superb vocals, superb production. They don't corne much better than this - it always mi I play it at the end of the night, the last one before thay ail go home, It ieaves them wit 

'SOIVIE LOVIN' FUNKY GREEN DOGS (NETWORK) "Still sounds as fresh as ever. Moody bassline, dark and mysterious, but still gets a great reaction from the dancefloor." 

•NEXT DUB EP' RHYTHM CONSTRUCTION CO (NICE'N'RIPE) "Although Nice 'N' Ripe is known as a garage label, this is Grant Nelson producing a slamming funky house eut with an old skool bassline and a honking sax riff. Class!" 
'THERE'SNOTHING LIKE THIS'OMAR (TALKIN'LOUD) J. . . , H„„ nhMlm) „ "Although not strictly a dance record, it is undoubtedly a class tune and it remmds me o y y P y Mambo", I think this sums up the vlbe perfectly -just sitting in the sun, with a mee glass ot reo wine. 

T^^TigyZ Gillingham, Kent - in my mum's bed!" LIFE BEFORE DJING; "Trainee architect/draughtsman for six 
vears before moving info the music business full time." FIRST DJ GIG: "Croydon, 1989, playing rave lunes at some guy's 91^ " MfiRT MEMORABLE GIG: Best- "The re-opening of Summum m 1996. Unhelievable! Worsl- Some horrible hell- hnfl'inSow Reallv scary people who wanted lo fight me." FAVOURITE CLUBS: Passion, Coalville, Leicesler; Peruvia, hole m Glas®° . r

V Sundance ibiza NEXT THREE GIGS: Edinburgh Festival (August 26); Hastings Pier (28); 
T „hS1r™ wakelield (29) DJ TRADEMARK: Tm always using a capellas over tracks and I always lurn up on time." LIFE n TS D DJlîrS Kentish Man - 'Music In MeTS.rings ot Joy' and 'Take Con.rol' (Downboy whi.e labels); remixed 
Jial for VC Recordings- runs record label Rock Solid Recordings, single 'Inna State' oui soon; "I love cookmg, drmkmg 
wine catching up with f'riends - ail the usual: restaurants, bars, cinémas, theatre." 
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'WA1T' ROBERT HOWARD & KYM MAZELLE (RCA) "As production technigues go, 
1988 record that sounds like it «as made around 1992/93.1 love the vocals and catchy chorus - always one for the girls." 

'KNOW HOW' YOUNG MC (DELICIOUS V1NYL) "The ultimate hip hop tune for me. Great bassline, great vocal delivery from Young MC and no matter how many times I hear It it always 
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[chart] 

0891 515 585 fe COOL CUIS HOTLINE 

white label 
Concrète 

1 rroi GOTTA BEIVIOVIN' ON UP PIVI Dawn (David Morales on themix) Ggb St 
2 (1) DROWNED WORLD (SUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE) IVladonna (BTand Sasha collaborate on a mix) Maverick/Warner Bros 
3 (4) THE ENERGY Aslro Trax Team (Hot UK-producedgarage track) 
4 CE3 CYCLONE Duh Pistols (With hotmixes from Stretch & Vern) 
5 (7) CLUB 4 LIFE '98 Chris & James (Brandnevjmixes ofthis clubclassicj Stress 

6 (5) 1998 Binary Finary (Third time around with even more mixes andstillhot) Positiva 
7 CES BUFFALO GflLS STAMPEDE Malcolm McLaren (RogerSanchezandRakim drag this kickingandscreaming into the Nineties) Virgin 
8 Eân LIVING FOR THE WEEKEND Dina Carroll (With mixes from Cannyand Fire Island) Manifesto 
9 (14) TRADE EP Varions (With contributions from Tony De Vit, Malcolm Duffy, Pete Wardman and more) Trade 
10 CEI LET'S CLEAN UP THE GHETTO Philadelphia Allstars (Newremixed version ofthis Eghties club classic) white label 
11 CEI HOUSE MUSIC Eddie Amadour (Underground tune gets a UKrelease with newmixes from Deep Dish and Fui! Intention) Pukka 
12 CEI DISCO COP Blue Adonis (Bouncy cheese-by-numbers tune with a Judge Jules mix) Serious 
13 (18) REACHFORIVlEIVIurk(7VeM' mixes of the Funky Green Dogs from Matthew Roberts, Grant Nelson and DSD) 99North 
14 CEI SO TIRED OF WAITING Bah Samba (With superb mixes from Restless Sou!) Estereo 
15 CEI AREYOUUSINGIVIELutherVandross(LutherthecroonergetstheMAWtreatment) EIVII 
16 CEI ESCAPE Laidback (Coolfunkybig beatgrooves) Bolshi 
17 CEI ONLY WHENILOSE MYSELF Depeche Mode (A fascinating package of mixes from Luke Slater, Sus Sus, DJ Shadow and more) Mute 
18 CEI HEAVENLY E Dancer (Kevin Saunderson's originals get remixed by Cari Craig, Kenny Larkin and Juan) KMS 
19 CEI FEELIN' YOU Ali (With mixes from Mood II Swing, Stonebridge, Booker T and Nu Birth) WildCard 
20 CEI MOSKOW DISCOW Telex (Eighties electronic bandget remixed by Cari Craig andJay Denham) SSR 

a guide lo the mosl essenOa! new club tunes as featured on 1 fm's "essential sélection', wilh pete tong, broadcast every friday between 6pm and 9pm. Compiled by ( dj feedback and data collected Jrom leading djs and llte tollowing stores; cily sounds/Oying/purfl groove/black market/lag/trax (london). eastem bloc/underground (manchester). ) y 23rd precincllopp (glaspow), 3 beat (livetpool). Hying (newcastle), global beat (bradford), massive (oxtofd), arcade (noîtingham), rhythm syndicale (Cambridge). y   

The Cool Cuts Hotline 
Brought to you by record mirror and frontier média, the hotline 

- ji. ^ ^ " offers you the chance to hear any track on the chart. Vou can select 
gJH tracks in any order by using the codes attached to the chart and skip backwards and forwards through the tracks, so you won't waste 

time listening to mixes you've already heard. If you want to be 
among the first to hear the hottest tracks of the week, call the Cool 

fiOOl Kl K KAK ^uts Hotline now. Détails about how to use the Cool Cuts Hotline VOjTÊ 919 909 can befoundabove the Cool Cuts Chart. 
The Cool Cuts Hotline is updated every week at midnight on Sunday 
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UK 

T 
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29 AUGUST 1998 

CHART 
COMMENTARY 

byALAN JONES 

Nearly 28 years after she died fr Is heroin overdose, 27 years after her | album chart début with Pearl and 26 p years after her last album chart appearance with In Concert, Janis Joplin is back. She enters the listings at number 26 with the new compila- tion The Ultimate Collection, whîch also nails down the number one slot on the Jazz and Blues chart. It com- prises 32 tracks Janis recorded solo 

ALBUM FACTFILE and fronting Big Brother & The Holding Company. Joplin also tackles the Bee Gees' composition To Love Somebody, and the success of The Ultimate Collection brings to three the number of currently charied albums containing songs written by the Gibb brothers, the others beîng Celine Dion's Let's Talk About Love (Immortality) and the Saturday Night Fever cast album (several). 
Having registered their second Top 10 single in a row, The Corrs are in no mood to relinquish their album chart title, and enjoy their fifth week at number one with Talk On Corners, though Korn were surprisingly close to overtaking them with Follow The Leader in the early midweek charts, before losing touch. Talk On Corners chalked up its 600,000th retail sale on Saturday. The album was released last October, though the vast majority of its sales 
top 500,000 sales in 1998, the ninth album to reach that figure this year, TheJLgin third, incorporâtes elements of 

MARKET REPORT AT A 6LANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES TOP 10 COMPANIES _ TOP C0RP0RATE CROUPS 

SALES UPDATE 
îir self-titied 1995 

not nearly s 
actualiy dro 

i highly placed in any European 
ped o'ut of the Top 50 last 

)g sharply. The album, 

Robble Williams is another artist on the verge of another hit - but the faot that his new single Millennium is not on his ourrent album Life Thru A Lens, and the fact that the album is already selling rapidly mean that it isn't reaping any additional benefit from the single's exposure - and it doesn't need to, as it is selling a steady 11,000 a week. Boyzone are sitting pretty atop the singles chart with No Matter What, but their latest album, Where We Belong, slumps 6-21 this week. The reason is simple - it is reissued today (24th) with No Matter What appended. Dealers have been running down stock in recent weeks, with some selling Where We Belong for as little as £9. 

COMPILATIONS 
Now Thafs What I Call Muslc! 40 continues to dominate the compilation market. Number one for three weeks. it is selling more copies than the rest of the top five. and four times as many as its nearest challenger which, in the latest frame, is Pete Tong - Essential Collection - Summer 1998, which débuts strongiy at number two - and also at number six The reason for this puzziing phenomenon is that the hlgher placed album is a triple CD only release with a third album featuring a Paul Oakenfold mix. The regular double CD double cassette lacks the Oakenfold mix but, crucially. includes différent mixes of the tracks in the other package, thereby failing the chart rule which states that 80% 

- this time by Graeme Park Ryan - gives K-Tel its first irt entry since Hooked On 3 with Too Glamorous, via J Miss Moneypenny's 
this week and features 15 song segues from Park and Ryan encompassing repertoire like Needin' U by the Face and The Final by Phil Fuldner. Happy Birthday to The Full Montv. w has now spent exactly a year in tffe cht selling neadv 740 000 cnnies. It is Still selling a steady 3,000 a week, and should | be boosted shortly by the release of The Full Monty megamix as a single. 

iiiiiiî Kiriif AT A GLANCE WEEKLY MARKET SHARES 
TOP 10 COMPANIES TOP CORPORATE CROUPS 

SALES UPDATE 
ŒlAST 

THi YiAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 ALBUMS 

THi YEAR SO FAR... 
TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 

l LETS TALK ABOUT LOVE ROBBIE WILLIAMS NOW THATS WHAT I 
NOW THAT'S WHAT l 

VARIOUS ARTISTS ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK VARIOUS ARTISTS 
FANTASTIC 80'S! PETE TONG/BOY GEORGE - DANCE NATION 5 VARIOUS ARTISTS GREASE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 0 CLUBBER'S GUIDE TO.JBIZA - JULES/TONG VARIOUS ARTISTS 1 DIANA PRINCESS OF WALES - TRIBUTE VARIOUS ARTISTS 2 THE BEST...ANTHEMS...EVER1 2 VARIOUS ARTISTS 3 MIXED EMOTIONS II VARIOUS ARTISTS 4 TOP OF THE POPS 1998 - VOLUME 1 VARIOUS ARTISTS 

WARNER/GLOBAL/SONYTV RCA VICTOR EMI/VIRGIN/POLYGRAM WARNER/GLOBAL/SONYTV EMI/VIRGIN/POLYGRAM C0LUMB1A 

VARIOUS ARTISTS lES SUMMER...EVER! VARIOUS ARTISTS BM|X VARIOUS ARTISTS M - PETE TONG & BOY GEORGE VARIOUS ARTISTS MIX VARIOUS ARTISTS 

VIRGIN/EMI POLYGRAM TV POLYGRAM TV VIRGIN/EMI GLOBAL TELEVISION VIRGIN/EMI POLYGRAM TV 
GL0BAL/P0LY6RAM TV 

MUSIC WEEK 29 AUGUST 1998 



CH ART THE OFFICIAI UK ALBUM 

TOP 29 AUGUST 1998 

26 rm THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION Janis Joplin |No Cradil)  
27 i5 z FLOWERS 

BEHERENOW+e 

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER Original London Cost (Wright) NEVER S-A-Y NEVER O COME ON OVER 
SAVAGE GARDEN TRAMPOLINE ,0LIKEYOUDO...THEBESTOF*2 Ep 
FOLLOW THE LEADER § 5 Esa ATOMIC-THE VERY BEST OF 57 EU] 

AQUARIUM 
LIFE THRUALENS MEZZANINE 
JANE MCDONALD TIN PLANET 

THE BEST OF 
RAY0FLIGHT*2 THE SKYISTOO HIGH 

63 1 <1 9 ^ VERSION 2.0 • Mushroom MUSH 29CD (3MV/P) 
19 io « LET'S TALK ABOUT LOVE *5 Epie 4891592 ism) , n Celine Dion (Martin/Foster/Wake/Afanasieft/Homer/Hartl 48915W/-i- i O ,3 47 URBAN HYMNS *6 HuWirgin CDHUT45{E) B The Verve (Youth/The Verve/Potter) HUTMC 45/HUTLP 45 

15 39 LEFTOFTHEMIDDLE-A-2 
16 
17 
18 2 ,, THE GOOD WILL DUT • 
19 

21 s 13 WHERE WE BELONG ★ Poiydor5575572/5573981/-(F) 
99 nmTHEAUDIENCE 

37 25 3THEUIJTMATECOLLECTION coiumbiasowiV^BJsMi 
38 35 igBRINGITONO HiitA(irginCDHUTX49(E) Gomez (Gomezl HUTMC 49/HUTOLP 49 
39 | 2 A TUNE A DAY Food/Parlophone 4960662 (El 
40 35 e, WHITE ON BLONDE *5 Mercury 5343152/5343154/-(F) 
41 10 31 TITANIC (OST) *2 Sony Classical SK 63213 (SMI Jamas Horner (Homer/Franglen) ST 63213/- 
42 31 48 MAVERICK A STRIKE ★ Epio 4887582 (SMI Rnley Quaye {Ûuaye/Bacon/Quarmby) 4887584/4887581 
43 37 ,30 OCEAN DRIVE *"6 Wrld Card/Polydor 6237872 (FI Lighrhouse Family (Pedenl 5237874/- 
44 1, ,33 GOLD - GREATEST HITS -*-3 Polydor517TO72(R 
45 33 6 LUTRICIA MCNEAL wiidstar cdwild s (w) Lutricia McNeal IPapalexia/LarossVYacouh/Bennl CAWIUJ 5/- 
46 39 23 MY WAY-THE BEST OF*- Reprisa 3362467122 (Wl 
47 43 ,3 SITTIN'ONTOPOFTHEWOBLD# CarWjbbettadonSsmKiF) LeAnn Rimes |WC Rimes) 5560204/- 

148 65 23 F0RG1VEN, NOT FORGOTTEN • Atlantic7567Mia(W) 
49 52 56 THE FAT OFTHE LAND *3 XLRacordingsINT4844652(W) The Prodigy (Howlettl XIMC121/XLLP121 
50 | 36 WORD GETS AROUND • 
51 51 ,35 (WHAT'S THE STORY) MORNING GLORY? *■ 13 création (smv/vi Oasis (Morris/Gallagher) CRECD 189/CCREI89/CRELP 189 

65 « 
66 ' 

il Ag7 75 147 THE IMMACULATECOLLECTION *9 
68 « 6 TWO PAGES Talkin Loud 5584622(F) 4 Hero (Dego/Mac) -/5588791 
69 69 131 JAGGED UTILE PILL *8 Maverick/Reprise 3362459012 (VV) 
70 " 46 REVOLVER Pariophone CDP 7464412 |E) The Beatles (Martin) TCPCS 7009/PCS 7009 
71 œ m EVERYTHING MUSTGO *2 Epie4839302(SM) ^ Manie Street PreacherstHedges/Hague/Eringa) 4839304/4839301 
72 » 45 REMASTERS Atlantic 7567804152 (W) Led Zeppelin (Page) -/- 
73 « 8 COME DOWN Capitol 562059 (E) The Dandy Warhols (Lash/Taylor) 8385054/8365051 
74 " 82 VERY BEST OF THE BEE GEES *3 Polydor 8473392(R Bee Gees (Gibb/Gibb/Gibb/Various) 8473394/- 

■ Crowded House (Rnn/Rnn/FroonVYouth) TCEST 2283/EST 2283 

TOP COMPILATIONS 
Label/CD (Distributor) 

0 2 EU 

my TV MOODCD 59/MOODC 59,'- (SMI 

Polydor 0440412/0410414/- (F) 
MUSIC WEEK 29 AUGUST 1998 

4 CARL COX - NON STOP 98/01 O 
101 
11 2 

12' 
13 10 

14 E 
15 S 
16'= 
17 
18 = 
19 9 

20 

3 ULTIMATE CLUB MIX 2 O 

g FANTASTIC DANCE! 

ARTISTS A-Z 

bia MOODCD 58^10000 58/- (SM) 

m TV TTVCD 2950mVMC 2950/- (W 



ALL THE CHABTS 

fcXPOSUREt 29 flUGOST 

TRACK OF 
THE WEEK 

THE TOP 10 PLAYERS BEHIND 
LIFE IS A FLOWER 

Iondon Records is desperate for régional radio stations to put the follow-up to Life Is A Flower on their playlists early. The label is havirg to rush release Cruel Summer - a cover of Bananarama's 1983 hit - on September 14 because huge international support for the song and the strong pound has created a significant import market for the track in this country. The UK is the last territory to release the new song. but the timing is far from perfect because Life Is A Flower is to test well across the ILR network 

3E.4 FM BRMB Red Dragon FM Power FM Hallam FM Southern FM Invicta FM 96.3 Aire FM 
viking 

it is stîll S would like stations to play h McEwen, head of national ri 
If radio does delay its support for Cruel ae in sharp contrast to the of stations to Life Is A Rower whici received significant support four weeks before it entered the sales chart. In fact, the song had the biggest increase in plays on the June 27 and July 4 airplay rundowns and was the chart's highest clîmber on July 4 and July 11, 

period as total plays j'umped from 200 to 1,000. By the time Life Is A Rower debuted at number five on the CIN sales chart at the end of July - giving the band their 

f DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroquai i BOOTIE CALE Ali Saints I DROWNED WORLD/SUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE L □ A PERFECT DAV ELISE PJHarvey GHETTO SUPASTAR Pras féal 01' Dirty Bastai 
7 3 SAVE TONIGHTEagle-Eye Cherry 8 5 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy SMonica S Ca IF VOUTOLERATE THIS... Manie Slree 10 CD NEEDIN'U David Morales près The Fa 

Most pïayed mteos on MTV UK/Media Research Ltd w 
TOP OF THE POPS 

lii'MmMUMs'TTïïfll 

Belng A Girl Mansun; Every Day Is / 

Everythlng's Gonna Be AJri 

the pepsi chart 
Air Thaï I Broath Simoly Red; Wl 

os: Spécial Klnd 01 Somethlng Ksvana; No 

re topping 1,400 a It was during August that the song's audience really began to accelerate risins 37% to 63m the week after its saies chart entry, as Radio One seleoted the tune 25 times. The audience peaked at more than 65m on August 8. The amount of airplay was also influential in making the album Rowers the highest new entry at number 15 in the charts in the thlrd week in August. The single's radio audience remained above 65m as Radio Two chose the song more than 20 times a week to replace Radio One as the leading national station playing 
Meanwhile, heavy régional plays were still being recorded at 96.4FM BRMB with 48 spins a week, Rock FM (47), 96.9 Viking FM (46) and Fox FM (46). 

THE BOX M 
I 1 NO MATTER WHAT Boyzone l 4 ONE FOR SORROW Sleps 1 6 SEX ON THE BEACH T-Spoon \ 2 EVERYBODY CET UP Five ' 7 IWANNA BE YOUR LADY Hinda Hicks 1 3 VIVA FOREVER Spice Girls 8 MY HEART WILL GO ON Celine Dion C33 I DONT WANT TO MISS A THING Aerosmi □a ARE YOU THAT SOMEBODYAaliyah 9 CEST LA VIE B'Wi 

miMifiiiiiii 

3 RAINBOWS OF COLQUR Grooveri S SOME KIND ANGEL Mojave 3 TAKE IT Ballroom IF YOU TOLERATE THIS... Manie THE BOY WITH THE ARAB STRAF STAY IN THE SUN Kenickie 30 SUPERMAN Slraw 1 JESUS SAYS Ash • DEVIL IN YOUR SHOES Shed Seve 

ONE PLAYLISTS 
^ LIST B LIST As Featured IlEliaa RADIO t I Rml Scod Every    ! Tlmc Aida: Today 
What Boyzone; Save Tonlght Eagle-Eye 

MTV UK 
PLAYLISTS 

M Top Of Tho World Brandy; Save Tonlght jjjnyai Eagle-Eye Cherry; Deeper Underground 
Savage Garden; If You Tolerato Thls Your Chlldren Wlll 

Fighters; A Perfect Day Elk 

Hard Pulp; A Pcrfect Day Elise P. 
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ALL THE CHARTS 

INTERNATIONAL 

AMERICAN 
CHARTWATCH 

~by ALAN JONES 
In recent weeks, the smart money has been on Ail Saints replacing Brandy & Monica at the top of the Hot 100 singles chart. Monica even conceded that much herself and said she looked forward to it as she thought Never Ever was "a happening song". Sadly, ifs a scénario thafs now unlikely to happen. with Never Ever slipping 4-5. One of the records to leapfrog over it is, ironically, Monica's latest solo hit The Rrst Night, which is up to number three on its third week and is itself now looking to be the record most likely, though Jennifer Paige (up 7-4 with Crush) is also looking strong, and there's Aerosmith's I Don't Want To Miss A Thing (due to début next week, and already number two on the airplay chart) to consider. Ail Saints' self-titled album also hits the skids this week, and suffers a 71-73 reverse. The Spice Girls are still the only   in the top half of the Top 

snd 66-65 with Spice, registering small gains in sales for both albums, even though their single Stop continues its slow décliné, slipping 36-38 this week. The single has sold more than 400,000 copies despite attracting very little airplay. It peaked at number 16 on the Hot 100, which is a mixture of sales and airplay, reached number 11 on the separate sales chart, but only a misérable number 70 on the airplay chart. 

Forever, and is proving highly résistant to that too, with the consensus among radio stations being that the group's appeal is too young for their own target audience, a theory which has gained ourrency since their US concerts attract malnly under-12s and their guardians. Corning close to joining Ail Saints and the Spice Girls in the Top 100 of the album chart, Culture Club make a potent début at number 106 with their VH1 Storytellers/ Greatest Moments album, a double featuring original versions of their hits, live performances from VH1 and a trio of previously unreleased songs 

ACTS IN US AND UK 
ALBUM CHARTS 

ARTIST 
PROFILE: 

ANOTHER LEVEL 
by PAUL WILLIAMS 

H nother Level could hardly have got a ^higher profile start to their first I^European campaign than touring with 
personally approved by the world superstar to support her on her 32-date European spring tour. Incredibly, it marked the first 
média and the public to the band," says BMG's senior international marketing and promotion manager Thomas Haimovici, who adds the tour helped to convince everyone the R&B act are not a typical boy band. Scheduled around the tour, which included nine dates in Germany, were a number of showcases and other appearances by the band who, in the space of just a few months, have undertaken a countless stream of trips to the continent. Denmark has already been visited on three occasions, while there have been two trips so far tp The Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. More importantiy, the visits are producing impressive chart positions with second single Freak Me currently sitting at four in the Netherlands, 16 in Sweden, 17 in Denmark and 21 in Norway. The message is also spreading outside Europe with Top 20 places currently in New Zealand and South Africa. 

In South America they are able to add 
with Brazilian footballer Romario having declared on a radio station there during the World Cup that Be Alone No More was his favounte record. It persuaded the stabon bosses to break their usually strict rule of playing Brazilian- only material by airing the band's first single. The footballer will also be introducing them at his club in Rio to launch their first album which is due out in October. Back in Europe and the start of next month will see Another Level retuming to Germany which has so far proved to be a difficult territory to crack. A week of promotion in Japan is also being lined up, while a bid to break the band in the US is likely to start sometime after February next year with a first European headline tour expected around that time too. 

TRACKWATCH 
ANOTHER LEVEL j • Freak Me number for, ! • Number seven in South Africi ; • Top 20 in Denmark, Sweden 

UK WORLD HITS 
The MW guide to the top British performers in key overseas markets (chart position in brackets) 

NETHERLANDS 

Subscribe now to MBI and get the 

MBI World Directory FREE! 
If you want to understand the world music market - and how key companies and individuals are responding to it - then you 
need MBI magazine. Combining profiles of leading international companies and executives, (inancial performance data, detailled market reports and in-depth analysis of specialist topics, MBI gives you the insider's view on what's really happening in music markets around the world. ,, r i • j 
This issue indudes spécial reports on Germany, Eatern Europe. Latin America and Portugal as well as features on packaging and manufacturing, royality auditing and on-line retail. 
Subscribe now to MBI and you will recieve the MBI World Directory 1999 FREE when 
it is published in January - Call +44 (0)171 921 5957 or 5906 for more détails 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHARTS 
SPECIAL ISTFI 

MID-PRICE 
PROTECTION/NO PROTECTION BROTHERS IN ARMS TRACY CHAPMAN 
AHACKOFTHEGREY LANTERN 
ELEGANT SLUMMING DREAMLANO REPUBUCA 

FORMICA BLUES THE LITTLE MERMAID ASTORM IN HEAVEN 

Stone Roses MPeople Robert Miles 
THE VERY BEST OF ROY ORBISON EXIT PLANET OUST TRANSFORMER 

Wild Bunch WBRCD2 (E) Vertigo 8244992 (F) Elektra EKT44CD (W) MCA MCD10793 (BMG) Parlophone CDPCS 7387 (E) Geffen GEO 24503 (BMG) 
istraction 74321410522 (BMG) Geffen GFLD19286 (BMG) Virgin CDV2804(E) ior Boy's Own XDUSTCD1 (E) RCA ND83806 (BMG) MCA MCLD19353 (BMG) 

COUNTRY 

IN' ON TOP OF THE WORLD COMEONOVER SPYBOY WHERE YOUR ROAD LEADS IF I DONT STAY THE NIGHT SEVENS HELLAMONG THE YEARLINGS MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS THE KEY SONGSOF INSPIRATION NOBODY LOVE, NOBODY GETS HUE BIG BACKYARD BEAT SHOW YOULIGHT UPMYUFE UK LINE DANCE TOP TEN IFYOUSEEHIM THE WOMAN IN ME FURTHERDOWN THE ROAD 
NO FENCES 

A-tist Label idistributo,! The Mavencks MCA NashïilleUMD 80456IBMO) LeAnn Rimas Curb/HilUbel/London 5560202 (p) Shania Twain Mercury 3145360032 (p) Emmylou Harris Grapavine GRACD 241 (RMg/f) 
MCA NashvilleUMO 80513 (BMG) MindyMcCready BNA 74321528302 (BMG) Garth Brooks Capitol 8565992 (E) GillianWetch Aime Sounds ALMCO 60 (3MV/P| Mavencks MCA MCD 11344 (BMG) Vince Gill MCA Nashville UMD 80523 (BMG) Daniel O'Oonnell Rite RITZBCD 709 (P) Suzy Bogguss Capitol 0573102 |E| BR5-49 Ansla 07822188622 (BMG) LeAnn Rimes curb/nte Hit Label CURCD046 (RMG/F) Dave Sheriff Slomp OS 009 (RMG/F) Reba Mcentire MCA Nashville UMD 80508 (BMG) Shania Twain Mercury 5228862 |F| Charlis Landsborough Rite RITZCD 0085 (P| DwightYoakam Reprise 0362469182 (W| Garth Brooks UbartyCDP 7955032 |E| 

BUDGET 
TOTALLY FANTASTIC Various 98.1 Various H MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS - VOLUME 3 Various THE BEST OF BoneyM MOTOWN CHARTBUSTERS - VOLUME 1 Various WOW (WHAT A RUSH) Various Artists HEAVEN AND HELL Meat LoaftBonnie Tylt THE COLLECTION Michael Bail 14 GREATEST HITS Hot Chocolaté BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER 

Music For Pleasure 4970412 (E) ing Shadow ASHADOW OOVHCD (SRD) Speclrum 5541462 (F) Camden 74321476812 (BMG) Spectrum 5541442 (F) Stage OneWOWCDl (SRD) 

FOLLOW THE LEADER ADORE OBSOLETE THE COLOUR AND THE SHAPE REMASTERS 

Epie 4912219 (SM) Hut/Virgin CDHUTX 51 (E) RoadrunnerRR 87522 (F) Roswell EST 2295 (E) Atlantic 7567804152 (W) Geffen DGC 24425 (BMG) Mushroom D 31450 (3MV/P) Mercury 5229362 (F) Reprise 9362457952 (W) A&M 5401572 (F) 
Garbage 

LOST IN SPACE Apollo 440 MY VVEAKNESS1S NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS Embrace SAVETONIGHT Eagle-Eye Cherry WALKING AFTER YOU/BEACON Foo Fighlers/Ween STAY A WHILE Rakim GOTTHEUFE Korn IFYOU'LLBE MINE Babybird PART OF THE PROCESS Morcheeba LOVE UNUMITED Fun Lovin' Criminals LETS G ET TOGETHER (IN OUR MINOS) Gorky's Zygotic Mynci DEVILINYOURSHOES Shed Seven 

Stealth Sa Hut FLOORCD6 (E) tic SSX9CD (S) Hut HUTCD103(E) Polydor 5695952 (F) Elektra E4100CO (W) msal UND56203 (BMG) Epie 6663912 (SM) Echo ECFCD65 (P) 

INDEPENDENT SINGLES 
PART OF THE PROCESS FINDAWAY LET THE MUSIC HEAL YOUR SOUL AMAZON CHANT 

NO ONE ELSE COMES CLOSE CAFE DEL MAR '98 BURNING 
THE ROCKAFELLER SKANK HEADS HIGH BE CAREFUL AGADOO FEELIT ITHINK l'M PARANOIO 20 O LAST THING ON MY MINO AUcharts ©CIN 

Fatboy Slim Mr Vegas Sparkle featuring R Kelly Black Lace 

Fresh FRSHD 65 (3MV/P) China WOKCD 2097 (P) Jive 0518982 (P) Edel 0039335 ERE (P) ravaganza/Edel 0091605 EXT (PJ Echo ECSCX65 (P) Big Life BLRD147 (V) Elemental ELM 48CDS1 (P) ravaganza/Edel 0091575 EXT (P) Jive 0521682 (P) Hooj Choons H00J64CD (V) Delirious DEUCDIO(P) Jive 0521742 (P) Skint SKINT 35CD (3MV/P) Greensleeves GRECDB50 (SRD) Jive 0521452 (P) NOW CDWAG 260 (P) Pepper 0530032 (P) shroom MUSH 35CDSX (3MV/P) Jive 0518492 (P) 

UPSTICK JESUS SAYS WHAT I MISS THE MOST THE ROCKAFELLER SKANK FORYOU CELEBR1TY SKIN MOVING TRUCKS 

anic Street Prea chers ilp jcket From The Crypt 

irysalis CDCHS5095 (E) Fontana GZMCD5 (F) Polydor 5672072 (F) © CIN/Media Researc 

Hut HUTCD102(E) srcury MERCD512 (F) Talkin' Loud TLCD36 (F) ive Of Golf GOLFCD003 (C) 
iNDEPENDEMT ALBUMS 

WORD GETS AROUND THESKYISTOO HIGH WEROCKHARD TIN PLANET THE VARM MELTING POT (WHATS THE STORY} MORNING GLi 
BE HERE NOW Oasis DECKSANDRUMSANDROCKANDROLL Propellerhoads THE COMPLETE The Stona Roses BACKSTREET'S BACK Backstreel Boys BEHER LIVING THROUGH CHEMISTRY Fat Boy Slim BOY FORYOU Astrid PLACEBO Placebo HOW TO OPERATE WITH A BLOWN MIND Lo Fidelity Allstars 

V2WR1000438 (3MV/PI Transcopic TRANCD005 (SRDl Freskanova FNTCD 4 (3MV/PJ Gui GUTT1N 5 (V) Wu-tang WTOOICDIV) Beggars Banquet BBQCD198 (Vl Création CRECD189I3MV/V) China WOLCD1086 (PI Gut GUTCDlfVI Création CRECD 219(3MV/V| Wall 01 Sound WAUCD 015 (VI Silvertone ORECD 535 (P| Jive CHIP 186 |P| Skint BRASSIC 2CD (3MU/V) Nude NUDE10CD (3MV/V) Elevator Music CDFLOOR 2 (V) Skint BRASSIC 8CD(3MV/P) 
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THE OFFICIAI UK CHABTS 

SPECI ALIST 

MID-PRICE 
MID-PRICE FACTFILE Once officially recognised as the biggest- Waik Of Life and So Far Away - sells an 

REPORT 
PSIli 

industry in the UK, Dire Straits' Brothers In Arms has slipped in the rankings thanks to a reappralsal of the sales of the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper and the arrivai of 
week, and is frequently to be found dis- puting top spot on the mid-price chart with Tracy Chapman. Bearing in mind how sales of Chapman's album took off after 

by ALAN JONES m 
and his chums still sell enough copies of Brothers In Arms every year to keep them out of the poorhouse. The album - which Includes tracks like Money For Nothing, 

Dire Straits must be hoping that neweom- er Deetah's enchantingly laidback hip-hop single Relax is a hit - it samples Why Worry, another track on Brothers In Arms. 
Tracy Chapman's self-titled 1988 album has had free reign at the top of the mid- price chart, with one or two hiccups, ever since Boyzone did her the service of covering Baby Can I Hold You last year. She 

m time to tir but is currently skulking at - for her - a lowly number three, as both she and Dirf Straits are being comprehensively outsol 
four hit on the main album chart when released in 1994, Protection is one of a slim range of Virgin titles temporarily reduced from various full prices to £5.70, 

allowing them to qualify for the mid-price 
are The Very Best Of Roy Orblson (number 11 this week), the Chemical Brothers' Exit Planet Dust (number 12), Phll Colllns' No Jacket Required (number 33) and a trio of albums which are not in the Top 40, Kenny Rogers' Love Songs, the Llghtning Seeds' Pure and the multi-artist compilation Afro- Celt on Peter Gabriel's Realworld label. Ail albums were reduced on June 1, but their mld-price chart days are numbered, as they return to full price on August 31. When BMG launched its mid-price sériés Stopl, it probably didn't expert the small 

Deconstruction label to provide it with its most durable catalogue. Recently absorbed into the Arista half of the company, Decon nevertheless outshines its older and bigger brothers by placmg three titles back-to-back in the Top 10 - M People's Elégant Slumming, Robert Mlles' Dreamland and Republlca's Republica filling seventh, eighth and ninth place in the chart. RCA's highest ranking record is Lou Reed's Transformer, which is currently number 13, while Arista's top draw is Looklng Back - The Best Of Daryl Hall & John Dates, way down m 25th place. ie single Danoe The 

Night Away has resulted in bumper sales for The Mavericks' Trampoline album, which, true to its name, has been bouncing around the full price chart with great success ever since the single came out, selling more than 210,000 copies in the iast six months. It has also had a knock-on effect, stimulating sales of the group's previous album What A Crying Shame, which reaches its highest mid-price chart position yet this week, climbing 17-14. Presumably the airplay now being given to Dance The Night Away's follow-up l've Got This Peeling has convinced waiverers that the band is indeed worthy of iir attention 
R&B SINGLES DANCE SINGLES 

This lasl Tide Anist Label Cal No. (Dislnbulorl 1 1 EVERYTHING'S GONNA BE ALRIGHT Sweetbox RCA 74321606842IBMG) 2 2 1WANTY0U BACK Cleopatra WEAWEAI72CD1 |W| 
4 4 COMEWITHME PuffOaddyfeaturingJimmvPage Epie 6662842 (SMl 5 7 THE BOY IS MINE Brandy StMonica Atlantic AT0036TIVV) 6 6 FBEAKME AnotharLevel Nortliwaslside74321582362|BMG) 7 8 JUSTTHETWOOFUS WilISmith Cplumbia 6662092ISM) 8 10 DEEPER UNDERGROUND Jamiroquai SonyS26662182ISMI 9 5 MAKEITHOT Nicole fealuringMissy'Misdemeanor'Elliotl/Mocha EastWcstE3821T|W) 10 15 UFE Das'ree Sony S2 6659302 (SMl 11 11 1WANNA BE YOUR LADY HindaHicks IslandCID 7091F) |112Ca FINDAWAY ATribaCallad Ouest Jive0518980(P) 13 9 HIT'EMWIT DA HEE Missy'Misderaeanoi'EllioltfeaninngLrKim EaslWeslE3824T(W) 14 14 REWIND(FINDAWAY) BeverieyKnight ParlophoneRhythmCDRHYTHMS13IE) 15 13 THE ARMS OFTHEONEWHO LOVES YOU Xscapa Columbia6662522|SMI 16 12 N0 ONE ELSE COMES CLOSE Joe Jiïe0521680|P) 17 17 STAY A WHILE Rakim UniversalUNT56203(BMG| 18 16 l'LL C0ME BUNNIN' Juica ChrYSalisCDCHS5090{E) 19 18 MONEY Charli Baltimore Epie 6662276 ISM) 

Tbis lasl lilla Artist label Cal. No. IDistnbutor) is 1 EJ STORM Storm Positiva 12TIV 94 |EI 2 m THEULTIMATE FunkyCboadfeaturingNickSkitz ftrrFX341(F| 3 E3 THEDAYWILLCOME QuakeTeaturingMarciaRae HrrFX344(F| 4 2 NEEDIN'U David Morales présents The Face ManilestoFESX48|F| 5 CD FINDAWAY A Tripe Called Ouest Jive 0518980 (PI 6 El MOVIN' TARGET/DONT FRET E-Z RollersTDiablo Moving ShadowASHADOW 14S(SRO) 7 3 ELNIN0 AgneM Nelson Xuavaganra/Edel009l570EXTIPI 8 E3 AIN'T N0 MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH JocelynBrown INCcrediblelNCRL7(SM| 9 4 1 CAN'T HELP MYSELF Luctd Delirious/tfrrFX339(FI 10 1 BORABORA Da Hool Manifestû FESX 47 |F) 11 El AMAZONCHANT Airscape Xlravaganza/EdelOOSIBOOEXTIPI 12 9 STARCHASERS 4 Haro TaikinLoudTlX36IFI si || 22 TEARDROPS Louestation Fresh FRSHT65(3MV/SMI ' 14 17 DEJA VU E-Smouva featuring Latanza Waters AMtPM 5827691 IF) 15 5 ST0MPING SYSTEM Js16 DutyPree DFO011V) 16 10 RIGHT BEF0RE MY EYES NtG featuring Kallaghan HeatRecordingsHEATOISIV) 17 El ITS LIKE THAT REMIX DJZinc Frontline FRONT 033 (SRD) 18 El THREE DRIVES Greece200G HooiChoonsH00J63|V| 19 El CAFE DELMAR'98 Energv52 HooiChoonsH00J64FIV| 20 El SWEETDJ RELEASE New Horizons 500 Rekords FHR 505 (AODI ©CIN 
20 19 BE CAREFUL SparklefeaturingR Kelly Jive 0521452(P) 21 21 LOST IN SPACE Ughthousa Family Polydar5670592!F| 22 23 UNDERTHE BRIDGE/LADY MARMALADE Ail Saints London LONCO 4081R 23 20 NEWKIND OFMEDICINE UllraNate AM:PM58274921F) 24 25 ONE Birsta Rhymesfeaturing Erykah Badu Elektra E3833CD1 (W) 25 30 0 0 FOR LOVE 2Pac Jive0518512(P| 26 22 ULTRA STIMULATION FinleyQuaye Epie 6660792ISM iiS 37 SWINGMYWAY KP&Envyi EastWestE3843CD(W| 28 26 INTERGALACTIC BeastreBoys Grand Royal/ParlophoneCDCLSOSlEI 29 29 MYALL MariahCaray Colombie6660592ISM) 36 24 CANTLETHERGO BoyzllMen Motown8607952(F) 

© CIN. Complled from data from a panel of independents and specialist multiples. 

DANCE ALBUMS Ibis Last Tille Aitisi Label Cal. No. IDisBibulot) 1 IS] T0NG - ESSENTIAL SELECTION - SOMMER 1938 Varions HTr5560472IF| 2 5 S0UL0FA WOMAN Kelly Price Island CD:5245162IF) 3 usa FUNKMASTER FLEX■ MIXTAFEVOLUME III Various Loud 07863676471/07863676474 IBMG) 4 œa BETWEEN WORLDS Blâme Good looking GLREP 002V/. |V| 5 ESI HINDA HindaHicks IslandILPS8068/ICT8068IFI 6 6 WE ROCK HARO Freestylers Freskanova FNTLP 4/FNTMC 413MV/P) 7 1 0A GAME IS T0 BE SOLO. N0TTÛ BET0LD SnoopDogg PnprilYPTYLP153/PTYMC153|E) 8 83 DRD0L1TTLE(OST) Varipus Allanuc7567831131/7587831134(W) 9 O EMBRYA Maxwell Cplumbia 4894201/4894204 (SMj 
©CIN 

MIISIC VIDEO 1 1 VIDEO 
THE C0RRS:L)ve Al The Royal Albert Hall CARRERAS/OOMINGO/PAVAROTTme 3 Tenoi VARIOUS ARTISTSiAndrew Uoyd Webbe BOYZQNEiive At Wembley FRANK SINATRAMy Way RAD10HEAD:7 Télévision Commerclals MICHAEL FLATLEYlLord ûf Tbe Dance UVE CAST RECORDINGies Misérables I AlANIS MORlSSETTElLive HANSONTiilsa, Tokyo & Middio 01 Now BEAST1E 80YS;Sabotage 
PETER ANDREilive CUFF RICHARD & CASTHeati BOYZONEiSoniething Else 

AQUAiThe Aqus Diaiy ■ OHieial Aquarim BACKSTREET BOYSilivo In Concert BACKSTREET BOYSiBnckstrael Boys BACKSTREET BOYSiBackslraol's Beck„ THE ROLUNG STONES:BtidgesTo Babyl BACKSTREET BOYSiBacksIroet Slories ■ FIEE7W00D MAC:The Dance BILL WHELAN; fliverdance-Tho Show 

Video Collection MC2153 Video Collection VC6555 Epie «1552 Warner Music Vision 3934234663 
Jive ZV02t JiveZV020 hindTheSccnes Jm 27023 

En LADY&THETRAMP WahDisneyffilOSOl 2 JUMANJI Colnmbîa Trislar CVR34I29 en STAR TREK VOYAGER - VOL 4.8 CIC Vrdeo VKIW629 □3 STAR TREK OEEP SPACE N1NE ■ VOL ES OCV^eoLHkaB 9 MENINB1ACK ColumbiaTtistaraTOASlO t FREEWIlLYS-TRERESCtiE WbroteHoiiieVideoSOl® 6 SV/AN PRihCfSS A MTSIERY Of EhCHAHTED- MmbeTiSir» 12 EVITA EIVEVS1235 4 PAWS WL 550763 0 10 SP1CEWORLO-THE MOITIE PolyGram Video 0570563 tm THE OUEST CIC Video WRÔOT? 2 13 HERCUlfS Walt Disney 0270832 3 8 THE X FILES - FILE 12 - THE END Fort Video 05045 4 11 MRS BROWN MiraniaxDS10504 
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lAHOFACTURIHG & PACKAGING   
rTTrmDUHiiijlilfJi1 Ul l":,'"ail'lfimi MANUFACTURIN 

ISDN links can expect to reap the efits. "This wiil be the first autumn that /e offered the ISDN facility and we're 

anticipated, the sector will benefit from a much needed morale boost. According to Elle Dahdi. managing director of broker Cops, a buoyant close to the year will slow down the ongoing érosion of prices experienced by the industry. 
'The nMkel is still 

compétitive, but there are 
tess silly prices around 

than there were a year ago' 
- Elie Dahdi. Cops 

"The market is still compétitive although 

determined that serv compromised when t Maintaining a happy 

greater level of co-operation ar 

lîlîii® «S if 
CD Plant UK Is set to let Its Imagination run wlld now that it has launched Its own design studio Creative Solutions, wrltes Karen Faux. Run by designer Lorraine Morton, who was formerly employed by CD Plant on a freelance basls, the studio is equipped to develop new styles of packaging and create bespoke promotional Items. Morton reports that her recent package for Ash's forthcoming album Nu-Clear Sounds, commlssioned by Infectious Records head of product Brigham Glaser, is expected to maximise attention at radio and press. "The CD case consiste of two flat sheets of steel held together magnetically with the CD sandwiched In between. It is very slim but feels very chunky indeed and looks really intriguing," 

"For another Infectious band, Paradise Motel, we recently put together a CD package that looked like a petrle dlsh and Included a pair of latex gloves." Creative Solutions has further bullt upon CD Plant's long relatlonship with the 

. .   i„Hie hv devlsing a sériés the pipeline, CD Plant's design facility oMnnovative packs for the promotional promises to bulld^^igh profile and attract releases of the singles from Garbage's 
Both Push It and I Think l'm Paranold were presented to radio as Scm-diameter CDs in chart admissable cardboard and plastic bubble packs. But for the band's forthcoming single Spécial, somethlng even more eyecatching was requlred. "People at radio always eagerly anticipate theii promotional releases," sayi designer Ade Britteon who ha just joined Morton froi Mushroom Records. "This one features a star shaped cardboard 

The magnetic Ash tray (above); and bubble-wrapped Garbage (top) 

We think of 
A COPY AS AN 
ORIGINAL... 
MULTIPLIED 

x. :__ri ^ 

* WW1 

At CD Plant UK, we make it our goal to ensure that every copy we manufacture reflects your original vision. 
It is our purpose to make sure your products are made and get out into the market place 
With CD Plant UK, you leave your release in the hands of a premier league CD replicator, giving you the peace of mind to concentrate on meeting the next deadline. 
CD Plant UK is part of the SDC DanDisc group - the largest independent audio and multimédia replicator in Northern Europe currently supplying DVD, CD AUDIO, CD-ROM, VIDEO, and MC's to the Music Industry. 

CD PLANT 

Tel.: +44 181 581 9200 t Fax: +44 181 581 9248 | E-mail: sales@cdplant.co.uk S 
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YOUR GLOBAL DISC SOLUTION 

Contact Steve DARRAGH 
at MRO UK 0181 600 3900 
Fax: 0181 749 70S7 

Contact Ronan SWEENEY 

at MRO Ireland 01 822 1363 
Fax: 01 806 6064 

mpouksteve@aol.com ardstown Industrial Estate Snugborough road 
ronan@mpo.îe 

CD AUDIO • CD-ROM • VINYL • CASSEHES • LASERDISC • MINID1SC • CD-R • DVD-ROM • DVD VIDEO 



MAHUFACTURING & PACKAGING 

One of the more inexpensive ways of upgrading the appearance of the ubiquitous jewel case is to improve the look of its printed Inserts. The limits of standard printing can become ail too apparent when i former 12 Inch album cover is scaled down for CD packaging. However, the seemingly inévitable loss of détail can be easily reduced if a job is produced using a newly deveioped System called frequency modulated, or stochastio screening. This process builds up images using random ot only significantly 

* 

IC Holographies produced of innovatlve designs for Garbage (top lett) and a successful limited ec 
screening als artwork, especially highly detailed work. London-based Reprotek, a specialist in repro for CDs and part of the CMCS group, is ourrently running tests with stochastic screening and has already completed jobs using the System for Sheffieid's leadlng indépendant dance label Warp. EMI is also looking at stochastic, possibly in conjunction with Hexachrome - a print process from Pantone based on six rather than four process inks that offers a vastiy improved ur range. Despite this interest, these 

IMPACT: 

m CD packaging, although many in the packaging industry believe this is only a matter of time. However, there is one printing technique that has found widespread récognition with music industry designers, and that is Holography - a technology that not only imparts obvious Visual punch, but also product security. There are four basic holographie Systems. The most widespread technique embosses the impression of the hologram into a material - neariy always a metallised film or paper. The second technique produces brighter, higher resolution images by using a photopolymer technique, which exposes a photosensitive médium normally backed with a plastic film. The remaining two methods have no obvious packaging applications and are not suitable for extended runs because of their glass backing. These are mainly used to produce eyecatching point of sale displays and promotional images. An assortment of imaging styles ranges from the uniform repeating pattern, sometimes referred to as "wallpaper", through full 3D imaging combining length, breadth and depth, to stereograms that associate two or more images to oreate short moving sequences. iC Holographies, established in 1991, has grown to become the UK's leading holographie design studio, it has worked with a wide range of companies including EMI and Warner Music, as well as Absolut. BP and Ailied Domecq. The company has produced one-off and limited run, life-size 
through to high volume work for packaging, primarily for the music industry. "Our record company customers invariably corne up with the most exciting ideas and designs," says Andrew Hall, iC Holographies' music sales manager. "We have created spécial images for acts as diverse as David Bowie, Pink Floyd, Queen, The Levellers, Back Street Boys and Oasis. It seems that the more we do, the more people in the music Industry begin to realise the potential of this technology." Two years ago the company worked with Mushroom Records, a label with a réputation for innovative packaging, on two limited-edition seven-inch releases for Garbage, including a Virtual Video sequence for the sleeve of the band's single Milk. Mushroom Records' head of production 

STANDING OUI ON THE RACKS 
As racking space becomes tighter, print and packaging is coming into its own, writes Anthony Clark 
Brigham Glaser says after the highly successful run of limited édition singles for Garbage, each packaged in a différent material, the label wanted to try a hologram. "By the time we came to Milk we'd run out of novel materials so we decided to use a moving image instead," says Glaser. "By combining 16 individual video frames we produced a short animated sequence of a letter G rising up through some milk. It worked really well and the band loved it." fC's Hall explains: "The Milk cover used a lenticular process, which is a system that employs a lens to separate out a sequence of images to produce a short moving 

sequence. We also used it for the Kylie album spécial édition cover, which combined 14 separate shots." The 100,000 copies of a limited édition of Deconstruction's Kylie Minogue album Kylie Minogue sold out in the UK as did the 30,000 issued in Japan and the 50,000 released in Australia, a fact that Hall finds particularly gratifying because iC had worked very closely with the label and Kylie herself on the project. iC first used the lenticular process on an album cover for The Levellers' live CD Best Live, using footage shot at the gig. Recent technological advances mean that the 

company can now use the technique to reproduce artwork on a much larger scale. A 40-inch version of the Kylie album was dlsplayed In Tower Records in London at the time of release, and Hall says that even larger formats are available. 3D and holographie technology has corne on in leaps and bounds since then, and IC now offers its clients full colour imaging as well as the option of embossing the entire reverse surface of a CD in 30 artwork. "The technology keeps or with it the variety of services we provide," Hall says. "Hopefully th 

Defence mechanisms Spécial iisss 
A part from provlding novel and attractive packaging, holography also provides a high level of product security and It Is in this area that It offers long-term financial benefits in the fïght against bootleggers, mites Anthony Clark. According to recent IFPI statlstics, pirates produce more than 350 million illégal CDs a year as part of a blackmarket music economy worth $5bn. But It is now possible to produce holographie images that cannot be reproduced. De La Rue Holographies' Optioal Microstructures (OMs) are 3D Images that cannot be duplicated by current scannlng technology and can be incorporated into tamper évident labels that can be applied to a CD case or on to its printed Inserts. OMs can also incorporate machine readable data, providing total "cradle-to- grave" traeeability. De La Rue Holographies has worked extensively with CD producers in Russia and Roland where counterfeltlng is rife, and the results have been Impresslve. In Roland, it Is estlmated that the use of tamper production of CDs and tapes from 90% to 22%. Similar technology Is available from 3DCD, joint venture between Applied Holographies au, Nimbus CD International, which has deveioped 3-D i.D, a technique for incorporating holograms into compact dises. The process is available In two versions: Security Bandlng and Edge to Edge, and •"■•h offer excellent anti-counterfelting propertles. p"""' "nti-piracy Systems Include covert Image capabllitles, ^ . machine 

m 
ts of strange thlngs for CD 

3DCD's 
into a CD, allowing for the use of automated optioal a RCA Victor used 3DCD's Edge to Edge process for Its limited- édition Star Wars anthologies (plctured) with the three double CD sets each ombossed with fllm-specific images. Tony Sbardella, 3DCD s vice président, sales and marketing, says, "The end resuit Is a product whose theme, Identlty and promotional appeal doesn't vanlsh halfway through openlng the package." 

packs Including métal gauze and mock really popular material at the moment is PVC," says Andrew Prewett, group director of spécial packaging at Tlnsley Robor. "We've produced literally thousands of PVC slip cases." One application for these slip cases wa llmlted-edltlon double CD compilation for Gk The standard Jewel case for Speed Garage Anthems (right) was provlded with an outer sleeve of textured black rubber, featuring a tin tag embossed with the album's title and a logo. The album proved to success that Global TV is planning a second volume, again wrapped In a version of the PVC sleeve. Other novel work recently completed by the company under Prewett's scrutiny Includes a collector's pack for Marilyn Manson (below), which carrled a book, a T-Shirt and three CDs. Marilyn Manson label Interscope chose Tinsley Robor for its first venture into spécial packaging because It wanted to use a company with a réputation for high-quallty work, which could contrai the project from star ' ' 
The Marilyn Manson clamshell box featured coffln-shape ' showed off a backing board carrying a photograph of the singer. The pack had gold foll letterlng Its spine and was flnlshed In a matt fluted t which provlded a sharp contrast to the hlgh-gloss Inset photograph. Prewett also eontrlbuted to a limited édition video ara box-set for BJôrk. "I created the concept of the pack from a ! required something that was both différent and stylish but which offered a good graphies area," explains Prewett. "I came up with a mock-up around which the final graphies were engineered." AC 
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indépendant duplicators in Europe 
Duplicating 100,000 (60 minutes) VHS cassettes 

and Replicating 190,000 CD units a day. 
We offer: in-house glass mastering, artwork printing, 

a wide range ofpacking materials a delivery service 
plus storage facilities. 

6 r< 

% 
f 

I 9O3 3345 VIDEO DEPT FAX: C I 900 1427 EPT FAX: C 

COur modem plant can meet 
ail your CD replication needs. tical 

Focussed on Quality. 
Compétitive onprice. 
And alwdys on time 

h for your CD replication 
t how much you could save and still 
level of service you expect call us oi 

Optical Disc Management Limited, ib Apoiio House, , Caiieva Park. A.dermaston, Berkshire RG7 8DA, United Kingdom Te. . 44 (0) 118-9813347 Fax . 44 (0) 118-9813250 



MERCHANDISING - WÊÊHl'BEIk a s'--HmÊKBBÊ 

m styled fo 
leading merchandisers Sackstreet suggested that Polydor rock act Shed Seven should produce a Brazilian- 

merely cash in on World Cup ft it hoped that by tapping into the sports scene it might be able to claw back vanishing T-shirt sales. The collapse earlier this year of leading UK merchandiser Underworld has sent a Chili through a sector which has already 
that its market has been shrinking steadily for the past three years. It is now estimatec to be worth little more than 50% of the £45m it generated in 1994. But rather than signal the beginning of ar irréversible downturn, Underworld's demise 

With the cancellation of some 
of the summer's larger festivals 
and the closure of the leading 
UK merchandiser, Underworld, 
the market for music-related 
merchandise seems to have 
taken one body-blow too many. 
How can it rise back to its 
early-Nineties heyday? 
YinkaAdegoke reports 

PUTTING MERCHAND 

INTO FASI 

that young people these days are more likely to don Moschino than Motley Crue or Versace instead of Van Halen but that their futures lie in diversifying and creating new niches for themselves. "People just aren't wearing band T-shirts like they used to six or seven years ago," says Andy Allen, managing director of Backstreet which numbers acts such as Catatonia and Shed Seven among its key clients. "As a resuit, companies have been 

spécialisés in making T- as Asian Dub and The Saw Doctors agree with that assessment. 
of acts. But nowadays you need to be looking at 40 to 50 acts to generate any 

it really dépends or designed," he says. "Look at football shirts are doing at pn 
kind of 

they are fashionable." 

ze their 

merchandise has suffered the most, with the resuit that today's équivalent of those 
upon to sell 10,000 T-shirts four or five years ago are lucky to 

or branch 'll's a struggle these days. 
music-specific areas." Somelimes it feels like you're 

having to spend more money to 
make less profit'-Sarah 

Yeoman, Swagbag 

11,000 ne surprisingly, megastores dii 

a merchandiser can expert to receive as little as 4% of the retail prioe of £14 T-shirt (the balance going variously to the faotory, the venue, the act and, of course, the VAT man) it is clear that they need to have extensive client lists in order to stay in business. But that inevitably means that set-up costs are increased. "It's a struggle these days," says Sarah Ye managing 

Man provides a perfect example of merchandiser which merchandise 

motorsport and cricket by manufacturlng items such as polo shirts and baseball caps for Ferrari and the ubiquitous sun hat for the English Cricket Board. Nice Man live events manager Phil 
has not kept up with youth fashion's love affair with sportswear. "Deals like these have really worked well for us." he says. "We're busy 365 days a year. If music merchandise were to become re sports-related it would work better." 

Group, which has exclusive merchandising agreements with Spice Girls, Five, The Verve and The Prodigy and recently picked up Robbie Williams and the Lighthouse Family from the failed Underworld, acknowledges the struggle for retail sales of music-specific produrt but points out that its 

s^lD 

1 

Paul Wl 

"Touring is still healthy but it is spread over a few really good acts," says Bravado head of A&R Doug Hurcombe, who believes that the music market hasn't so much shrunk as be 

breakout) as well as US 1 names such as Iggy Pop Tj and the Dave Matthews ' Band. 'Sometimes it feels like you're having to spend more money to make less profit." Consequently, merchandisers are now 

n ' Backstreet hopes to benefit : r.fjrom football fever with thé , Shed Seven shirt in Brazilian -: 

to pay the hefty ac 

fragmented. "Ten or 15 years ago you could re frequently regarded 

merchandise company's réputation. "To an extent it was a seller's market and band managers, accountants and lawyers were only too aware that if they didn't get what they wanted from one of the blg companies, they could go round the corner and get it from the next," says former Underworld manager Gary Pettet who is currently working as an independent broker.   realities of the merchandising market means that deals 
CinptllBi with Bi® winlher mi dogs sia OiiBIraii 

The festival season is an important time for most of the bigger music merchandisers, so the cancellation earlier In summer of the Brlghton 

designs like the one Radiohead came up with last year. That sold out very quickly." Despite the fact that the TCB- manufactured officiai Glastonbury '98 " shirts sold extremely well throughout company is serlously consldering taklng ' welllngtons and macklntoshs to next year's Glastonbury. 

business Is better served by there being fewer but stronger outdoor 
"These days, 

merchandise at the three-day event for the first time. According to Wlnterland's head of touring, lan Bellchambers, the company Is produclng elght Reading-branded items and he expects them to account for about a third of ail sales, far outstripplng those of any single band's merchandise despite the presence of blg names like Garbage, Beastie Boys and Prodigy. "Obviously thls Is our first year at Readlng so we're not entlrely sure how It will go," says Bellchambers. "But we'd expect the spend on spécifie ev merchandise to average around £1 per ticket buyer, Thereafter, It's anybody's will prove the most popular." 
m 

96 

asa»» 

compete with bungee jumping, body plerclng and hot dog stands, so it's a lot more dlfficult. But event- related merchandise of blg sell-out festivals like Glastonbury will always do well," says Bravado International Group's head of A&R Doug Hurcombe. Typically, festival promoters grant merchandising concessions to spécialiste who are often suppliers rather than simply marketing companies. Consequently, Ireland-based Séminal will handle the merchandise at the two V98 events whlle sales at thls year's Glastonbury festival were the responslblllty of London-based TCB for the slxth year In a row. 
32 

front of both main merchandise stalls Into T lake had a effect upon thls year's sales. Not surprisingly, therefore, th i generated the most business were those such as Primai Scream and Sonic Youth boastlng dlehard cuit followlngs. "There weren't strong headllne bands this year In terms of merchandise," he continues like Blur and Pulp sell records don't sell merchandise. It dldn there weren't enough strong orlglr 



dise iack 

WON 

pop acts such as B'Witched, Aqua and Billie, merchandisers stlll look towards the older long-term acts for really good sales. Chart sales are important to varying Skort-riN posslkililies 
degœes.botanactwhichhasbeenamund for 20 years and have developed a strong followtng will do well when they tour, whether they're in the Top 40 or not," says 

inciny up-ana-commg nanas, feoffering their fans merchandise at H gigs is often more a bid to boost credibility and perceived status than a 1 
ê 'ÊÊÊër % u— ' ai 

'Music fnns are currenlly more 
interesled in fashion items. Give 
it a coypîe of years mû 1 think 

llie morket will corne bnck,' Phil 
Christodolou, Nice Man 

initial runs of between 50 and 200 are the norm. Green Island Is one merchandiser which is often approached by fledgling acts but, says senior sales executive Steve Lucas, they and their management have to acoept that short runs will be more expensive. "Nevertheless, most recognise that It's more important to offer fans a 
Winterland Managing director Peter Aranda. Although the poster companies report than the other way round," he says. One band currently window-shopping 
their gain, market leaders GB Posters and A hailed as one of the most promising 
currently less reliant on pop and rock, and Maker. According to manager Jean 1 such as The Simpsons or The Wombles. "The music side of the poster market is in a bit of trough at the moment," says A 

proceedlng with Campag Velocet caution. j rX "A good T-shirt ÂjTfliÉ: Graves. "We've not had anyone to rival Take That, Oasis or Guns N' Roses in the past year, but we have done really well from 
Despite the downturn, some in the sector 

gets seen around and so helps boost your M VjHH credibility and works iLJjpVI as a marketing tool," he says. "But on the 

_manager John Curd, 60 of 1- - 1 _ jeach were printed and 
'f . nettingCthe band j, - v iapproximately £4 per rhi.t nrnflf in music merchandising sales is a cyclical. you're convinced that the band Is going to "We're trying to make a little money 

"We're currently going through a phase where the current génération of music fans is more interested in fashion items rather 
realistic about how many you're going to Curd. sell." Swagbag managing director Sarah Another much-touted new band using Yeoman says, "A&R is an Important than shirts with band logos on them," says Nice Man's Christodolou. "But give it a couple of years and 1 believe that the 
merchandise to help raise profile - and some much needed cash - are the Llam Farmers. The band currently has two T- 

element of our rôle as merchandisers. a We're always looklng for new talent who we ean produce items for at a discount in tha hnno that thpv will «IfTl a hiffpr deal market will corne baok." Everybody is hoping that he's right. ■ manufactured by Swagbag. According to with us when they become suecessful." 

ilf 

ûJBJPOSTERS 
the Autumn Pair, NEC, 6-9 September 1998 on Stand H20 in Hall 20, 

32 Bowdon Street, Sheffield, S1 4HA, England 
t: 44(0)114 276 7454 f: 44(0)114 272 9599 e: enquiries@gbposters.demon.co.uk www; www.gbposters.co.uk 

GB EUROPEAN 
EXCLUSIVES 

®S}©D© o [p[p®(o]QgjS7 
K@(olQ®liD©@lCo] 

MAIN POSTER SOPPLIERS TO 
EBHMV 

WOOIWORTHS 

At the forefront of Boyzone Licensing and the GB POSTERS are 
Natalie Imbruglia leading Publisher also able ta provide 

911 a range of dispiay 
Oasis and Distributor of stands free on loan. 

Prodîgy Posters to retail Cardboard & métal 
Notorious B.I.G. outlets within the dump-hins tor 

Puff Daddy U.K., GB POSTERS selected thèmes are 
Radiohead brings you the very also available on Tupac best in up-to-date requesl. The Verve licensed posters. 

Wu-Tang Clan 
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Rates: Appointments: £30.00 per single column centimètre (minimum 4cm x 2 col) Business to Business: £18.00 per single column centimètre Situations Wanted: £12.00 per single column centimètre Box Numbers: £12.00 extra Published weekly each Monday, dated following Saturday ! Copy date: Advertisements may be placed until Thursday 10 a.m. for publication Monday (space permitting). Ali rates subject to standard VAT 

VISA CED 
Cancellation Deadlme: Wednesday 10 a.m. before publication Monday. To place an advertisement please contact Anne Jones, Music Week - Classified Depl. Miller Freeman pic, Fourth Floor, 8 Montague Close, j London SEI OUR Tel: 0171-921 5937 Fax: 0171-921 5984 Ali Box Number Replies To Address Above 

Œl □L 
WE ACCEPT M0ST 

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
APPOIMTMEHTS 

ENTERTAINMENT 

R&B/Urban press officer 
A vacancy has arisen for an experienced Press Ofiîcer working within the newly created WORD OF MOUTH department at BMG Entertainment International, reporting to the Head of R&B Media. 
Puff DatM^TLC6Wu-Tang, Monica, Faith, S\VV and many more R&B artists across the BMG Group. Key responsibilities will be: 
• Dealing with management and général press enquiries. 
rience in R&B/Urban field. Expérience in working on US artists would be an advanlage and a thorough knowledge of Urban Press essential. You will also be familiar with the main indie, pop and régional press. r organised and self-motivated but able to work smoothly within 
Finally, you should be ' 'humour. o: Sally Webster, Head of Hun Resources, BMG Entertainment International UK and Irela Bedford House, 69-79 Fulham High Street, London SW6 3JW. Closing date for applications: Friday 4th September 1998. 

A Unit of BMG Entertainment. 

imisk: week 
With a circulation that's rightly focused on the key companies in the music industry, ils readers are by définition already thoroughly experienced candidates. 

So you get no time wasters, fewer wannabe's and more people with the right specialised background. 
On the other hand, as the leading publication in the music industry, Music Week is also by far and away its top marketplace for jobs - so you can be sure that your job vacancy will corne to the attention of ail the right people. 

CLASSICAL BUYER 
Following recent growth, an exciting opportunity exi for a dynamic individual in our classical team. 
The successful candidate will possess an interest ant knowledge of classical music and dislributors. You v bave excellent communicative skills, coupled w planning, commitment, organisational skills and willingness to learn. Good computer skills i 
Salary according to âge and experience. 

lelle Luker, Telslar Distribution Ltd, > 3-4, Norlhgale Business Centre, m Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 1TG 

© 
Copyright Adminïstrator Music Sales Ltd wishes to recruit a Copyright Administrator to join a skilled team working to high standards in our Copyright Department, 

The idéal candidate will have al least two years experience in copyright with a music publisher or collection agency and will be able to cope with a number of projects simuitaneously. This varied rôle will include dealing with perfotming and mechanical societies and liaising with our overseas offices. Computer literacy is essential and a working knowledge of Microsoft Office and Counterpoint IMaestro/lOO) is désirable but is not essential. Please send a CV to: David Rockberger, Music Sales Limited,  8/9 Frith Street, London W1V 5T7 

FILM/TV COMPOSER PROMOTIONS 
Leading independenl Music Publisher/Agent seeks an experienced and mature person to work on a part-time basis promoting their média composers. Your task will be to achieve commissions for composers to write for appropriate film, télévision and advertising productions. Ideally you will work on a freelance basis. You will have extensive média conlacts, a love of music and a thorough knowledge both of contemporary composers and of music commissioning procédures. 

Plcasc apply c/o Box No. 137,4tli floor 8 Montagne Close, London SEI 9UR 

ARE YOU THE WORID'S BEST ASSISTANT? 
WE manage a Top 10 act and several new artists and also produce videos for many other top pop stars. We need an efficient, vibrant person to assist our two Managing Directois. 
« Be ultra organised and have unfailing attention to détail, liai al least one year's music or video experience with good Microsoft PC skills and preferably some book-keeping knowledge. ■ Have a fantastic téléphoné manner and ability to communicate at ail levels. • Be prepared to work ridiculous hours, travel sometiraes and laugh in the face of adversity. If this is YOU, Write and tell us why you are the assistant we need and i your CV. 
Top Pop Assistant P.O. Box 2323 London WIA 2MB 
Salary wili be commensurate with skills and experience. No agencies please 
ICELTIC HEÀRTBEAT RECORDS| 

Seeks A&R Person with a ; 
of growing a successful r€ Celtic Heartbeat Records based in Dublin. Reporting directly to the I 

excellent knowledge of ail are Experience préférable. If you wish to apply. pie 

I - A&R? looking for an A&R scout to 

-eas of music, especially Celti 

salary to ull CV, 

The rôle is to report to the GM and the head office for the dance label, ils music promotion oompany and a relaled music publishing Company, 

Jane Plan, The Studio, 5 King Edward Mews, Bames, SW13 9HP 
Office Manager/PA 

Music Company requires friendly PA for intensive administrative support. 
Duties include full PA support to 2 directors and ail office duties. 

Requirements: at least 2 years office detailed knowledge of MS Office 97 slrong communication skills to co-ordinale activity between différent areas of the business including music publishing, studio and artist management. Immédiate start. 
AU CVs to Rowena Wodehousc, 25 Heathmans Road, London S\V6 4TJ 
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

Comprehensive range ol exclusive 2 month parl-time courses 01 lalest recording and production techniques in small groups. Working 16-track studio in West London. Hands-on experience from the slart. Beginners welcome. 
Ail aspects covered trom MIDI, CUBASE, SAMPLING to EQ, EFFECTS USE, MULTI-TRACKING, IVIIXING etc. Established since 1989. For Prospectus: 

0800 980 74 58 

schooLs out forsummer But summer is coming to an end. 

Fi 92.1 5937 or fax on 0171 9*" 5984 

liusicweek 

in store security cases 
• maximum security for audio Visual display 
• compatible with ail EAS alarm Systems 
• accommodâtes ail important packaging formats 
• enhances the look and feel of the product 
• easy to use and fully guaranteed 

Pro.Loc Europe Royal Albert House Sheet Street, Windsor Berkshire SL4 1BE Tel: 01753 705030 Fax: 01753 831541 

svs. New Record Label Wants your Demos (CD's, Tape's & Wdeo's) ' We are looking to sign up new talent for 1998/9   round the globe 

-Specidist - In Replacement Cast 
■ CD album cases available in clear or coloured • CD single cases - ail types of double CD cases ' Trays available in standard coloured and deor ■ Cassette cases single & doubles > Video cases ail colours & sizes • Card maslerbags CD, Video, Cassette - 7" 10" 1 > Paper 7" 12" & 12" POLYUNED ■ Polylhene sleeves & Resealable sleeves • Mailing envelopes, Video 7" & 12" CD various types available. Also ail sizes of jiffy bags • Window displays • CD/Record cleaning cloths • PVC sleeves for 7" 10" 12" and CD 
Best prices given, Next day detivery (in most cases) Phone for samples and full stock list Phone: 01283 566823 Fax: 01283 568631 ^^^Unlt2^arl^treet^urtoT^Or^rent^tafb^E^OS^^^^ 

HDFFICIAL IV1U5IC MEHCHANDISE ' t-shirts frnm marilyn r jSDuIflu. coal chamber, southpark. ■new nalenclars for 1999 MASPMS MU5IC LTD. Uept. I .d Drurij Lane. PonsvvoDd Ind. I Ist. Leonards On Sea, TM3B E ;l: 01484 4e75l5B/Fax; 01424 4343BB 
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RECORD STORAGE 
ono of (AN EDWARDS' torgcr unils, the 1 40" 5-Her LP unh which 1s drown to ihc tome 
IAN STILL wSeS IP RKORD HOUSING in 

| f,0m IAN EDWARDS j The CHd Chapel, 282 Sfcipton Rood, Harrogo'o, 

CET YOUR PROMOTIONS ON 
TARCET! 

THE MUSIC 
STOREFITTING SPECIALISTS 

BLACKWING THE RECORDING STUDIO Silver Road Studios 
a uro Digital Disc 

Lane 0181 - 746 2000 

JUKE BOX 
SERVICES GROUP 

INTERNATIONAL DISPLAYS TEL; 01480 414204 FAX: 01480 414205 

"I was amazed by the number of solutions on display in Liffs showroom, 
it's definitely worth visiting to view aU the options at hrst 
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J music , ► week 

0 

More thon 8,500 

contact names, 

addresses 

and numbers 

in one tittie 

book... 

Order your copy loday call 0171 921 5957 or 5906 

Contents inciude: 
• Retaiters 
• Record Companies/Labels 
• Video Companies/Labels 
• Multimedia Developérs 
• Internet Designers/Providers 
• Publishers 
• Distributors 
• Manufacturers 
• Printers 
• Art & Creative Studios 
• Merchandise Companies 
• Artist Management 
• Accountants 
• Légal & Insurance 
• Conférences & Exhibitions 
• Newspapers & Magazines 
• Radio & TV 
• Promoters & Pluggers ■ PR Companies 
• Booking Agents 
• Concert Promoters 
• Venues ■ Recording Studios 
• Producers 
• Studio Equipment Hire 

In memory of 

KILLY KUMBEROER 

1947-1998 

SERVUS KILLY 

REPERTOIRE RECORDS 



Remember where you heard it: The 
indie conspiracy theorists might 
have their own ideas about why Gary 
Crowley has been axed from Xfm's 
daytime line-up, but the real answer 
may well lie with everyone's 
favourite bad hair day, Bob Geldof, 
As the new afternoon présenter recalled at last Thursday's press 
conférence to announce the new 
programme line up, "Gary used to 
be my plugger. He was a crap plugger"...Meanwhile, Richard "Parky" 
Park was quick to realise that when 
you're sharing a stage with the former 
Ratman there's just no point in trying to 
get your stories to tally. Immediately 
after Park declared Sixties records out 
of bounds for Xfm, Geldof retorted, "If I 
want to play a track from 1967 I 
wiir.Jn fact the only thing Geldof was 
keeping his mouth shut about was how 
much dosh he was receiving for 
spinningthe dises. "Even présidents 
have private lives," he mused...But one 
thing seems certain: Parky isn't 

cherry 

pqppin 

imdhes. 

VIRGIN MEGASTORE in Oxford Street rocked last Monday night when the bassist of LONDON RECORDS act A decided to smash up hls Instrument mld- set. The band played with IDLEWILD and BULLYRAG to launch thls Tuesday's KERRANGI AWARDS - where It Glrl Tara Palmer-Tomkinson and 10,000 bottles of boor are expected. Plctured are IDLEWILD porformlng llvo (1) and, from left (2), publishing dlrector JERRY PERKINS, ROBBIE AWORK (Bullyrag), JASON PERRY (A), Kerrangl edltor PHIL ALEXANDER and RODDY WOOMBLE (Idlewlld), 

mm 

expecting the big man to turn into Dr 
Fox on a Capital mark two, despite 
countless claims to the contrary. "D'you 
think I could persuade Bob Geldof to 
corne on board if l'm going to duplicate 
Capital FM?" asked the Scot. "Can you 
see Bob Geldof playing records by Cleopatra?"...Stars who appeared at 
the lavish Beggars Banquet bash - 
which turned out to be the label party of 
the summer, let aione the week - 
included Roni Size, members of 
Cornershop, Ultrasound and Six By 
Seven and the label's first number one 

star - Gary Numan...Which major is 
about to stick its neck out by test 
piloting a digital music distribution 
system in conjunction with a large UK 
télécoms company?...Did you spot an 
embarrassed Mercury product manger 
Fenella Davidson on ITV's Truth Or 
Conséquences show on Saturday night 
- she failed to spot the bum cheeks of 
her boyfriend, industry marketing 
consultant Biff Worsley, among some 
Chipperfield-like dancers?...Get this; 
Celine Dion's album Falling Into You has 
now apparently sold a whopping 25m 
copies around the worid. And, tôTnirk 
the occasTônTiîbum co-writer Marie 
Claire D'Ubaldo received a spécial award 
from her pubiisher Hit & Run Music at 
London's Kashmir Club last Tuesday... 
Pat Savage of industry accountants OJ 
Kilkenny is bidding a fond adieu to 
Naomi MacKenzie, his secretary of 
some 16 years, who leaves on Friday to 
spend more time with her family...Talk 
about gaining maximum exposure. MTV 
has designed a spécial loo roll for the 
festival circuit. Complété with groovy 
designs and text like "This is a bogroll 
for ail of you out there staring at the 
floor", the, ahem, product placement 
makes its first appearance at Reading... 
James Lavelle is due to make an 
appearance on Channel Four's one-off, 
two-hour TV spécial called Dazed next 
month. But watch closely or you may 
miss him - the MoWax boss will be 
dressed as Darth Vader  

To most, the invite was as clear as could be, but for n 
JOHN EMPSON (1) clearly some confusion had sot in. Whlle the rest of the gathering at Worx In London's Parsons Green last Wodnesday wero there to celebrate the 21st birthday of top Indle BEGGARS BANQUET, Judging by his appearance our John seemed to have got it into hls head it was a Bono fancy dress party. Stlll, there was no confuslng Beggars co-founder and blg boss MARTIN MILLS (2, far right), who happlly showed off hls armful of présents to a watching crowd of, from left, NIGEL BOLT, ANDY HEATH and JAMES WYLLIE. Mills, though, had a run for hls money in the smlling stakes from AKI NAWAS (3. rlght), with Mushroom/lnfectlous top bod KORDA MARSHALL And here flnally, ladios and gentleman, Is SAM HEMPSON (4), gultarlst with blg hopes SIX BY SEVEN, and friand. 

EïïBEffiS 
Incorporatlng Record Mirror 

Fourth Floor, 8 Montagne Close, London SE1 SUR. Tel: 0171-620 3636. Fax: 0171-401 8035 
m Mmer Freeman stB«mPn^THOTLINE7oi81-309 3689 NEWSTRADE HOTLINE: 0171- 638 4666 
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te#iebusineœ Pacific Circle Music is the arena for 
business within the Australasian market. 
Over a four day Convention, Trade Show 

and Showcase program, Pacific Circle Music provides a platform for business in the #1 
tourist destination in the world, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA. 

PARTICIPATING TERRITORIES • Australie • Singapore • Hong Kong • India • The Philiipines 
• New Zeaiand • China • Germany • The Netherlands • Canada • United Kingdom 

bigcteaS It's about music, right? So, Australie is recognised as having one of 
the richest sources of original talent on the planet. Over 150 acts 

- are appearing during Pacific Circle Music 1998, including new and 
established signings from: ■ BMG ■ WARNER MUSIC ■ UNIVERSAL ■ VIRGIN ■ SONY MUSIC ■ POLYDOR ■ MUSHROOM ■ TWA ■ SHOCK ■ SWERVE 

PACIFIC CIRCLE MUSIC 
HS-IBtla OOOBER 1998 Sydney, ^tistraila 
convention • exhibition • showcase • éducation 

Pacific Circle Music Convention Pty Ltd, Unit 79, 89 - 97 Jones Street, Ultimo, Sydney, NSW 2007, AUSTRALIA 
Téléphoné; (612) 9211 1466 Fax: (612) 9211 8404 E-mail: pcmc@pcmc.com.au 

rts ail ooSine: visit http://www.pcmc.com.au for updates and news 
Pacific Circle Music is proud to be supported by the following sponsors 

New South Wales Dopartmont of Sta Régional Development ARIA Australian Record Industry Association MBÎI 

PERFORMANCE 
Auatralla f I Councll Il for the Arts 

P^LLSTAP 


